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It is the purpose of this thes.s to sketch a 'Swatow'
grannar within the trane forinational-generative framework developed
by N. Chomsky and hie associates. A gr1mnr of th.e kind takes
the province of linguistic theory to be defined by what
distinguishes natura]. languages from all other conceivable systems
of coiNnimication; what all natura], languages have in comon, and
what possible delimitation can be drawn of their differences.
s a study of linguistic universals, it cannot but begin with

the study of specifics.. Considerable insight bee is the past
years been yielded by transformattonal.generative analysis

of English. It is evident that the extension of this analysis
to as many natural languages as possible will be conducive to
the ultimate setting up of a 'universal'vocabulary with which
to construct 'universal' grammar.

This thesis is divided into three main parts: an introduction,
an outline of 'Swatow' phonology and morphology, and the provision
of different types of rules accounting for the components within
this granurar, and the way in which these components operate in
the construction of sentences, simple and. compound. Two appendices
are also given, one to illustrate the derivationa]. history of
g sentences, and the other to illustrate spectro-
graphically some aspects of tonal sandhi as observed by the
author.
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The transformational-generative model has proved valuable
in the demonstration of the relatedness between different
sentence types such as active-passive, declarative-negative,
statement-question and many others. It has also seemed to me
satisfactory in being capable of explaining the grammatical
s truc turs of 'Swatow' sentences most of which involve primarily
the verb-classes and the realization of more complicated
sentences as derivations from a restricted set of kernel
sentences.



PREFACE

This thesis has been written with two aims in mind:

first, to serve as an exercise in transformational-generative

grammar which may pave the way for further research and

revision, and secondly, to provide a basis for the future

production of realistic language text-books on Chinese

grammar, based on the transformational-generative model.

I am indebted to the University of Hong Kong for a
two-year postgraduate studentship award (1969-71) and a

research grant enabling me to complete this project. I
am also grateful to my supervisors, Professor A.W.PT. Green
and Mrs H. Kwok, both of the Department of English1 for their
help, c±iticism and discussions. I have also to thank
Professor F.H.H. King and the Centre of Asian Studies for
providing me with a new Sony PC-660 Tape-recorder with
which to record my corpus. To my parents who have cheerfully
answered questions and acted as my chief informants I awe
my appreciation. Finally I would like to acknowledge the
help of Mr H.K. Ktan who drew the maps, Nr P. Childe who
helped me in the initial, preparation of ray spectrograms
and Mrs R. Lee who typed this thesis.

N. Childe

May l7l,
Hong Kong.
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CPTR 3.

INTRODUCPION

1.1 Spoken 'Swt'

By spoken ' ow' ( t ) I re fer to that spoken

variety of Chinese used in the city-port of Swatow ('L )

;Ln the Kwangturig Piovince of South-eastern china. (See Fig. t.

The spoken style analysed in this thesis is an mnorma1

colloquial and casa1 style, such as is used in spontaneous

conversation. 'Swatow' lias aiso been loosely identified

with a bigger group of spoken Chinese, known as the 'Tie-chew'

dia'ect (variously spelt Teochiu, Tie-chiw, Teochew, chiu

Chaut Chiu Chow. Chao-chow, Chao-shan. Zhao-chou and chao-zhou)

); spoken over the bigger territory bearing the

same name1 that is the Tie-chew county (See Fig. 2) one of

the ten constituting Kwangtting Province. Located at Latitude

23°40' and Longitude 116°30' the Tie-chew county lies

predominantly in eastern Kwangtung Province and consists of

twelve administrative districts of which the city-port of

Swatow is one. The other eleven districts ie : Chao-an

(also spelt Chiu On) (' ); Chao-yang (also spelt Cbiu

Yeung) (3 f.); Ji-yang (also spelt Kit Yeung) ( )

Jao-ping (also spelt Yiu Ping) ); Teng-hai (aleo

spelt Ching Hoi) (j' j); Pu-ling (also spelt Po Ning)

I ); iwei- lai (also spelt Wai Loi) ( h Fung Shun
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); Da-bu (also spelt Tal o} (z4 ); Lan-au (also
.4- /

spelt Nain O) (5 ); and Lan-shan-kok (also spelt Lan-shan

or Nain Shan) ( or

The River Han ( ) divides the PIe-chew county into

a northern and southern section. The chief cities of Tie-

chew county such as Swatow and chao-an are in the more

prosperous northern section. The spoken varieties o Chinese

within the Pie-chew county. will. hereafter be referred to

collectively as the 'Tie-chew' dialect or simply 'Tie-chew'.

The 'Tie-chew' varieties are mutually intelligible despite

certain marked differences in tones, certain diphthongal

combinations and consonantal finals) Prestige varieties

of 'Tie-chew' include both that spoken in the city-pott of

Swatow (that is 'Swatow') and that in Chao-an city (that

is 'Chao-an'). If we take into account the fact that Swatow

is a city-port of considerable commercial and historical

significance and that Chao-an used to be the former 'pre-

fectural city Sç) of Tie-Chew county, the pre-eminence

of these two varieties of 'Tie-chew' is self-explanatory.

Linguistically however 'Swatow' is more interesting and

significant a variety to set up as standard because it

represents a mean in the extremes of linguistic variation

found in the Tie-chew county as a whole. This applies only

].. Lin Lin-hsien (1962) "A study of the initials of the
Swatow dialect', (CUEK).v.. I..2.tily. p.l71.Un

Chinese).
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to the phonology and is one reason why 'Swatow' has been

called "cue of the most mixed varieties of 'Tie-chew' .

This is perhaps one of the reasons why most texthooks of

the spoken vernacular designed for the foreign missionary3

ba set up 'Swatow' as the standard.

1.2 Dialect, Variet and Language

It will be in order to explicate first what I take to

be the basis of 'variety1 and 'dialect' before I begin my

transformational-generative analysis. Different bases or

criteria have been made to serve,as for exemple, degree of

mutual intelligibility1 political and geographical boundaries,

generic relationship1 non-conformity to a language norm.

different social status of idiolecte, geographical separation

of idiolecte and others. In this thesis, I bave adopted

Guxnperz and Ferguson's "suggestive descriptions"4 as the

criteria to differentiate 'variety', 'dialect' and 'language'.

Following Gumperz and Ferguson, three terms are posited as

follows:

2. Ibid.

3 See Ashmore (1884); Duffus (1883); Gibson (1886) and
Koons (1967) in Selected Bibliography.

4. Gumperz and Ferguson "Linguistic Diversity in South Asia"
LXAL, Publication 13.
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"A variety is any body of human speech
patterns which is sufficiently homogeneous
to be analyzed by available techniques of
synchronic description and which has a
sufficiently large repertory of elements
and their arrangements or processes with broad
enough semantic scope to function in all
normal ¿Ontexta of communication.." "A
language consists of all varieties which share
a single superimposed variety having substantial
similarity in phonology and grammar with the
included varieties or which are mutually
intelligible or are connected by a series of
mutually intelligible varieties." "A dialect
is any set of one or more varieties of a language
which share at least one feature or combination
of features setting them apart from other varieties
of the language, and which may appropriately
be treated as a unit on linguistic or non-linguistic
grounds."

On this basis I will refer to 'Pie-chew' as a dialect of

South China,5 'Swatow' as a variety of 'Tie-chew' both of

which can in turn be subsumed under the chinese language.

5. rollowing Li Fang-Kuei (1939) "Languages and Dialects",
china Yearbook, Shanghai, p.59-65, it has been customary
to divide Chinese dialects into nine major groups the criteria
for classification used being historical phonology and geo-
graphical considerations. The nine major groups are: (1)

The Northern Mandarin group (2) The Eastern Mandarin group
(3) The South-western Mandarin group (4) The Wu group
(5) The Kan-Raicka group (6) The Min group (7) The Cantonese
group (8) The Hsìang group and (9) Certain isolated groups
spoken in the southern part of Anhwei, Hunan and in the
northeastern part of angsi. Of the Min group listed
above, two sub-groups are further classified: North Min
(Min Psi) and South Min (Min Nan). 'Tie-cbew' and the
'Swatow' variety are under this classification grouped as
South Mm, and have been lab.led as such in the works of
many dialectologists, Karl9ren, 'orrest, Yuan Cbia-bw& aiid
others.
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1. .3 Geocîrapbica, _çltura1 and Lingistic Background of' Swatow'

Though a British Crown Colony. Hong Kong is geographically,

ethnically and culturally a predocni.nantly Chinese Community.

The 1966 By-census6 reports an estimated total population of

about 3,645,320 of which 97.9% were Chinese. The majority

of Chineas in the Colony have originated from RWangtung Province,

particularly Canton and its ad acent areas. Thus. Cantonese

spoken by some 70% of the population and understood by as many

s 95% constitutes the lingua franca of Hong Kong. The 'Tie-

chew' dialect including 1Swatow' and other varieties. together

with other HoJUo dial.ects7 (all lumped under a wider cover-term

the 'Hoklo' dialect group by the Hong Kong Government

Census), has been found to constitute the third largest dialect

group in the Colony.

6. }LMJL Barnett (1968) nqKortg Rept on the 1966 $y-Cenj,
Hong lcong Government Press. More recent figures according
to the South China Morning Post Hong Kong, July 1970 is
that "The estimated population of Hong Kong at mid-year was
4,089.000 u A newer census was taken in March, 1971.
th. statistics of which have not yet been published.

7. 1(.M.A. Barnett (1968) qp.cit.. v i Appendis 4. Code B.
Usual Language. "Hoklo" includes "alt the languages of
the MIN group, namely HOKW proper. Swabue, Swatow, Chiu
Chau. Amoy, Kiung Chàu and all kindred dialects of Fukien
and Taiwan provinces. Hainan and coastal angtung. '
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The first official record of the Tie-chew community in

Hong Kong is found in the Census of 1897.8 The Tie-chew

community at the time constituted only about 2.11% of the total

opu2.ation. By E66 the Tie-chew population had spiralled

to a total of 398,64O forming 11% of the total population

of 3,645,320. About 80.300 1iveon !iong Kong Island and

44,900 in Kow2oon Peninsula)0

The increased size of the Tie-chew community in the Colony

has ¿esulted in the establishment of a linguistic group of

considerable stability. This is readily observable in a number

of ways: social, economic, educational and cultural.

First1y, there exist many clan associations of the Tie-chew

in the Colony as well as many 'native-district' associations,

auch as the Chao-an District Association and many others. Then.

trade associations11 are still more numerous and active. Some

of these organizations also engage in educational activities.

The Chlu Chau Public Association for instance runs the Hong Kong

8 . Hoq Kong Census Repport l84l-l94l, Table XIV p.483.

9. K.:M.A. Barnett (1968) op. cit.. y. 2, No. 33

10. Ibid.

U.. The Tie-chew have over fifty different organizations for
their own people, catering to Tie-chew in different branches
of trade . Compared to other dialect groups1 for example
the Cantonese and Sbanghainese, etc. the Tie-chew appear
to have the biggest network of associations for their own
people.
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an Kowloon thiu Chau School. The cbiu Cbau Chamber o Conunerce

operates a similar school bearing the name of this organization.

A number of tie-chew religious associations also exist and run

the gamut from Tie-chew Buddbist associations to Baptist Churcb

fraternity clubs. Cuiturally, througb mass media we can also

observe that the Tie-chew conununity does manage to hold its

own in the Colony. Rediffusion, a local radio and television

station broadcasts 70% of its prograzluWsin 'Tie-chew' regularly

over the Golden Channel (one of its two Chinese channels). f

these prograim.c about 80% feature Tie-chew songs and Tie-chew

opera. The rest include radio plays, news bulletins and so on.

Radio Hong Kong also relays news bulletins daily in 'Tie-chew'

over its Chinese station. According to an unpublished report

of Rediffusion in 1967, it was noted that more people tune in

to its Golden Channel over Kowloon than over Hong Kong Island.

The concentrated area of its listeners were found to be in the

districts of Kwun Tong ( ) and Ngau Tau I(ok C 3

(See Fig. 3). On Hong Kong Is].and on the other han& its listen-

ers were found to be densest in the Western District (See Fig.3)

This phenomenon of residential concentration of the Tie-chew

in the Colony has both sociological and linguistic implications.

As has been pointed out by K.M.A. Barnett12

12. KM.A. Barnett (1962) Hone Konq Report the 1961 ÇnsM,
Hong Kong Government Press. y. II, Fig. 184.
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"in the concentrated area of Chiu Chow more
Cbiu Chow is used than Cantonese. Zn Ngau Tau
1(ok for example, 84.82% of the Chiu Chow speak
their own dialect and only about 12.03% speak
Cantonese. IS

Conversely in areas where there is lower Tie-chew concentration.

Cantonese is more often spoken than 'Tie-chew'. Evidences of

such cases are cited by I( .R . F. Lee13 where it was found that in

the district of Yau Na Tei (. .3t.,) in Kciwloon, 29.33% of

the Tie-chew spoke their an dialect, whóle 60.94% spoke

CantoneSe. This bas also been found true of the Mong Kok

district (j ) where only 15.7% of the Tie-chew spoke their

own dia.ect while 43..07% used Cantonese. Within dense spatial

groups therefore we may say in a limited sense that 'Tie-chew'

is, in fact, the 'lingua franca'. Residential concentration

of the Tie-chew in various parts of the Colony14 is undoubtedly

one of the factors contributing to their high resistance to

assimilation.15

13. Lee, K H F. (1969) "The Chiu Chow Community in Rowloon".
Unpublished B.A. dissertation, University of Hong Kong,
p.62.

4. These areas of high residential concentration according
to K.M.A. Barnett (1962) pp.cit., y. II, p.38. Table
125 are as follows: Ngau Tau Kok, Kai Talc, Lei Yu Muri.
Taim Sha Tsui, and Shek Rip Mei respectively in Kowloon.
Over Hong Kong Island they are Western nistrict, Sheimg
Wan, Shau Kei Wan, North Point and Tai Hang.

15. K.M.A. Barnett (1968) op.ci..t., V. 1, Chap. XV. Section 15.8.
"The only linguistic group which holds its own is Hokie.
which was already observed i 1q61 to be highly resistant
to assimilatLon."
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In Mainland China1 it has been reported16 that approximately

4.863,152 speak 'Tie-chew'. A sizeable community of overeea

Chinese in Nanyang17 also belong to the same speech group.

In view of the fact that almost the entire chinese itmuigrant

population throughout South-east Asia originated from South

China, particularly from the provinces of zangtung and Fukien-8

it comes as no surprise to know that next to Cantonese. 'Tie-

chew' and Hokkien19 may be considered the two most widespread

dialects spoken by oversee Chinese. 'Tie-chew' in particular

16. 11i Yong-ining (1958) The Chao-chow dialect, chung Ia
Shu-ku, Peking . p . 1. (Iii Chinese).

11. 'Nan-yang' refers to the South-east Asian countries
stretching from Burina in the west to the Philippines in
the east.

18. Richard Coughlin (1960) Double Identity, The Chinese in
$oern Thailand, Hong Kong University Press. p.6.

19. NC. Bodman (1955) Spoken Amoy Hokkien, y. j. The Govern-
ment rederation of Malaya., Rua3.a liumpur. p. i. "The Bokicien
Dialects are closely related to the Teochew dialects spoken
in the Swatow area of northeastern Kwangtung Province . -

Hokkien &talects are widely spoken outside of the mainland
of China1 in Eormosa, Singapore, and Malaya and many other
parts of Southeast Asia; they are, in fact, of greater
importance in the overseas areas than they are in China
Amoy is the best known representative of the Pukienese or
Hokkien language ... The Moy dialect can be easily under-
stood by all Hokkien speakers and with little difficulty by
speakers of Teochew as well W
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is widely spoken in Singapore.2° Nalaysia2 and particularly

in Thailand.22 -

During a visit to Singapore Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok in

June, 1968 the writer noted the closeness of oversea ie-chew

to that spoken in Bong Ko,23a notwithstanding the tendency

for ad hoc borrowings of foreign words23b characteristic of

bi-lingual (and in some cases, tri-lingual) speakers. Through

personal observation the writer found the Tie-chew in these

p].aces to be conspicuous as merchants and traders. In the

main business areas, a knowledge of 'Tie-chew' was adequate for

20.' ?ted, Morton (1958) ed. Colloquiumon overseas Thinese,
New York, International Secretariat, Institute of Pacific
Relations p.21. Fried reports that there are about 185,300
Tie-chew in Singapore forming about 21.7% of the total
Chinese population there.

21. W.H. Newell (1962) Treacherous River University of ia1aya
Press, p.2. Newell reports the Tie-chew as constituting
13.9% of the total Chinese population in 1947. The percen-
tage of Chinese against the total population was about 61.2%.

22. Lois Mitchison (1961) The Overseas Chinese, Bodley Head,
London. p.l3. "The biggest group of Chinese in Thailand
speak Teochiu".

23a. For a discussion of the spoken language phenomena of Chinese
in Hong Kong see Lin, Lin-haten (1964) CCJ (CUHK), y. 3.2.
pp.132-6. (In chineseì.

23b. For a discussion of ad hoc borrowings of foreign words by
oversea Chinese in Nanyang. see Xii Yu (1940) Journal of
the South Sea Society (Singapore). y. 1, pt. 1, pp.61-15
(In Chinese).
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communication. In Bangkok particularly, 'Tie-chew' was found

to be virtually the 'lingua franca' of the Chinese community.24

Although there are no exact statistics about the actual Tie-chew

population in Thailand, it bas been estimated by Cougblin25 that

of the total Chinese population in Thailand, (about 2.3 miflion

to 3 million) the TLei-diew people constitute about 56%, mainly

concentrated in the Bangkok area4

This Tie-chew community. compared with its Hong Kong

counterparts is very much more influential as a linguistic

group since it exerts considerable social and economic pressure

as weil. By virtue of their number and wealth, the ?ie-chew

in Thailand enjoy a social prestige unrivalled by other

dialect groups.26 Their dominant commercial and social

24. lt is interesting to note the following written by William
Dean (1841) First Lessons in tiTie-chi dialect, Bangkok.
I. The Chinese population of Bangkok has been variously
estimated at from two hundred and fifty to four hundred
thousand. Probably two thirds of this number speak the
Tie-chiw dialect and from the circumstances that they
annually receive considerable accession from their native
district, it is supposed that while they may use some forms
of expression peculiar to this place that they speak the
language with a good degree of purity.

25. R. Coughlin (1960) opcit., p.7.

26. Ibid., p.6. Coughlin cites five major dialect groups
representative of the Chinese population in Thailand.
These are (1) Teochiu (2) Hakka (3) Hainanese (4) Cantonese
(5) Bokkien. in order of importance respectively. In
addition, there are a smaller number of immigrants from
Taiwan, Shanghai, and Ningpo areas of China.
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position is reinforced by the existence o a regional dialect

asaociation, namely the 'TeocMu Association' (Chìao chou

hut-kuan). one of the largest and most powerful of the dialect

associations. ormafly organized about forty years ago, it

has a total membership of 7,000 more than half of whom reside

in the Bangkok area. The Thochiu Association' controls

primary schools and formerly rari a secondary school as well.

There are also smaller 'district' associations, (such as

those found in Hong Kong) where members group themselves

together according to their native districts. Another power-

ful organization is the Chinese cbamber of Commerce, also of

Bangkok (where membership is almost entirely Chinese) and

where meetings are conducted in 'Tie-chew' normally. The

above mentioned associations may be said to have contributed

to the cohesiveness of the Tie-chew as a linguistic group,

since membership is by informal and formal controls limited

to the admission of a coterie of people speaking 'Tie-chew'.

It has had the effect of making some knowledge of 'Tie-chew'

indispensable in business transactions.

In the Chinese schools, the present language of instruction

is Mandarin, though formerly the language of instruction in

such schools was normally the dialect of the sponsoring

institution. Nonetheless, these schools in Thailand have

provided and still provide one of the means for the perpetuation
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of the 'Tie-chew' dia3.ect27 particu1arysince 'Tie-chew' is

ccmnerciaUy useful.

A has been pointed out by Y.R Chao28, the dialects"

of oversea Chinese form an important aspect of the language

situation. Since however it is beyond the scope of this

thesis to include them for analysis, the writer wíll hereafter

confine the discussion to the 'Swatow' variety of 'Tie-chew'

spoken in Hong Kong, its geographical, cultural and linguistic

background having been briefly outlined in this chapter.

1.4 lier studies of 'Swatow' Grammar

Literature daal&zig with the grammar of 'Swatow' is to

et 'ery limited. Most of them (Ashmore, 1884g W. Dean,

1841; Duffus, 1883; Gibson, 1886; Koons, 1967) axe tezthookg

for the foreign missionary wishing to learn the 'Tie-chew'

vernacular. The most useful linguistic description of 'Tie-

chew' grammar is Li Yong-mings B.A. dissertation submitted

to the cliung-shan University in 1957, A descriptive phonetic

27. Coughlin (1960) op,cit.., p.161 reports that second-
generation non-Tie-Chew Chinese liave learnt their 'Tie-
chew' by association with Tie-chew companions with whom
they had attended school.

28. YR. Chao (1943) "Languages and dialects in china",
ographica1 Journal (London). V. 102, p.66.
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study based on the Chao-an variety of 'Tie-chew', it also

contains a Chapter totalling eleven paragraphs illustrating

the syntactic features of 'Tie-ehew'. A vocabulary of "Iie-

chew' local vernacular words and an appendix containing

dialect stories, folk-lore and a short conversation are also

included in his dissertation.

More recent material (written in chinese) of a rather

fragmentary nature appear in various papers written by 4ain-

land linguists scattered in journals like ZGYW and FYYTLJK

(See Index to Abbreviations p.213). The only systematized

account of the grammatical features of South Min dialects in

general can be found in Yuan Chia-hwa's dialect manual1

entitled 'Han-yu Fang-yen Gai Yao"2 C Synopsis of the Chinese

Iialects ) again written in Chinese. 'Tie-chew (including

'Swatow') phonology has been given more attention as can be

seen iii the works of S.Egerod30, K. Rankth31, Lin Lin-hsien32,

and Li Yong-ming followed by amplification of the phonological

data given by Li. in w.s .'. Wang33

29. Yuan, Chia-hwa (1960) Han-yu Pang-yenai Yac (A Synopsis
of the Chinese Dialects), Wendz Gaige chubanshe, Peking.

30. S. Egerod (1956) see Selected Bibliography.

31. R. Rankin (1959) see Selected bibliography.

32. Lin, Lin-hsien (1962) see Selected Bibliography.

33. W.S.Y. Wang (1967) see Selected Bibliography.
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1.5 TransformationaGerirate_Ana3.ysis

The paucity of material in this particular variety of

spoken chinese as contrasted with the relatively prolific

material availahie for Mandarin and Cantonese has led the

writer to believe in the usefulness of initiating a preliminary

investigation of 'Swatow intended as a modest first step

toward the subsequent formulation of a complete and detailed

transformational-generative model, such as that developed

by N. Chomsky and his associates.

The transformational-generative model has been adopted

because it appears to inc more satisfactory in explaining the

grammatical structure of 'Swatow' which involves primarily

the verb classes and the realization of more complicated

sentence types as derivations from simpler strings. For

example, take the following sentence consisting of a series

of verbal predicates a common enough phenomenon in 'Swatow':

uI 1 tsi k bòi s ki' i t!)34

Literally

"1 come here buy dress give lier wear"

(I have come here to buy her a dress)

34. See Chapter IX. p.19 for phonetic symbols and tone
marks.
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This requires more than a linear sequential analysis.

Transformational-generative analysis can bring to light

the fact that this complicated string is in fact an actual

derivation from four simpler strings as follows:

' A V
(1.) us lai tei. ko

Literally,

"I come here"
' . 'u

(2) us boi. sa
Literally,

"I buy dress'
(3) u JC1'

Literally
"I give dress'
(4) i ts' s

Literally,
'She wears dress'
One of the most crucial notions of the transformational-

generative approach is the realization of the inter-relatedness
between basic kernel sentences and their-transforms.

This present outline can by no means claim to be such as

to generate all possible and grammatical sentences of 'Swatow';

it is and can only be considered a crude exercise in trans-

formational-generative graisnar, with the hope of demonstrating

and exploring acme of ita possibilities.
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1.6 Sourçea

The sources for thia study are as follows:

(1) Made-up Examples. These are mostly short sentences
which I have, in my double-capacity as informant-linguist
pøLted. Though born in Hong Kong, I speak 'Swatow' as my
native language. These examples have also been checked by
other native speakers for their accuracy.

(2) Tape-recorded Corpus. A two-hour recording of
spontaneous convereation was made with five Seatow informants.
two male and three female (the writer included). Of these,
two (aged 65 and 62) spoke only Swatow' and no other dialect
with any great fluency. The other two (aged 37 and 33) spoke
'Swatowt as their native tongue until late adolescence after
which on arrival in Hong Kong they learnt Cantonese and
English. The writer as previously mentioned was born in
Hong Kong and until the age of six spoke 'Swatow' and
Cantonese only with fluency.

(3) Texts: Dialect stories, folk-lore, riddles, news
bulletins and speeches (sermons, etc.) have been included
for study.

Where relevant, the tape-recorded corpus was used mainly
to check the author' s made-up examples in terms of acceptability.
Also, in the case of alternative modes of expression, that
which seemed more preferable to the informants was noted.
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since only five informants were included, the preferences

indicated can by no means be of any great statistical

significance, except as a possible indication of some forms

which might appear more frequently used among this particular

group of people. In any case, exact statistjcal frequency

is not the main concern of this study.
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2]. Phonology

he elemente of Swatowr' phonology are best given in

a brief phonetic statement. Following Li. (1959) the IJ'.A

system of transcription will be used. Phonetic transcription

will be phonemic.

There are six vowel phonemes tabulated as follow.:

Front

High i 'i

Mid e Y

Low a o

0f these, Iii /e/, and. Ial can occur independently in

nasalized form symbolized throughout by "i,

Consonant pbonemes traditionally classified in terms

of their 'place' and 'manner' of articulation are as follows:
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Bilabial Alveolar Velar Glottal

Stops vl asp p' t' k

vi. p t k

vd. b g

Fr icat ives

vi. s h

vd. z

AUricates

vi. asp ts1

vd. te

Nasale

vd. ut n

Laterals

vd.
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It is convenient for the description of phon.me

distribution to follow the practice of traditional Chinese

phonology in dividing a syllable into an 'initiale and a

'firzal'.35 The canonical forma for Swatow' syllabi..

are as follows: V, C, VC, CV, and CVC.

The initial may be any one of the following:

(1) any vowel riaalized or unnasal.iz.d

(ii) any of the following consonants: /p/ /p f /b/, /t/

¡t 'I, ¡n/, ¡mf, /1/, /ts,', /ts' / ¡el, /z/, ¡k /, /k,',

¡g!, and ¡h,'.

The final may be any one of the fol3.owing:

(i) any vowol, nasalized or unnaealized

35. Chao (1968) A Granimar of Spoken Chinese, University
of California Press. Berkeley. p.18-19. 4Traditionai
Chinese phonology divides the syllable into an initiai
and a final. The initial is the way a syllable begins.
usually wtth a consonant . -. The final of a syllable
is the syllable minus the initil ... The longest form
of a final consists of three parts: a medial, or semi-
vowel; a main vowel, or head vowel; and an ending. or,
in the case of retroflex suffixes, sometimes two endings
There may be no medial or endings. but there must b a main
vowel ...'

36. V (vowel) is taken to inc1ud any vowel, or vowel sequence
such a diphthongs, and triphthongs.
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(ii) any diphthong (nasalized or unnasalized) from the

following list:
Pd 4' iv

¡au, iou, /ui/, /iu/, ¡ial, faul, /ua/, /ue,', /ia/

/iu/, /au/ /ai/, /ui/, /ua/, foil, ad lou!.

(iii) any of the following triphthorzgs: haul, /iou/. /u4'ai/.

luau

(iv) any of the two nasal consonants /m/ and // which can

also occur independently as syllables.

Cv) any vowel + nasal combination from the following list:

/im/, lin!. /ej I /am, /aj/. /uij / and

(vi) any diphthong + nasal combination from the following

list: ¡i.am/, /iaj/ /uanV. /uaJ I /ou/1 M /ioj /.

(vii) any of the four consonants ¡pl, /k/, /m/ and /?/.

Since the 'final' of a syllable refers to 'the syllable

minus the initial'37, all the vowels listed as finals

(including diphthongs and tripbthongs. whether in nasalized

or unnasalized form) can also occur syllabically. The only

two consonants which can occur syllabically are ¡ml and

as mentioned above.

37. See footnote 35.
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Some of the more important allophonic variants will
also be mentioned at this point. The phonemes /b/ /z/ and
/g/ may have the following variant forms: (a) preglottalized
and/or prenasalised (b) not preglottai.ized nor prenasalized.
although (a) seems commoner, the writer has no evidence about

their distribution. Certain phonemes ¡si ¡te,' and /z/ tend
toward palatalization when preceding the vowel ¡i/ but not
before other vowels. The finals /'/, /p/ and ¡ICI are
unreleased preglottalized and tend toward voicing. One

other point worthy of mention is the interchangeability of
the following sets of phonemes /b/ /m,'; /n/, IiI and / Ì Igl
when followed by the vowel ¡a/. ThougK elsewhere contrastive

phonemically, in the context stated above they are pbonemica11y

non-contrastive.

In addition to an initial and finaL every syllable.
according to Y.R. Chao, has an essential component, the tone
which is "primarily the pitch pattern of the voiced part
of the syllable. so that it the initial is voiced, the tone
begins with the initial and spreads over the whole syllable
while, if the initial is voiceless, the tone is spread over

the final only."38 The pitch pattern may be considered a
combination of pitch, length and direction. Eight different

38. Y.?.. chao (3968) A Grammar of Spoken Chinese,' University
of California Press, Berkeley. p.39.
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pitch shapes or pitch values yielding eight phonetic tones

may be observed in 'Swatow' when a monosyllable is cited

in isolation. If we were to count each pitch shape as a

tone, we would have eight in 'Swatow' Taking into consideration

W.S .Y Wang s observation that "no matter how many tones a

language has, the voice of the pitch traverses approximately

the same overall ranges"39 and that "the differonce Decides

in how each pitch value is interpreted vis-à-vis the particu1r

tone paradigm"40, a different tonal elaasifi.cation will be

adopted in this study.

It ja proposed by Wang that phonetic differences should be

separated from distinctive differences, becauce it leads to

simplification or minimnizatî.on of the total complexity of the

tonal paradigm in question. Besides as pointEd out by ChaO,

the exact shape of the time-pitch curve has never been a

distinctive feature given two starting and ending points or the

turning point, if any, on the five-point scale41 ence, oIly

3L William, W..S. Wang (1961) "Phonological Features of Tone",
XJAL, y. 33.2, p.100.

40. ibid., p.25

41. Y.R. chao (1968) opcjt., p25 "1f we dvLde the range of
a speaker's voice into feur equal intervals, marked by
five points. i low. 2 half-low, 3 middle, 4 half-high, and
5 high, then practically any tone occurring in ay of the
Chinese dialects can be represented unambiguously by noting
the beginning and ending points, and, in the case of a
circumflex tone, also the turning point; in other words the
exact shape of the time-pitch curve ... has never been a
necessary distinctive feature given the starting and ending
points, or the turning point, if any. on the five-point
scale:" See also Chao, Y .R. (1930) le jitre honetictte
y. 45, pp.24-27.
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three of the most 4istinctive pitch leveiB, namely High

level, Mid level and Low level in correlation with the two

directional aspects of pitch, namely Rising arid 'al1ing add up

to five 'tonal features' or 'specifications' which though

admittedly crude in comparison with Wang' s proposed system,

is sufficiently clear for my purposes. Represented by

diacritical marks, " (High level); no mark (Mid level);"

(Low level); ' (Rising) and (Falling) they will be

used to represent the eight phonetic tones of 'Swatow' in

this study, except in those rules (See Chapter 9) where

tonal sandìii operations are sketched. In the latter cases,

actual pitch values will be given in Chao's numerical tone
42

letter system.

Given below is a table of the eight phonetic tones,

with actual pitch values (in Chao's numerical tone-letter3)

and the relevant 'tonal features'. It can be noted that the

low level rise and the short low level tone (represented

by 213 and 2 respectively) are grouped under the Low level

tonal feature. Similarly, the short high level tone (5)

is grouped together with the high level (55) under the

High level tonal feature.

42. Ibid.
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Table I

Feature SYmbOJ Phoneticone Exam

1. Low Level w (j) LOW levei tone (U) as in (i)

"a share of"

(ii) Low Level rise (213) as in (i)

'admonish"

(iii) Short Low Level (2) as in

suddenly N

2. High Level (iv) High Level tone (55) as in

(y) Short high level (5) as in C)
Buddha

3. Mid level mo mark] ¿vi) Mid Level tone (33) as in ())

'given a share

4. Falling (vii) Fa1lng tone (53) as in (3w)

Wpowder

5. Rising / (viii) Rising tone (35) as in (')

"mix"
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The above classification, influenced by Wang's views
that "it we are to capture all and only the consistent
characteristics in the phonological structure ... then over-
differentiation would only lead to chaos when we try to mark
hat pitch level the tone falls from or what level it falls

to 43 is nonetheless not one doing tu U. jus tice to Wang' s
proposai which calls for the consideration of contour tones
and their specification in binary features. Although this has
not been adopted bere, the recognition of such as being crucial
to the formulation of a complete generative phonological
component has been kept in mind1 by the writer as a subject
for future research.

As in many other Chinese dialects44, tonal sandhi in

'Swatow' operates in a manner that has been described as
"paradigmatic replacement"45; that is to say, "haacteristically
tone x is iep1aced by tohe y when it i within sottie linguistic
environment, and it is irrelevant whether tone y is present

elsewhere in the sequence of tones. Frequently the phonological
environment in which tone x occurs is also irrelevant for the
sandhi".46 What is more, there is a certain symmetry in the

43. WISSY. Wang (1967) pcit., p.97.
44. ibid., p.94. "Some very complex situations of paradigmatic

sandhi are found in the Min and Wu dialects of Chinese .."
45. Thid.
46. ThId.
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pattern of replacement, since it has been found that a

series of 'flip-flop' alternations take place. In other

words, in certain linguistic environments, the high tones

are found to be replaced by low tones and vice-versa. The

treatment of these 'flip-flops' within a generative phonological

framework has sparked off much theoretical discussion since

"such alternations pose a striking problem fôr our understanding

of phonolgica1 chane" In thi3 study an attempt win only

i,e made to sketch these operationS in the oi1m o:f phonetic

rules. With further research, however, they may form a useful

point of departure for a formulation of a complete generative

phonological component of 'Swatow'.

Given briefly below are some of the linguistic environments

found to effect tonal alternation. Illustrations of some

1f lip-flops' can be seen in sets of spectrograms made by the

writer (See Appendix B, p.239).

47. Ibid., p.102.
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PIRST SYLLABLE SECOND SYLLABLE TONAL CHANGE

__________ - _irì Fi.rt Sliable-
one-1etter Features_ Tone-letter

__________
Feature Tone-3.etter Feature

++ 33 Mid Level All othexs

-
33 Mid level

- 53
'

Falling 53 Falling 35
F

Rising

53
'

Falling AU others
-.

24
F

Rising
-

35 F Rising

- -
35

F
Rising

53 '% Falling

213
'1

Low level 55 AHigh level 53 Falling

5 'High level

213 Low'level All others 3j* Falling

2 Low'leve1

-
53 Falling S High lev&

f__5 Rising 55

2
-

Low"leuel
-- -

All others
-

3 Mid level

++ Il Low"ievel All others

-a-

II

-
Law" level

55 HighAlevel All others 13 Lor'"level

or j3* Rising

5 High" level All others 2 Low" level

----
Rising All others 21* LOr level

Asterisked tone-letters indicate modified tones resulting

from tonal sandhi, These tones are different from the inberent

or ortgtral tone carried by each of auch syllables in nionosyllabic

citation. These modified tOries art aleo grouped under their
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respective tonal features in the adjacent column. ++" marked

tones indicate that there are rio tonal changes effected.

Genea11y ipeaking. when two syllables are combined (each

of which carries an inherent or original. tone when uttered in

monosyllabic citation) the first syllable carries the tonal

change, while the second syL1ab1e retain& the oritna1 or

inherent tone. Ocasiona11y, however, tjte second syllable

becomes enc].itic, (that Ls, becomes pron,unced as part of

the stressed portion of the preceding syllable) remaining

otherwise unchanged in tone .

EaCh of the vowels and consonants listed is illustrated

in the following words:

/1/ as in (;) . (i)

¡e/ as in () (e)

/a/ as in (3) (a)

/0/ as in (1,) (o)

/u/ as in (-;) (u)

Ì(/ as in (ft) ()

as in (iT) ()

,, as in (4) ()

i:i as in (f-) (ku)

/ai, as in ( ) (ai)

¡au! as in () (au)

bu as in () (oi)

bui as in ( 5 ) (ou)

s'

'5dulD.:b

"familiar name prefix'

"oyster"

"filth"

"left over"

s'

"mandar i"
"grief"

"Europe"

"shoe"

1"
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/iu/ as in ( l ) ()
ho, as in () (io) "waist

liai as in (') (ja) uwild*I

tua/ as in C j- ) Cua) " I K

/ue! as in ( ) (ue) '1cooking pot

/uL/ as in ( ) (ui) 'ito 1ea1"

/ai/ as in ( ) (a) "want; fond of"

/a/ as in () (hhi) "fond oft'

/o/ as in (?) (c;) '41eisure

/o/ as in ( )) (h) "tiger"

/i/ as in (ia) Ufj; slender"

/i/ ftS in C . ) (it) "sheep'

,i/ &B in ( ) (ii') "camp"

as in () (u) "stability7 comfort"

/u/ as in (:) (b) "horizontal"

/ut, as in ( ) (ut) "afraid; fearful of"

/ianV as in () (jam) "sa1t'

/uar I as in (uaj ) "bend; curve

/uam/ as in ( .1j (huam) "any"

ho / as in ( ) (k' ior ) "poor"

/ia
3
I as in C ) (ia ) "central"

/ou I as in (;) (toua "freeze"

/a 7 / as in C (a ) "busand'
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¡e
J
I as in ( ) (e j)

/in,/ asin (-) (iI)

, I as in (;) (ut)

/Yj/ as in () (j)
/io:1 I as in () (ioj )

laici as in () (ak)

/ek/ as .n ('::4) (eh:)

I/yIç/ as in (?) (Yk)

/ilc/ as in (:) (ik)

/ok! as in ('i) (oh:)

/uk! as in () (uk)

/iak/ as in (.;) (kiak)

/iok/ as in C ) (iok)

/uak/ as in ('t) (uak)

lip! as in ( (ip)

lap! as in ('ta) (ap)

hap! as in ()) (iap)

I,1ap/ as in ( ) (lap)

/usk/ as in () (usk)

/e ?/ as in ( -)
(ke?)

/a'/ as in () (a')

/j)/ as in Gì) (ti')

/0'! as i () (ko')

/u'1' as in (1J) (u')

/au 'f aß fl ( ) (gau»

NnOte .OUfld

1waxm is

'5grace; benefit"

Ju1l
Thad-tempered ; wicked'

'liquid'

"beg

'4tinie name"

51bOUSC"

'1t0 iron"H"
s'to nurture'

"to obtain; to win"

"district"

11

"to exert pressure Upon'

"law; method"

"to scrape"

'mo"
"duck!

"a drop'

'a loft"

"an indentat.on"

"music"
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/oi?/ as in (k) (01') "tight; narrow"

/io,/ as in () (.o') "medicine"

lia?! as in (la') "beneflt'

lue'! as in () (ue) "to draw; mark out"

/ua'/ as in ( ) (ua' ) 'a1ive ; to Live

/iauV a in () (iau) "to leap up"

luau as in () (kua) 'fruit"

/P/ as in (pi) "a stone monument"

' I as in (:)Ñ (P'1 ) 'tto cover "

/b! as in ( ) (bi) "rice"

IrR! as in () (mi) "bewildered"

/t/ as in () (to) "escape"

/t'! as in (;frf:) (t'o) "peach"

/n/ as in (Z1Ç) (na) "that"

/1/ as in () (lau) "building"

/ts/ as in () (tsi) "stop"

/ts'! as in (&z;) (t&i) "shame"

/s/ as in (4) (si) "time"

¡z, as in ( 9) (zi) "sOn"

/lc/ as in ( ;& ) (Ici ) "flag"

¡k ' / as in ( j- ) (k ' i ) "tunn ; tr"
/g/ as in (gi) "to suspect"

I 1 I as in ( ) ( i) "suitable"

/h! as in ( 4 ) "pleasure ; joy"

1'1 as in ( } (to')
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2.2 cUoita1 arid Literary Words

AU. Chinese diaLects exhibit the common characteristic of

having two readings for certain ideograms, the one literary

and the oercoUoqiia1. What differs from dialect to dialect

is whether these dLfferences are more or less marked. The

South Min group of dialects, in which the !Swatow variety

is included, share the characteristic of having marked

differences in the two readings8 On the other hand, in

Mandarin, these differences are so slight as to be insignificant.

In the above list, the colloquial form of the ideogram is

underlined. It should be noted that under certain conditions

in 'Swatow, only one of the two readings is permiesthie

since the colloquial. and literary form may differ in actual

meaning as well.

48. For a discission of literary and colloquial reading in
the South Min dialects Chiu, Bien-ming (1931) , "The
Phonetic structure and tone behaviour in Hagu (commonly
known as the Amoy dialect) and their relation to cert4n
questions in Chinese linguistica. H Tounq ' ao, V. 28

pp.245-342, and Lo h'ang-pei (1930) Phonetics and
phonology of the Arnoy dialect" , BIHP , Monograph 4, No 4,
and Wang Yu-te (1956) about literary reading
and collocuia1 reading in the ¡moy diaLect" TICO, V. 3,
pp.67-70. (AU 'n Chinese except Chiue article).
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2.3 Prosodic Features

No detailed descxiption o prosodic features will e

given in this study. Dentatively, it has been reported49

that if we consider phrases as segments bounded by /4V

whic}z represents a silence of at least one-half to one

second in duration, a phrase can consist of one or more

sub-phrases, bounded by I I which represents a pause

consistently of shorter duration than 14V. Within the

sub-pbrase there may be one or more contours, bounded by

/1_I which representa a minor breaking point, the syntactic

significance of which needs to be investigated. Contours

consists oE one, two or three syllables. Within the contour

there are stress groupings of various types: phonetic loud

stress, phonetic intermediate stress and phonetic weak stress.

Any of the tones can occur under loud stress, and only four

tones appear to occur under week stress preceding loud stress

within a contour. Weak stress occurring after louc stress in

a contour marks the position of neutralization, thats to

49. Rankin. KB. (1958) Swatow Phonemics, Unpublished
M.Sc. thesis, Geoigetown University, pp. 15-18.
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say that no independent tone occurs, but only a pitch predictable

from the tone of the preceding syllable. ikwever, as stressed

by the author o the above quoted information, these statements

are highly tentative and further research is necessary to

verity them..

2 . 4 A note on some aspects of 'Swatow' Morpholoqy

In matters of morphology, 'Swatow' does not differ

too greatly from £4andarin, serving to illustrate the fact

that since dialectal speech "is one of the many embodiments

of the Chinese lançjuag&'5° and Uj already 90% Mandarin from

the linguistic point of vìew'51. we can say that 'there is

praatically one universal grazumar"52, excepting some minor

divergencies, the morphological ones of which will be dealt

with in this section.

50. Y.R. Chao (1969) 'The language problem of chinese
children in America", Unicorn, (PCLPS), no. 3 p.13.

51. Thid,.

52. Y.R. chao l968) çp.cit., p.13.
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11ost syntactic relations in Chinese are signalled by

word order" not by inflectional devices. 'Swatow' however

demonstrates certain inflectional endings whicth may be

considered more a exceptions than as the rule. In the

formation of the plural of persona]. pronouns fox instances

the f- / inflectional ending comes into play. Thus, /u/

('Ii), fil ('H&, She', It'}, and/1Y/ ('Yout) are

inflected as follows: /u/ (We used exclusively) /n I

I We' used inclusively) ; Ii I C ' They ) and ml i ( 'You'

plural) respectively. It is only in the case of the impersonal

pronoun /naj n3 I ('Everybody') that the ilsual method of

suffixation, such as that found in Cantonese and iandarin

(when pluralizing personal pronouns), occurs. A neat

pattern of the I-al inflection is also demonstrated in the

plural fornìatìon o demonstrative. ¡idi ('that' singular,

implying distance prom speaker) and /tsl/ ('this' singular,

implying nearness to speaker) are inflected huaI ('those'

implying distance from speaker) and /tsia/ ('these' implying

nearness to speaker) respectively. Such a case in Mandarin

ana Cantonese would again incur uffixation.54

53. Suffixes ¡men/ (1) and /dei/ (.,) would occur in 'Iandarin
and Cantonese respectively in forming the plural of personal
pronouns.

54. For andarin and Cantonese, suffixes /she/ (z ) and ¡tif
('1b) respectively would be required.
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Reduplication55 is another aspect o 'Swatow' morphology

worthy of mention. As in Mandarin, there occur the usual

processes of reduplication for weakening or strengthening

of intensity. Zn this respect, a number of restricted modifiers

following descriptive verbs are often reduplicated. Examples

of this are as follows:

(A) Re6uplication for intensity:

n nj
"Soft frail; soft frail"

CB) Reduplication for weakening of intensity:

k' i JcÌ

"Bitter-a hit; bitter-a bit"
f A , A

tian fl& tian

"Sweet-a bit; sweet-a bit"

L\7o more specialized forms of reduplication also occur in

I Swatow' . Not unrelated to (A) and (B ) is a form of

reduplication of certain restricted modifiers for vagueness,

the effect of which is somewliat Ii1e the "-ish" suffix

of "sevenis!" in English. Examples of this kind of

reduplication are as follows:

55 u Y .R chao C1968) o. cit . , p 198 "Reduplication proper
is involved only when a repetition (or partial repetition)
is regularly associated with a grammatical function".
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(C)

t k2 t 2
11Longish ; Longish"

ts'i ts'i ni'

Smiling(1y): smiling(ly)" (That is to aay, lÌwitb

a general smiling demeaziour")

The other specializea orm of reduplicatton is one found also

in Mandarin, but not Cantonese, By reduplication of the verb,

plurality of action is indicated. Po instance, in the 'itterance

.A A
ts].a' liau

°eat eat al1

reduplication of the verb /tsta'/ ('eat') in tact implies

the plurality of the action ' to eat' . Similarly in

ku ku k'i

"Close close up"

a number o similar actions of 'closing up' is implied by

the reduplicated verb /ku/ (1.close

T1e diminutive particle /kì/ in swatow, deserves

attention for different reasons. Apart from the usual

implicaUon ot "smallness", it can sometimes assume derogatory

or fainilar connotations when usei to mean 1toff-spring or son'.

Examples of the three ways whereby this particle may be brought

to us are illu5trated as follows:
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(a) For indicating 'smaUneBs or diminution.:

¡u ('chaire)

/ ki/ (tsmall chair; stool')

¡ts'i/
V

/ts'u kia/ ('hut')

(b) For familiarising or endearing effect:

/nou/ ( I lave or child')
"i .

I flou ka/ f '
1 with endearment or fondness

implied)

/hi tu ( I elder brother and younger brother ')

/hi ti ki/ C ' elder brother and younger brother'

with fondness or endearment implied)

(e) Por derogatory or contempuous effect:

/p'ua ke kL' (literally wreck-home-son", that

is? a prodigal)

It should be noted that in example (c) , the diminutive

particle /ki/ becomes bound to /p' ua k/ f ' wreck-borne ' ) and

the :' three syllables can only be used as a syntactic unit

in this form. Mandarin equivalents of the diminutive particle

/ki/, for example Ieri ( 'j } and /tzu/ ( .
) each one though

close in meaning cannot be used with such flexibility. On

the other hand. the Cantonese equivalent /tsai/ (3' ) bas a

closer affinity to 'Swatow /ki/.
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There remain a few forms Which because of their frequency

must be dealt with here, thoUgh they will also be treated

duly in the syntax. There are a great number of morphophonemic

alternants ot ana3.ysable morpheines, whoee unassimiLated forms

occur less often (or do riot occur) in rapid colloquial speech..

They include the following : (slow, unassintilated form in

5econd column:)

.

mc
V

h?

mai m al
:fbt
not want

Y
v

mui
V
m

V

ui "not araid1'

m not needu
.1

iâi.
V
m si. not is

bi n "not haven

bi ¿j Hnot
able1

Y
t3o

Y
tL

V
ko whereM

ts:o ts 4there" i.mp1ying nearness to

speaker)
i.

bio
,..

hi
V
ko 'there" (implying distance from

speaker)
¼#

tian
V
ti

A
tiaj who"

s:p ii. etc. s tap i wthirty_one (numeral phrase

abbrev.ated troni three ten one')
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CHAPTER 3

TRMSPQRMATIONAIr.GENE1ATIVE TBEORY - SOME BASIC CONCEFS

3 Sorne baeic eoncepts of Transforinatona1-Generative They

Thie chapter falls into two sections. In the first, some
of the basic concepts underlying transformational-enerative
theory59 (hereafter abbreviated T-G theory) will be presented,

59. It should be pointed out here that !transfotional$ and
I transformational-generative ' in fact represent several
different notions, According to J. Lyons (1970a) N
Horizons in Linq'ujstics, Penguin, pp.24-25.

'The first sense of the term 'generative' refers to
what we mentioned earlier as the productive' or
'ereati aspect of language (see p.12). Any set
of rules of statements in terms of whic1 it is possible
to describe the structure of an indefinitely large
set of sentences may be called a 'generative' grannar .
In the second sense of the term 'generative' is held
to imply 'formalized' or 'explicit'. prom this point
of view. a generative grammar may be defined as a eystn
of rules which specifies what combinations of the basic
elementi (phonemes, morp1emes, lexemes, etc.) are
permissible, or well-formed. The grazuxiar is said to
1geneate (and thereby define as grannnatical) ail
thé sentences of the languages and to fail to generate
Cthreby define as 'ungranhuatical') all the non-sentences.
or 1i11-formed' cnbinations of basic elements
Goflerative grare fall into several types. of which

one is of particular importance and should be given
special mention here. This i.e the type known as
transformational (Strictly speaking one should call
this class the class of 'transformationa3.generative'
graninars, since generative' taken in either of the
two senses we have distinguished, is independent of
s transformational and conversely But transformational'
a.a generally used, without qualification, in the sense
of transformational and generative' .
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the omission of which may make it difficult to appreciate

fully the iuiplications of c!homeky1s theory. In the second,

a brief description ot the T-G format adopted in this study

will be outlined. This chapter is intended only as a preliminary

int.toducUon leading to the subsequent body of this thesis, the

rules themselves. Hence in this necessarily brief introduction

of some ot the basic notioxs o T-G theory, no complete critical

evaluation of chomsky or of his critics nor a history of T-G

develoinent wiU. be given, since these are clearly beyond

the scope of this study.

It would perbaps be useful at this stage to state briefly

what point of view is/is not adopted in this study. What will

be taken as 'given' is that P-G is considered in my opinion

a theory of language capable of accounting for certain wide-

ranging linguistic phenomena in explicit terms.. This however

does not mean that the writer implies no alternative theory

can ever be constructed which will not possess advantages

Over and above tho3e of the T-G model. It would clearly be

absurd to cl&im T-G theory holds the monopoly of descriptive

and explanatory adequacy in grammatical description. It is

hig3ly possible, since like any scientific theory it is

subject to future observation and testing, that with the

construction of a better alternative, T-G theory may eventually

be discarded, revised or improved, whichever may 1e the case.
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What is intended is that (granted there are many unfilled gaps

in T-G theory), this present exercise of T-G granmiar seeks to

demonstrate some of its possibilities, whicb with further

research and empirical testing may bring to light deficiencies

as well as potentialities, such that, in future, the basis

for the choice of a better alternative can indeed be made.

A point of view not adopted in this study is that

descriptive' or 'structuralE .thuiticsbedeee-it falls

short of the logical fzamework of transformational-generative

(TG) theory is therefote to be dismissed as irrelevant for

all purposes. As pointed out cogently by I.ASK. Halliday,

ach theory must be examined in its own right,
and in use, for an assessment of its explanatory

poweru 60

In 'textual analysis for example, the structuralist school

of linguistics has reached great precision and rigour in its

methodological principles, and due recognition of such should

be given. Moreover, the term &structural1 or Tdesriptive'

it muBt be stressed. Is used not so much to indicate the

homogeneity or uniformity of this tradition of linguistics,

but as a Short-hand or 'eiwelope' term, including that gene±al

school of linguistics dominant in the U.S. in the years following

60. in discussion between M.A.I(. Halliday and N. hoinsky,

in P. Lunt (ed.), (1964), PICL, IX, Mouton, The Hague,
p.98l..
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the Second Wor id War . Clearly no tradition or school of
thouht can ever be sufficiently monolithic as to be adequatel.y
represented by a single short-band' term of this sort. Only

as a tetminological convenience then has such an 'enve1ope
term been employed.

On this understanding, X shall proceed to outline some
of the basic notiòns o T-G theory, with a view toward
explication o its underlying rationale. It must be emphasized
that since this is only a skeletal presentation, it tends

toward over-simplification in many aspects. The explication
wifl be centered round the key notion of 'simpleness' (to
be defined subsequently) , : which to my mind, is crucial
to a basic understanding of T-G theory. I shall take for
my point of departure, a point of view held by Witold Maiczak
of the tjniversity of Craco'je who laments ulenthousiasme
presçue gnral manifest pour cette nouvelle thorie"6
because of

1e fait que c!homsky ne tient pas compte de la
statistique epligue pourquoi ses affirmations

r

61. Witold Manczak (1969) "Quelques reflexione sur La
doctrine de Noam Chom" , T4iquii, An International
Review, y. 49, pp.l8-27.

62. Ibjd., P.21.
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and because

NIa prdi.lection pour compliquer 1e5 choses Les
plus simples est un trait des plus caracterisques
de la doctrine de Chomsky"63

The reason for taking Naíczak's criticism as a point

of departure Is as follows: in being different and opposed

to the point of view to be explicated it may enable the

putting forth of the writers view in clearer perspective.

Since it is not the nature of this thesis to engage in a

comparative or contrastive study of choniskyan critics, detailed

refutation of any one critic is not desired nor relevant to

my present pUtOSeS.

i: would like first to begin by clarifying the terminology

to be used in the explication, thus eliminating from the start

any possible contusion. My attempted explication of basic

D-G concepts will be made in terms of the notion 'simpleness'

as previously stated. I have deliberately refrained from

using the word 4simplicity' in direct opposition to 'complication'

because chomsky bas used this word to refer to something

specific -- I refer to 'Simplicity' as a systematic measure

for evaluation of grammars4. While Chomskyan SimplicityÌ

63. Ibid.. p.22.

64. N. Chomsky (1957) Syntactic Structures, Mouton, The
Hague. pp. 53 55
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(nay capitals) will in due course be inc1i4ed in my explication,

I wish to mention here that it is distinct from the general

notionof 'simpleness' around which my explication ot -G

concepts will be centred. As can be observed in my definition

of 'simpleness1
below much more is included in this latter

notion than what is specitically relevant to Chomskyan

'Simplicity' alone.

'Simp1eness for the purposes o this explication may

be defined in the following ways:

Let X represent that which Chomsky seeks to explicate, and

y the theory formulated by Chomsky for explication of L

(1) Simpleness1 (S1) : that is simple' in the conon sense

o the word. Anything straightforward

and unproblematic to the understanding

of the uninitiated linguist or layman

will be equated with this definition

of S1.

(2) Simpleness2 (2) : as opposed to s1 because 2 S equated

with the ability of the theoretical

apparatus provided by Y to amass and

organize into some coherent unity. a

wide range of phenomena wbic uninitiated

linguists or layman have hitherto regarded

as merely different, and/or unrelated

and/or irrelevant.
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(3) Simpleness3 (S3): also opposed to S1, since S3 is equated

with the efficiency of the theoretical

apparatus provided by Y not only to handle

the explication of X, but to provide or

some evaluation procedure aiming at the

exclusion of any non-correct 1ypothesis

of X.

(4) Simpleness4 (54) : also opposed to S because 54 is equated

with the simp1eness65 resulting from

65. 1 shall cite an example from Logic to illustrate what I
mean by 'simple' in (4). w.v.o. Quine, Methods of Loqi,
Routledge & Kegan Pau I Ltd . , 2nd ed . 1962 , London, p . 175.

"All circles are figures, .. All who draw circles draw
figureslh.

The logical orms for the aOVB being respectively:
(x) (Fx Gx), (y) [(ex) (P,c . Hyx) (Ex)(Gx . Hyx)

ÌINOW the steps of deduction from the one to the other
are dictated almost automatically by the strategies
of quantifiers and the conditional ... In full the
deduction is as follows:

* (1) (z) (Fx Gx)
** (2) (Ex) (Fx . Ryx)
** (3) Fz . Hyz (2) z
** (4) Fz z Gz (I)
** (5) Gz . Ryz (3) (4J
** (6) (Ex) (Gx Ryx) (5)
t (7) (Ex) (Fx . Ryx) (Ex) (Cx . Hyx) *(6)
* (8) (y) ((Ex) (Fx . Hyx) (Ex) (Gx . Hyx)) (7)y".
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the mechanical logicaL procedure Zorma1tze

in Y, which reduces the explication of

X into a limited number of elementB,

and a finite set of operations acting

ori such elementß . This formalization

aims at economical and explicit expression

of what hitherto was s4.*es left to

one*s linguistic intuition, intelligence,

etc. to discern and to extrapolate to

similar cases.

My explication will take the following form. An atterûpt

will first be made to show that what is criticised by Maiczak

about cnsky has arisen because the critic has failed to examine

Y i.n terms of X, but has instead assessed Y on the basis of X1

that is, Maiczak's own preconceived notions as to what a linguist

oujl"ought not to explicate. In other words the criticism has

arisen out of a difference of goal and not one of fact.

Having explained how T-G goals depart from 14aczak's Xl

and on examining how the X to be explicated by Chomsky is not

'simple in the S1 sense of the word, each of the notions

s3 and S4 will be dealt with briefly in order, to bring out

what i: think to be true, which is, that despite the complexity

of the phenomena to be explicated in X. T-G theory has provided

a framework, which, if fully explored or developed may lead to

'simplification1
understood in terms of notions S, S3 and S4

defined above.
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Our bypothetica3. X and Y wil]. now have to be defined,
Fxom the following

tSyntactic investigation of a given language has as
its goal the construction of a grammar that can be
viewed as a device of some sort for producgg the
sentences of the language under analysis."

and
"The ultimate outcome of these investigations sbould
be a theory of linguistic structure in w1i1z the
descriptive devices utilized in particular grammars
are presented and studied abstractly with no specific
reference to particular languages. One function of
this theory is to provide a general method for
selecting a grammar Eor each language, given a
corpus of sentences of this langi.iage.'67

We understand Y to be two-dimensional (i) as a grammar

characterising grammatical sentence-production by a native
speaker (i.e. competence) and (ii) as being based on an associated
linguistic theory which fixes in advance the way and form of
the grammatical description. The fundamental aim in the linguistic

analysis of a language is defined as 1to separate the grammatical
sequences which are the sentences of L from the ungrammatical
sequences which are not sentences of L and to study the structure
of the grammatical sequences."68 A test for grammaticality is
whether or not a sentence is found to be acceptable to a native

66. N. Chomsky (1957) pp.cit... p.11.
67. Ikid.. p.11'.

Ibid.1 ?.13.
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speaker. Grammaticality however is not identified with
'meaningful' in any semantic sense, nor identified with any
particular corpus of utterances obtained by a field linguist.69

We can consider T-G theory therefore as part of that
"General Linguistic Theory" to quote Halliday, which is a
theory of how language works « .

O We can go further to say
that it is the concern of a T-G linguist not only to find out
how language works as observed in concrete written or spoken

situations (i.e. actual performance), but also how a native
speaker is able to create and understand sentences with his
innate knowledge (competence) of the underlying regularities
of his language. It is this distinction between competence
and performance7' that has led to the inclusion of phenomena,
hitherto regarded as merely irrelevant, and/or unconnected
with linguistic analysis. Viewed as 'a rule-governed creativity'
the characterisation of competence has been singled out as one

69. Ibid.,
70. 14.A.K. Balliday (1961) tCtegories of the Theory of Grammar",

Word, y. 17, p.242. --------

71. Not all linguists (órpsychologists) agree that the
distinction has beâri drawn in t1ie right place, though
as pointed out by J. LyO (l97Oa çp.cit., p.28, they
would probably agreethat some istinction must be drawn
between the two. -
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of the chief concerns of linguistic analysis because

"Performance provides evidence or the investigation
of competence. At the same time. a primary interest
in competence entails no aisregard for the fact of
performance and problems of explainìng these facts?.72

However since characterization of competence and not performance

per se is the concern of the linguist, Chomsky has maintained

that while statistics are important for certain linguistic

problems. as are semantic studies of language, they are not in

this particular problem of competence, capable of offering much

insight or explanation. Moreover, Chomsky has also in Sactj,ç

proed and not simply stated as a postulate that

some systems which incorporate notions of probability (projected

Markov sources) are incapable of explaining how people can

understand (and produce) any number of new sentences.

To turn now to Naczak ' s criticism of Chomsky . We under-

s tand the following to be Mafczak' s idea of the task of the

linguist

"La tache du linguiste consiste ¿tudier ce qui a
¿t dit ou &crit et non pas ce qui pourrait tre
dit ou ¿ciit, comme la tache de l'historien ¿tudiant
par exemple le regne de bTapolon est d'etablir ce
que Napolon a fait eri effet, et non pas ce quì1
aurait fait s'il avait perdu la bataille dìAusterlitz
ou gagn celle de Waterloo.'73

72. N. Chomsky (1966) Topics in the Theory of Generative
Grammar , Mouton, The Hague , p .9-13.

73. Witold iaczak (1969) op.cit.1p.23.
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WLeB proccipations
surprenantes Par
fois si une phrase
ce n'est pas 1 un
vritab1e objet de
(par1s ou ¿crits)

de chomsky sont souvent
exemple. il se detnande plus dtune
est'acceptable' ou non. iiais
probleme linguistique. Ie
la linguistique, ce sont de textes
I, 74

As may be seen from the above quotations, the fundamental
differences in opinion between i'iaczak and chomsky stems from
one of linguistic goal and not one of tact. T-G theory haz the
goal, as explicitly stated by chomsky, of presenting the full
range of structural information about a given language a a
representation of the native speaker's competence. If 1aczak
döubts that such grammars are at all the concern of linguistic
theory, and is concerned with atextes written or spoken, his
criticism that Chomsky has 1complicated very simple things can
only be acceptable if we take 'sixn1e' in the S1 notion of
the word. We can conclude therefore that having viewed Chomskys
Y in terms of his own X1, iaczak has found Y and correspondingly

X (on which Y is based) unproblematic/and or incomprehensible,
and as such as dismissed Y as being irrelevantly couplex.

What then are the wide-ranging or diverse phenomena included
in the explication of X which T-G theory seems able to organize
into some coherent unity? As pointed out previously the
distinction between performance and competence has Led Chomsky

Ibid
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to urge the investigation o "juet what enabLes a human to

speak in a Way that is thnovative, free from timuius control

and also appropriate and coberent.75 has led to the

correlatton of phenomena such as a childs acquisition of

language. language learning aspects. performance baaed on

studies of competence76, as wet]. as formalization borrowed

frOEn other disciplines (logic and mathematics particularly)

which aime at the deacription of the phenomena o language and

of mental activity as accurately as posaible.177 In attempting

to provide insight not only into the structural mechanisms of

75. N. chomsky (1968) Zaqiage Et Mind, Harcourt, Brace & World,
Inc., p.11.

76. N. Chomsky (1965) Aspects ot the Theory of Sytx, MX Press,
Cambridge, Mass. p.219. 11A theory of Linguistic sttucture
that aims for explanatory adequacy incorporates an account
of linguistic universals, and it attributes tacit knowledge
of those universale to the child. It proposes, then, that
the child approaches the data with the presumption that
they are drawn from a language of a certain antecedently
well-defined type, his problem being to determine which
of the (humanly) possible language is that of the community
in which he is placed. Language learning would be ìpossth1e
unless this were the case..TM

77. Th_id., p.12.
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calLed for explication of language phenomena

been called 'the nature of the mind.

an observational description of language

md confined within a given corpus what
more

by Y is vastlyA complex.

Yet despite the complexity of X, we can consider the

theoretical apparatus provided by y, as capable if fully

explored, of a possibility toward si.mplification' understood

in terms o notions 2' S3 and S4. Theoretical econ may

be provided by c1omsJcy ' s Y in that being both a theory and

a language description, it ieeks to eliminate the unnecessary

statement of general truths about aU languages in as many

linguistic descriptions as there are natural languages Zn

pertaining both to the general and to the particular, it is

at once a specification of those features of natural languages

that are constant from language to language, as well as a

model of an empirically successful description exemplifying

the above features.78 ßy their strong mutual inter-dependence.

and internal validation

TMThe statements in the theory of language are formulated
as constraints on the form of any linguistic description
whereas these constraints are interpreted as expressing
general principles enodied in the rules that an
speaker of a natural language has

78. J. Katz (1966) The Pbilosophy ofLanquaq, Rarper L Row.
N.Y. pp.107-B.

79. Ibid.d. p.110.
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Hence w].th ongoing research in a variety of natural lançuagea,

it can be hoped that

"the more facts about particuLar languagea that
are found to be instances of general truths about
langiage and are formulated as such, the tighter are
the constraints lmposed on systems that qualify as
linguistic descriptions. The farther we thus
empirically limit the logically possible diversity
in natural languages, the richer the theory of
universal structure given in the theory of language.80

To ensure the Belectiori of a grammar which can meet the

external conditions of adequacy (Le. one which possesses

explanatory adecuacy) , T-G theory also provides for the inclusion

of an evaluation procedure for this purpose. This brings us to

Chomskyan 'Simplicity' as a 'syBtematic measure' to refer to

"the set of fornal properties of grammars that we shall consider

in choos ing among them .
i81 other words, the external condition

of generality imposed upon grammars will be measured by sonic

notational property called 'Simplicity, (which is not, as

sometinies assumed, esthetically motivated and hence subject to

individual udgement) which can lead to the selection of a

better hypothesis given two alternatives of exactly the saine

subject matter and the sanie general form. This notion of

'Simplicity' is as yet, not entirely clear-cut in definition,

so. Ibid.

81. N4 chomsky (1957) op.cit, pp.53.55.
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and in the absence of a more formal and consistent notation

of its properties, it will not fail to present probl.eins, such
. 82 .as that raised by J Lyons. Yet, it has been consLderatlons

of Ísimplicity that have led to the adoption of a
transformational model in preference to a phrase-structure
grammar alone. Hence it seems to me, to suggest that the
ISimplicityÌ evaluation procedure while lacking a more formal
definition, is nonetheless a selectional criterion to be
bettered. rather than to be discarded because it has
not yet been consistently defined. It has arg]y been
due to considerations of 'Simplicity' that transformational

82. J. Lyons (1970b) Choxnkv, Fontana, Collins, London, p.62.
"RDW do we decide for example that a granunar which required
relatively fewer rules, some of which however are quite
complex for the generation of a given set of sentences.
is, as a whole, more or less !simplel than a second
weakly equivalent (i.e. equivalent in the sense that they
each generate the same set of sentences, N.e.) granunar,
which requires far more rules, none of which is particularly
complex to generate the same set of sentences? There is
no obvious way of balancing one kind of simplicity against
another."
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rules were motivated.83 And this lias resulted in several
positive advantages for T-G grammar, to be illustrated bere
by some 'Swatow' examples. One advantage is found in the
ability of a T-G grammar to resolve in a formal way anibiguities
(for example. constructional homonymity) that cannot sometimes
be explained in appealing to the linear sequence or to each
of the ultimate constituents.

83. N. Chomsky (1961a) 'On the notion 'rule of grammar in
R. Jakobson, ed. Proceedingsof the Symposium on the
Structure of Lanqiage and its '1athematical Aspte,,
?merican Mathematical Society, V. XII Providences RI.
p.17. "The motivation for adding transformational rules
to a graiT'rnar is quite clear. There are certain sentences
(in fact, simple declarative active sentences with no
complex noun or verb phrases -- or, to be more precise,
the terminal strings underlying these) that can be generated
by a cQflstitUeflt structure grammar in cuite a natural way.
There are others, (e.g. passives, questions, sentences
with discontinuous phrases and complex phrases that embed
sentence transormsq etc.) that cannot be generated in an
economiç ana natural way by a constituent structure grammar,
but that are systeniati,cally related to sentences at simpler
structure. Transfoimations that are constructed to express
this relation cari thus materially simplify the grammar,
when used to generate more complex sentences arid their
structural descriptions from already generated simpler
ones."
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For example, in

(1) tiZ teiu n% tsi (Tie-chew peopte many)

(1) could be interpretable as:

(a) There are many Tie-.chew people

or

(b) There are many people in Tie-chew

Here, the structural ambiguity can be resolved by phrase-

structure alone. By phrase-structure bracketing (comparable

to that need in mathematics or symbolic logic) we can account

for it in two ways:

(a) (t6 tsiu n ) (tsi)

or

(b) (t tsiu) (nj tsi)

(Tie-chew people) (many)

(Tie-chew) (People many)

Thus, by phrase-structure bracketing, two structural descriptions

are assigned to the same string accounting for the constructional

homonymity which cannot be satisfactorily dealt with either

by mere appeal to difference in meaning of the ultimate

constituents or to difference in the order of linear structure.

(In this particular example, no prosodic feature

differentiates the two).
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In the case of more complex constructional bornonymity

stich Bs:
.' '1 F A

(2) ua ts'e tio' i to su t'au

(I have found out (investLgate) she is in Swatow)

which may mean

or

(a) I (in Swatow) have found out she is in Swatow.

(b) I have found out she is in Swatow.

The ambiguity in example (2) can be resolved if we consider

the behaviour of this string under the passive transformation.

2 (i) k'i'

(She by

or

2(u) i t6
(She in

u tt SLt tU tS' ti'b'

me in Swatow found out)

su tu k'i u ts' tio'

Swatow by me found out)
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Seeing the difference in transformational development,
enables us to distinguish between the two kernel sentences
from which 2 (i) originates

Ii t su t'u/ (She in Swatow)
,... A .v/iia tse t]o/ (Z have found out)

and the three kernel strings from which 2 (ii) originates
% I

/Ua to sua t'au/
../ua ts'e tio'/

. F .r

/i. to sua t au!

( :t in Swatow)
(I have found out)
(She in Swatow)

Another advantage of the use of transformations, is that it
can help to simplify description of elements which on the
surface level appear to be asymmetrical or inconsistent, but
which on the application of transformations can be rendered
systematic and patterned. In the case of Swatow', for example,
a declarative sentence of the type i(a) can be negativised
into i (b):

i(a) boi

(He buy

1(b) 1.

( He negative

Fts'iu p3.0

watches)

bo'i 8c1

buy watches)
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but if a declarative sentence were to contain either a perEeetive

aspect marker /1i'au/ (2a1) or completive aspect marker /k«e/

(2b), the negation takes a different form as follows:

2 (aj} i. bo. liau ts'u po

(He has bought watches)

. '. V
(bi) i. boi. kue ts i.0 pi.o

(He has bought watches before)

Then (ai) becomes
. A .. .1
3. bo bai ts'iu pio

and (bi) becomes

i b bc;i icire ts'iíi pio

and not
. 'V' '. .,

*2. m boi. liau ts'iu pio

*1 ì bdi kt ts'i'u pio

To sununarise, the assymetry arises with (i) the deletion of

/1i'au/ perfective aspect marker and not /kJ?/ completive

aspect marker, and (ii) replacement of // by /b/ whenever

these two aspect markers occur. Following W. Wang's soluti.on84

these apparent inconsistencies can be ironed out if instead

of viewing /lau/ and /1c/ as independent aspect markers, we

B4 w.s1y. Wang (1965) "Two Aspect Markers in Mandarinu,

Laiqiage, V. 41.3, pp.45l-47O.
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posit two aspect markers of the form // and /i )c(e/ of whìcth
/lii'au/ and /kì'/ are suppletive alternants. /ffb/ is also
posited as an alternant of IL' before either of these aspect
markers4 Thus /'b/ becomes a sequence of a negative marker
and an aspect marker. Furthermore the aspect markers should
in the constituert structure be developed such as to precede
the verb, since the morphophonemic change of the negative
marker caused by an immediately following aspect marker of

these two types holds under all conditions. The exact
statement of the fixed set of grammatical conditions under
rhich, (i) ¡Li! may be deleted (ii) transposed to follow the

verti, consequently changing into its alternant form /liau/
(iii) transposing of /ke/ wtthout any phonetic change, can
then be made by means of transformational rules. (See Chapter
8, p. 184 for the Negative Trans form) . Such an analysis would
then allow us to view the apparent inconsistency of affirmative
and negative sentences in clear symmetrical pairing, whether
these contain aspect markers or nQt.

It is in view of these advantages that we can claim
a transformational graitmar enables us to relate superficially

distinct sentences and distinguish superficially identical
sentences .

85% J. Lyons (1970a) op.cit., p.26.
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As formulated by Quine, whose thfluence on Chomsky the

latter has acknowledge&a general linguistic theory shou1d

give a general explanation for what could be in a language on

the basis of "what is plus simplicity of the laws whereby

we describe and eictrapolate what is.'86 The particular way

in which T-G grammar has been formalized points towards a

rigorous formalization of what was left implicit in traditional

grammar. Borrowing from mathematics and logro, Chomsky aims

at providing a mechanical logical procedure whereby a limited

number of elements and a finite set of operations, are

described in a perfectly self-consistent and explicit manner,

leaving no unfilled gaps for the readers intelligence,

intuition etc. Our ability to construct ari infinity of

sentences, is analagously represented by a Set of recursive

rules (borrowed from recursive function theory) which though

infinitely statable in themselves are capable of specifying

an infinite output because they can be endlessly reapplied

to their own output, hence yielding an infinite set of formal

objects.87 Of course, recursive rules alone do not offer a

complete account or representation of native competence.

Various other rules are also utilized in this formalization

(See Chapter 3, p.66) amounting to an explicit description

86. Quine, W. (1953) From a Logical Point of View, Cambridge,
Mass.; quoted in Chomsky (1957) op.cit., footnote I, p.14.

87. i3. Katz (1966) op.cit., pp.122-123.
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of grmmatica1 competence in a

Although specifications of the

and use of the rules are still

is far from being a fait accoi

of brtnging a relatively small

a substantial quantity of data

as that defined in S4

mecbanical, logi.cal procedure.

exact nature, character, power

incomplete, because T-G granmar
lts this conception,nontheles5,
number of operations to bear ipon

augurs a simpleness' euch

To conclude this brief explication of some basic T-G

concepts, it may be said that the viewpoint adopted by

chomsky of regarding linguistic theory as a hypothesis1 which

if negated will have to be revised, and which if it meets

empirical testing can then be considered a non-incorrect

hypothesis, can aptly be descrthed as a comprelensively

critical rationalism'88 (an attribute to Popper but which

i: think applies equally well. to chomsky.)

88. W. Bartley (III) (1962) Retreat to Counitment, Chatto
and Windus, London.
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32 A note on the format of gtransformationa1-enerative

model adted in this stu4

In this section a brief description ril1 be given of the

format of the transformational-generative model adopted in this

s tudy . Following the model developed by Chomsky (1957 ) , LB
Lees and others, the grammar is divided into three sections:

(:1.) C.oxistituenttructure Section (or phrase-structire section)
hereafter abbreviated CS Which consists of an ordered set
of Constituent Structure rules (hereafter CS rules)
resulting in an output of restricted basic terminal strings
(or kernel sentences) and a sample lexicon Most of the
units manipulated by the CS section (and later in the
txansformational section at the various levels of
representation) are theoretical constructs posited for the

simplification of the grammar, called 'formatives' following

Bolinger.89 In the CS section one formative is rewritten
into one or more formatives or morphemes. The fUnction of
this entire finite body of CS rules is to generate a
set of finite CS terminal strings ttpon which the
transformational rules an operate..

89 Dwight Bolinger (1948) 'On defining the morphem&', Word,

V. 4.3., p.21.
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(2) Transormationa1 Section which contains transformational

rules (hereafter T-rules) which delete or change the

order of morphemes in the CS terminal strings ta produce

or generate other sentences whose inter-relatedness with
.cs terminal-types can be shown. The T-rules can be either
optional or obligatory.90 In this study. singulary
optional/singulary obligatory rules are indicated
and STab. Obligatory transformational rules are those
rules which must be applied to kernel strings if the
sequence is to be acceptable in its final surface form.
T-rules are either singulary (simple or single'.base) or

generalized (double-base)9 (DT hereafter). In this thesis

90. N. Chomsky (1957) pp1cit, p.61.
n... all sentences can be derived by simple transformations:
obligatory transformations in the case of kernel, obligatory
and optional transformations in the case of non-kernel
sentences. Also see foothote 94.

91. N. Chomsky (1961a) op.it., pp.22-24.
"Generalized transformations that produce a string from a
pair of underlying strings ... appear to be the basic
recursive devices in the graitunar. That is, there is apparent1
a bound on the number of singulary transformations that cari
apply in sequence. Most generalized transformations are
based on elementary transformations (i.e. transformations
the effect of which is independent of the particular choice
of strings to which it applies, N.C.) that substitute a
transformed version of the 3econd of the pair of underlying
terminal strings* for some term of the proper analysis of
the first of this pair**
* In Lees' terminology, the 'constituent string1.

** In lees' terminology, the matrix stringe. SI
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both single-base optional (STOPt) and single-base obligatory
(ST0b) transformations as well as double-base generalized
transformations (DT) will be illustrated with appropriate
examples.

(3) Morphoponemic and Phonetic Section which comprises the
morphophonemic and plionetic rules (hereafter M-ruies and
P-rules respectively). These give the terminal strings
from the transformational section (T-terminal strings)
their correct surface pronounceable form. Withoat this
set o end rules which convert the sequence of abstract
units into actual acoustical patterns of speech, the
tranfortnatìonal-generative model would be incomplete.

Recent revision and Changes92 which transformational-
generative theory has undergone, particularly after Chomsky's

pects of the Theory o Syi. (1965) win undoubtedly
necessitate further refinement arid updating of the rules in
this study. Clearly many modifications of rules and refinement
of granmiatical categories will be called for as well as the

92. A brief summary of the main changes bet&een Chomsky's
1957 and 1965 system can be seen in J. Lyons (1970a)
op.cit. pp.125-128 and Reibel and Schane (1969) pcit..
p. viii-ix of Preface.
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positing of certain formatives in the base component93 in order

to obliterate the earlier distinction between kernel and non-

kernel sentences made in 1957.

As Chomeky's suggested model (1957) was intended

as a compLete grammar capable of i

grammatical sequences, than as an

for other granmiars to follow, the

other grammars written within the

framework, including that of R.B.

generating all possible

illtistration or model

writer has leant heavily on

trans formation-generative

Lees95, C.J1. Fillmore96, as

93 . According to Chomsky' s 1965 eye tern outlined in Aspects of
The Theory of Syntax, a transformational-generative graiwnar
ÌIpresupposeS that in addition to a lexicon, a system of
granunati.cal transformations and a system of phonological
rules, the grammar contains a system of rules of semantic
interpretation, and a context-free categorial component
with a designated terminal elementL.Th categorial component
and the Lexicon are collectively referred to as the Base
coThponeTt of the grarmnar ."

94. According to chomsky (1965) the transformational rules
(with the exception of a small nun%ber of 'stylistic'
transformations which do not affect the semantic
interpretation) are obligatory, hence obliterating the
distinction between kernel and non-kernel sentences, and
between optional and obligatory transformations.

95. See R.B. Lees. in Selected Bibliography

96. See C.J. Fillmore in Selected Bibliography.
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as well. as numerous POLA97reports by A.Y. Hasbimoto98,

w.s.Y. Wang99 and others. To date, these reports bave shown

themselves to be fragments o grammar (w'hether English, 4andarin

Chinese or Cantonese) whiab have shed valuable light on aspects

of grammatical problems met with in different natural languages,

and as such have been gratefully consulted by the writer.

The transformational-generative model (1957) adopted here

has to some extent been based on the illiistrative model drawn
. . . loo

by W.S.Y. Wang in Some Syntactic Rules or Mancarin. Si.nce

this is only a preliminary investigation, no attempt has been

made to incorporate more recent developments into the study.

It is the hope of the writer subsequently to undertake revision

and updating o this work as a subject for future reSearch.

97. See Selected Bibliography for titles and authors of POLA
reports.

9e. See Selected Bibliography.

99. Ibid.

loo. William, S.Y. Wang (1963) "Some syntactic rules for
i" POLA, 3 pp.32-53.
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CBATER 4

A NOTE ON THE )RD-CLSSES OF SWATOW'

To clarify the terminology WhÌCh will be used in the
transformational section of the grammar, a note on the word-
classes and their sub-classification is in order. As mentioned
in the previous chapter the setting up of the word.claeses in
this study has been motivated by expediency, that is towards
making trans formational description possible aid simple
LençjtEy definitions of word classes are therefore irrelevant.
The entire morphemic section of 'Swatow' described below has
been determined by the ability of the form to enter into
transformations. The sample lexicon provided (See p.132) makes

it osible to assign appropriate labels to each morpheme.

The criteria employed for the sub-classification of the
word-classes have been grammatical and semantic, in order to
meet with the exigencies of transformational description. The

chief consideration throughout has been to manipulate word-
classes in such a way as to make the description of co'occurrence
restrictions between word-classes and the kinds of traiisformations
into which they enter possible.

101. In matters of grammatical terminology, I have mostly followed
'2.R. Qiao. See Chao (l%8) op. cit.
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Owing to the existence oi polysemy and an abundance of

homophones in chinese, some of the word-classes may ei.ong

to more than onesub-class, as for instance // (which appears

both as and V, See p.74). In this study homophones

are treated as similar forms which have different functions.

4.1 The Verb

The verb' in this s tudy Wi U. be taken in Y . R. Chao s

sense of the word, that is to say

"any word which can be modified by the negative
not or 'have not or did not' Un the case of

Swatow, // or /b/, N.C) and which can serve
as the predicate or the center of a predicative
expression. Verbs in this wide sense will then
be synonymous with predicatives. which will then
inchide verbs in a narrow sense as well as
adjectives, since Chinese adjectives can nction
as predicates or centers of predicates."

102. Y.R. Chao (1968) opcit., p.663.
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Attributive adjectives, that is adjectives not Lu modification

of preaicative nouns, will in this study be dìBtributed among

several word-classes (See Vdes, '] p.74; Ocinonstratives,

4.4 p.85; Determinatives, 4.4
85)1O2a

Two main classes of verbs may be distinguished: stative

and non-stative. Verbs in the narrow sense referred to by Chao,

are mostly subsumed under the non-stative group, while predicative

adjectives are primarily grouped as stative. Further sub-

clascification of the stative arid non-stative group wiLl. be

based on two considerations, the different types of transformations

entered into, as well as the obligatory and optional components

with which they co-occur. The statiuc group of verbs comprises

six ub-o1ases of verbs with adjincts or predicative nominais.

102a. 1s pointed out by Y.R. Chao (1968), pp.cit., p.679, moat
attributive djoctives occur oriiy before measures and
a few aleo boforo nouns. oüy the few which can occur
beforo nouns but not before a pause can be regarded as
ezcluivcly attributive adjectives. Ths boiJs down,
to two demons tratives (in ! I

¡te il (this ) ;

(that), plural forms /tsi'a/, /hi'a/ respectively, N.,C.)
Thus exclusively attributive adjectives would form an
extremsly small class of two ierers . . it would be
bGtter to regard them still as determinatives, bound
not necessarily to measures but also to nouns. I have
here adopted Chao's proposal of not setting up a special
class of exclusively attributive adjectives for the
reasons mentioned above, and also because "this treatment
has the advantage of keeping adjei2tives primarily as
predicatives" ... Predicative adjectives are in this
study grouped under the verb as Vdes (descriptive verb).
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They are as follows:

Vb (s imi lar to the English verb 'be')

Vf (verb associated with natural
phenomena, i.e. weather, etc."

Vr (verb denoting resemblance)

Vdes (descriptive verbs)

(verbs of emotion)

Ve (verb denoting existence)

I

viz. lei! 'be'

cg. ¡3.o'/ 'fall'

e.g. /siu/ 'resemble'

e.g. /k'ia/ 'clever'

e.g. /lcu/ 'hate'

I

viz. /u/ exist'

The sub-classification of the non-stative group (based

on a simi lar criterion) is as follows:

vioc (locative verb) e.g. 'is at'

VP05 (possessive verb) viz. /u/ 'to have;

Vquo (quotative verbs)

Vintr ( ïntrans itive verbs)

Vj5 (transitive verbs)

Vj (directive verbs)

V
possess

cg. /t/ 'to say or
tell'

e.g. /b/ 'ill'

e.g.

e.g. /la'i/ 'coins'
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Two ub-c1asses o the non-stative group, namely Vtra

and Vj6 are further sub-classified in order to meet the

needs o the transformational section of the granmar. Semantic

criteria come into play in this sub-classification since it
is convenient to consider groups of transitive/intransitive

verbs which have a common meaning as weil as a common distribution

in terms of the types of transformations into which they enter.

llenes, the 5 and Vintrans are not sub-divided according

to the traditional consideration of whether they take or do

not take objects, but rather according to the different kinds
of nominais they co-occur with.

Sub-classes of transitive (Vtrans) verbs are:

Vbe (verb to )ecome)

Vben (benefactive verbs)

1inst (instrumental verb)

Vmo (r4otion verbs)

Vpub (public verbs)

Vpr (private verbs)

lido (verbs that may take
double objects)

Vt1 (telescoping verbs)

e.g. /to/ 'become'1 'do'
e.g. /t'o'i/ 'for'
cg. /3 I 'use'

e.g. /t/ 'ride'
e.g. /bc;i/ 'sell'
e.g. /t'i;4' 'hear or listen'

e.g. /puj I 'give'

e.g. /kio/ 'call'

A set of empty synbols representing an independent set

of semantic criteria, namely H (Human), A (Animate), IN (Inanimate),

M (Mobile), N,, (Non-mobile) and AB (stract) is also used to
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cross-classify the verbs. This is necessary because different
types of verbs can only co-occur with certain kinds of nominais,
and the introduction of such empty symbo].s serves to simpiify
description of the co-occurrence rules as well as to eliminate
several sub-classification rules.

Vintrn is similarly sub-classified by the empty symbols
H, AN, lE (L and and JIB. Another empty symbol (ACT) is

added in the sub-classification, to designate that intransitive
verbs occurring with this symbol can take a larger variety of
auxiliary prefixes. (See Chapter CS 14).

4 - 2 ThL Aixi1iarvy rb

Also foflowthg Y.R. Chao103. an auxiliary verb in Swatow'

like other verbs take/i/ or /b/ as a negative. LIoreover

since it has a verb for an objeeL, the object can also be
kodifìed by the negative /i/ which takes a number of different
forms under different envirornienibs.

103. Y.R. Chao (1968) p.cit.., p13l.
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For example.

g, ( I'

loi in lai! can be negated to

may (would) not .

V t'

fin ol. in Lai!

"not 'may not come'".

(is certain to come)

but whic1 in fact is pronounced

, 'J
g.

/boi in lai!

( wo' t not come N)

Zn this thesis, auxiliary verbs are divided into two

large classes: Auxiliary prefixes (Auxa) and Auxiliary

suffixes (AWCb) AUX cOnsists of the four modal markers of

verbs, namely

Possibility (sos), Obligation (Ob), Permission (Per) and

Volition (Vol).

Examples of each of the above are as follows:
s.

A

os /k'o leij /

'may. possible'

oe /e kai!

'should'
-t

'.1

Per foi. tìk/

I a.lowed'

Vol

'dare'
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AUXa take other verbs or verbal expressions as objects

but do not take flQuflS. They also talce no perfective suffix

/Uau/ before the object. They have also been called modal

auxiliaries elsewhere because they express the semantic

modes of the verb following.

Aux signifies the group of auxiliary suffixes that may

occur after certain verbs as aspect markers. Different aspect

markers go with different classes of verbs hence it is

convenient to consider Aux1 independently of AUX5. SinCe

the two (Mixa and AUXb) are not always mutually exclusive.

The five aspect markers included unaer Aux are;

/liau/ perfective

V
/kue/ completive

/tsiu/ A.immediate future

V
/jc:'i Lau Ainchoative

Ito! A
progressi.ve
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4.3 The Noun

The noun is the essential component of the nominai

in a kernel sentence . (See chapter 5 , cS IO) . Nouns may

generally be distriguished from other word-classes by their

ability to take apecitiers and inability to be modified by

monosyllabic adverbs. (See chapter 4.4, p.85). Nouns may

be sub-ciassif ied into tjo groups : Pronouns (which do not

take specifiers in arty form) and Nouns, symbolized by P and

N respectively. A similar set ot empty symbols (H, AN, IN M,

N1 AB) is used as an independent semantic criteria to divide

the N universe into sub-categories which correspond to that

of verbs. Similarly as for verbs, the ZN class is further

divided into a Mobile (M) and an N (Non-mobile) class.

This facilitates the description of co-occurrence relationshipa

holding between nouns and verbs as we 3.1 as nouns and specifiers.
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Further sub-classification o the different classes
of Pronouns and Nouns are as follows:

Pronouns
PP1 (first person singular) /ui/ (I)

(first person plural) /u3 I (We) 'exclusiv&
(first person plural) /na I (We) 'inclusive

PP2 (second person singular) /1' I (You)

(second person plural) /nrj I (You) plural
P23 (third person singular Iii (Ee, She, It)

(third person plural) /i I (They, them)
PP4 (impersonal pronoun) /na n I (Everyone)

Nouns

(1) Individual Nouns (sub-classified according to their
specific classifiers )104

According to their specific classifiers, nouns may be
sub-classified as follows:

N :Eg. with classifier /ki/
N Eg. /hue ts'ia/ with classifier /tsia'II (train)
12 Eg. 1h11 with classifier /ts'Jk/

(movie)

N Eg /ts'te/ with classifier ¡kil
.J (stick)

104. See chapter 4 p.86.
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(2) PlacO Word Nouns

Following Y.R. chao, Place Word nouns are those

which can fUi. the following poßitions:

/

/to!...
/kaVu/...

/ku...k'Y /
;, V

/tz9o...kY I

/tBV.3 ...1aAis/

/tUi...ks /

Hj at'

lito arrive at

Ng0 to . . .

Hgo to ...'

"come (etc . ) Erom"

"toward ... go

Place word. nouns can be further sub-c1aeified into

(Prop!:r Names of places) Ni (locative nou.ris ) Dir

(directives) Le (the locative suffix)

Examples of each of the above are: .

N1 /8U t'ati/ IISwatøwu

V I

1Oc
/bak haul 4scboo1

/

Dir ¡au! behthd"

LB /k/ 1IpIaceH
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(3) Proe Name Nouns

Proper names are in tact different from the other nouns

(excepting Pronouns) in that they cannot take Specifiers.
They an only be substituted by pronouns, and like animate
nouns can be the subject of certain verbs cg. 'k'io'1 (take)
but cannot bebject Ç itW 'is at' or /ku/ 'arrive, go
to', as the time word nouns (which will be illustrated in
the next paragrapb) an8 the place word nouns can.

Sub-classification of Proper Name nouns are as follows:
N5 (family name or surnames) e.g /11/ (Lee)

N (nanes other than family names) e.g. ¡ma l/ (Mary)

Pf (familiar titles that can be prefixed e.g.// (Mi)
a to flan Proper Nanes)

Tf1, (another class of familiar titles
that can be prefixed to Euman
Proper Names).

Tp (Polite titles that can be prefixedg to Human Proper Names of both sexes)

Tp (Polite titles that cari be prefixed
only to female Human Proper Names)

Tpm (Polite titles that can be prefixed
only to Male Human Proper Names)

e.g. /la.i/ (Old)

e.g. /ui sej I (doctor)

e.g. /kou rito! (Miss)

e.g. ' (Mr)
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(4) Time Words or Ternporal Nouns

hike place words (locatives), temporal nouns cari fill

the fo]. lowing positions:

/tc:/ ,., 'is at1

and /kau . . . I to arrive'

butnot
/kau . . s k' Y I u go to . .
/tsi8 ... k'/ 'go to ..'
/ts 'o . . . li/ I come . . . f orn'
/hia 13 . s tsau/ s go . . . toward'

On the other hand temporals can till two other positions
which place words cannot, namely:

/t kau/ ' by the time when . . . ' ' by , .
/ts'o

3 . . . V . . . ' i/ ' start . . . Verb . . . orn'

Sub-classification oE temporals are as follows:

Nta
Nth (Temporal nouns wbich can occur wìth or without moth fiers)

N
te

Examples of the above are:

Nta /kim zik/ (today)

Nth mu (year)

NtC /gu/ (month)
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Other sub-classes of temporals are:

Dis (distance or relative time word)

(frequency noun)

Examples of the above are:
A

Dis /tstoi/ (ago)

Nf /tsua/ (occasion1 time)

(5) Numerals

TWO classes of numerals may be distinguished in 1Swatow':

definite and indefinite. The former is represented by NUg

and the latter by Nui.

Examples of each are illustrated below:

NUg /tsk/ I one'

/nc/ 'twot

leal 'three

/si/ 'four'

Nu /k;/ or /kia/ ' a few ; severa i'

6) Weather nouns (Ne)

A special class of weather nouns has been set up to

irdicate a restricted set of nouns related to natural phenomena

which can only co-occur with Vf. The setting up of N,, (weather

,ouns) has been motivated by expediency1 since the position of

Nw U co-occurring with V will have to be inverted to one

following the verb instead of preceding it by an obligatory
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transformation. (See Chapter 8. p.183).

4.4 The Specifier

The specifier consists of several components and are

optional before the noun in a nominal. Specifiers can be

sub-classified as follows:

(a) Determinatives (T)

(b) Specifying determinative (mc)

(c) Numerals (Nu)

(ci) Zemonstratives

(e) Classifiers

Examples of each of the above are as follows:

(a) Determinatives (T) /zrnìe/ 'each'

(including some attributive /kIk/ 'each'
adjectives, See p.73)

(b) Inc /lo tso I 'all'

(e) Numerals /]cu/ 'five'

(cl) D /tsi/ tthis'

(e) C /tsi?/ 'classifier for
animals, etc.'

Of the above (d) and (e) need further clarification.

The demonstratives (or excjsive attributive adjectives in

Chao's sense. see footnote J.02a) /ti/ and ¡hi.,' are roughly

equivalent to the English 'this' and 'that respectively.

though in 'Swatow' , /tsi/ carries the distinct meaning of being

'near to the speaker' while /hi/ indicates distance from the
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speaker. The plural of the demonstratives is effected by
\ /

symmetrical inflection: thus /tsi/ (this) becomes /tsia/ (these)
\ I

and /hi/ ('that') becomes /bia/ , bearing the same

semantic notthns of nearness and distance from speaker

respectively, even in their plural forms.

Classifiers in this study are sub-divided only in such

a way as to meet the requirements of the nouns classified.

Since different types of classifiers precede different nouns,

which is to say that each individual noun carries its own

specific classifier. no hard-and-fast rules can be generalized

from this obligatory concord. One can only say that the size,

shape and quality of the referent (i.e. whether it is human,

animate, mobile etc..) all determine the sort of classifier that

the referent noun is compatible with.

In this study, classifiers are divided into the following

sub-classes:

C e.g. /kai/

cl e.g. /tsì'a'/

C2 eg.

C3 e.g. ¡ki/

cit e.g. /kaÀi/
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4 . 5 Adrb
Adverbs are sub-classified into four classes, namely:

AdVg (general adverbs)

AdVm (adverbs of manner)

Advt (temporal adverbs)

Ac1v (adverbs of degree)

Again, following Y.R. chao they are primarily mod.fiers

of vetbs, including adj ectives (Vd) s
Adverbs do not normally

modify nouns, when they do, they really modify the noun or
# -I.,

nominal expression as a predìcate. (E.g/tsk tia si tua

hk seri / literally, "certainly lazy pupil")

Examples oE each of the above are as follows:

AdVg /tsk ti'/ certairdy'

AdVm /m mê/ 1swiftly; quickly!

Adv /tsi ts1 I '
ow'

Adva /si'ar I 'most'

4.6 The Final 'article

The Particles dealt with in this study include only

sentence particles, that is, those which are bo.rnd to phrases

or sentences. They are divided into two main classes:

Fr (yes/no question particles) e.g. la m/ (yes-no?)

PS (statement particle) e.g.
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47 Th Conjunction

These are not constituents of kernel sentences but words

',/n,.ch function to conjoin two sentences in the double-base

or generalized transformations (See thapter 6).

As pointed out by Y.R Chao, Chinese conjunctions are

hardly a well-defined class1 because they sometimes assume

prepositional or adverbial functions.

For eXample
' V

/l' ka' i tso bu k'/
"you go together with him",

can also be interpreted as,

"you he go together '.

In certain constructions bowever, as in the subsequent

ones which will be deait with in terms of conjoining

transformations it is necessary to recognize the existence of

a small class of conjunctions. They may be sub-classified into

three main types:105

(a) Prepositional conjunctions of the /ka'/ (with) type.

These join nominal expressions but not verbal expressions

or clauses.

105 . I have adopted Y . Chao ' s termino logy . See Chao (1968)
p.i, pp.790-793.
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(b) Macrosyntactic conjunctions of the or /pu'
kte/ t 'butt or 'therefore') type which mus t precede the
subject unless they join predicates.

/ f /

(c) Correlative conjunctions of the /iu/ or /iu ,.. ìul type

("both . -. and" type). These correlative coni unctions
serve to bind clauses together in compound or complex
sentences.

Transformations involving these three types of conjunctions

will. be found in Chapter 6.

4.8 Residual Word-Classes

he following word-classes are residual in the sense that
they play no part in the syntactic framework of 'Swatow' but
are included here to provide a more complete lexicon. These

include attention-signallers, exclamations (interjections),
hesitation-signallers and greetings

Attention SiQnallers

us

Exclamations (Interjections)
i

ua-ha (surprise)
h (approval; assent)
ts'ia (te'i) (disdain, scorn)
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m-m (non-conunittal)
'I

ai-a (hai) (lament)
I

o (rea1izatjon)
n,

ha (I beg your pardon)

liesitatij,n Signallers

e-e

ID

Greet jng

'I..

tS'ia (Good-bye or Pleaee)
' -

2. Y ho me (Noq are you?)
1.

u s.m (lUs kind of you to inquire)

Lit: Have heart
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SUMWARY: DISTRXBUTIONAL SB-CLMSZiciOjq o' 'srow' wopj-crsss

1. Verb

-- F i
H AN IN AB

MNm
I - f

Stative Non-atative

I
I

F I I

LV vVv VV V V V V V V
b f r dea x e ].o pos qio trans zntran$ dir

V
b

,

si ('be') V
I

to ('is.-at')
3.oc

Vf
.4.

= 1o) (fa11') V
1

= u ('have1)

I

V siau (re8eitible) V t ('say')
r quo

V4
I

= k'ia3 (clever) V
trans

= p1 ('l.it')

V lou' (hate) V. = b ('ill')X

V
e

I

= u (exist) Vdiz. = lai ('conte')
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2. Sub-Classification of

H AN IN AB

MNzn

I

V Vbe ben V
pub Vpr V V1

inst

Vbe = tso ('becomet)

Vben = t'di ('do for')

Vinst
V
e ('use')

Vpub
V

= boj ('sell')

Vpr t'i (TherI)

Vdo p ('give)

Vno
V

= ta? ('ride')

vtel
A

3do ('call')
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3. Sub-cLassification of

r
H

i

AN IN AB (AOE9

-n
N N

in

Vintran (H) + ACT
V

= ' lo ( ' laugh )

Vintran (AN) k'a' ('roll abouti)

V.i.ntran (IN + M)
A

= t'ej ('stop')

(IN + Nm) mi ('rote or decay')

V.intran (AB) = sto ('think')

N.B. (ACT) is an empty symbol indicating that intransitive
verbs with it can take a greater variety of auxiliary
prefixes . (See Chapter 5 , p.109).
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4. Auxijiary Verbs

AUXZIIRY VRSS

L

AUXa

i
i

I Ti
Pos Ob Per Vol Per Coin Pro Inc Imf

A
Pos = ko lej

Ob =ej Icai

V .J

Per = ci tik

Vol ka

('may, possible) Aper itau

('sliould')

('can, allowed

('dare')

= kue

Apro = to

Aj = k'± l:i

Aj1f - ts3U

(per fee ti ve

aspect niarker)

( coinpietive

aspect marker)

(progress ive
aspect marker)

(inchoative
aspect marker)

(izmnediate
future aspect
marker)
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5. The NQun

NOUN

I

I I

Pronoun Noun

I

I
PP1 PP H AN EN AB

PP M. Nm

Pp1 = 1;L (II')

PP2 1Y ('you')

pp3 i (ehe', 'ebe' or 'it')

= flJ (Impersonal)
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6. Sub-1assification o Nouns (exceptiriq Pronouns)

jiI

Nouns with.. Locatives Proper
speeific classifiers Names

ii I I _ ' Ti
N N N2 N3 Nbc Dir N N N T

N = ku (dogs)

2 = i:i
(ìg0yt)

N1 = tsttj (boat')

N3 ts'e (sttck')

Ni0 = hk hu ('school')

L5 = k ('place')

Dir = au (reart; behind')

N 1]. 1 ('lily')

N8 = tsiu ( I chow a family surname)

N1 = su tI±1 (Swatow)

T = s i 'j se ( ' Mr' ; ' ')

Nt gte ('month)

Nf ts ( I ii ; I time')

Dis tsoi ('ago')

Nu tse'k ('one')

N s' ('snow')

Temporals

Nt Nf Dis Nu



7. The Specifje

Inc

D

T

Nurn

cl
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SPECIFIER

E I

nc D T Nurn Cl

= lj ts2i3 (tau')

t;i (this)

mue ('each)

'V

= sa ('three)

= tsia (classifier1 one')
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8. Sub-claas3.fication of the Classifier

Cl.

CLASS i'IER

C3

C
A

= kai (classifier for E noun)

Cl = ke (classifier for IN+M noun)

C2 = tk (classifier for A noun)

C3 = ki (classifier for IN+Nm noun)

Cit =
kaAi (classifier for temporal noun)

Cit
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A6Vg

Mvd sirJ

MVg = ts;k ti

Advt tsia kek

mie)

p' í

Adv

('most')

('certainly')

(i tmdi')

('slowly')

Mv
In
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10. The Final Particle

FXNAL P.RTICLE

T
Fr

/

Fr ami
/

F5 a

11. Conjunctions

F0

CONJUNCTIONS

- I
Prepos i tional Macrosyntactic Correlative

k t sL

"and; with" Ì*butII 9also or both"
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12. Residual Word-Classes

(a) Attention Signallers

Attention Signallers

[

e ue

(i) aesitation Signallers

Hesitation Signallers

f' L

(c) Exclamations (Interjections)

Exclamations

r I - I I

Surprise Approval Scorn Lament Pardon

,i L L j
us-ha he ts'La aL-a ha

(d) Greetings

Greetings

'Goodbye 'How are you' 'Please' 'Kind ot you
to inquire'

\

Iv %
\ V I

ts'ia )_Y ho me ts'ia u sin'
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CHAPTER 5

CONSTITUENT STRUCTURE RULES O SWATOW'

5.]. Notatia1 Conventions

This chapter gives the constituent rules of kernel
sentences and introduces the lexical rules which yield the
morpbemes for each of these lower-level constituents in the
sample lexicon. It will be presented in the form of a running
commentary explaining special symbols as they occur. 'Swatow

examples will be provided whenever necessary and relevant.
Literal and free translations in English where se1-explanatory
will not be accompanied by more elegant though less exact

trans lations . The following are br te f notes on the general
notational conventions used in this study for stating the

rules:

> The basic derivational symbol. In the constituent
structure it indicates srewrite X as Y' (X ------ > Y).

:T=> The double-dotted arrow used only in the
transformational section indicates 'reconstruct
X as

C ) Indicates that a given constituent is optional.
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( ) C ) ( ) A series of components in parenthesis on the

right-hand side of the arrow means an obligatory

choice of any component or group of components

W]. thin any pair of parenthesis.

Indicates alternate choices,not more than one

of which should be selected in any given operation.

Square brackets indicate that several comparable

rules have been collapsed or summarized. If the

brackets appear on both sides of the arrow,

they indicate that a given item or set of items

on the right may be derived from the comparable

set ori the left.

All underlined Symbols imply reference to the

sample lexicon (See p.132). Symbols not underlined

will be rewritten in subsequent rules. Explanation

or abbreviation of symbols in any one rule will

be applicable to the rest of the rules where

those symbols appear, unless otherwise stated.
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5.2 Constituerts o Kernei. Sentences

With certain minor exceptions (as in the case of exclamations,
attention-signallers, etc.,) the kernel sentence consists of two
obligatory constituents, the nominal (Nom) and a verbal (wiether

stative or non-stative, b2t not both). In addition, there are

a number of optional oemponents namely Tm (Temporal) , AdYg

(general adverbs) uni (the negative marker), Auxa (auxiliary
prefixes) and F (final particles) . Optional components will
be developed in more detail in subsequent rules. (See Tm: CS 28:
Aux: CS 2, 14, 37 and 38; F: CS 41).

If we let the syuibol 'S' represent 1kernel sentence1, the
composition of such sentences can be illustrated by the following
rules:
es 1: r

S ------- > Nom (Th) (Advg) () (AUXa)
'15t (F)

. \ V . V
:nst

as ].n ua tSi tsuj tsek ti.a in k o le'j sio? i. a
UI now certainly not possible love her (a)'

Nom + ¶flfl + AdVg + + Aux + v +

The veiba1

X shall begin with an analysis of the obligatory constituents,
namely the verbal and the nominal in that otder. The reason
for doing so is that nominais may occur as a predicate constituent,
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and consequently may be embedded in the verbal. Moreover the

co-occurrence of different classes o verbs with different

kinds of nominals necessitates prior deve1oment o the verbal.

Before one can expand the verbal1 one important co-occurrence

re8triction will be mentioned at the outset, that of Auxa when

concatenated with

Cs 2:

I 1st > !s +

' A
k'o le ts'o

1may be wrong"

By this rule, AUXa concatenated with V can only be Pos

(possibi lit7) one of the four modal markers of verbs ; the other

three being Obligation, Permission and Volition. (See Chapter 4,

p.77).

The stative verbal

The etative verbal comprises six classes of verbs with

adjuncts or predicative nominais: V. Vfi Vn Vdesg V and V.

They are classified according to the obligatory and optional

components with which they co-occur and the different kinds of

transformations into which they may enter. This is also the

basis for the classification of non-stative verbs. Since

every verbal can be either affirmative or negative, and since
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every yes-no question Ls in fact a derivation or product ot a
transform involving the combination of an affirmative and a
negative string, it has been pointed out by A. Yue°6that greater
simplicity would result .f the nGgative is given recognition
thus earl.y in the constituent section of the grannar.

Capitalized symbols, H (Hwtari). AN (Animate), ZN (Inanimate)
AB (Abstract) are introduced as empty sym)ols to facilitate
the clasaification and sub-classification of verbs according
to the different kinds o nominais they co-occur with. The

use of such symbols has been motivated by the subsequent

economizing of several sub-classificatory and co-occurrence

rules. These empty symbols will be eliminated by a later
obligatory trans formational rule . (See chapter 9, p.194).

Cs 3:
v (H) Nom

v. (Awç) ( )

Nom

vst ------ . (H

(AdVd) d.a( AN

lIN
LAB)

V + H Compì
1Nom5

_._ _I___

106.

L
v -r

A. 'fue (1963) (also known as AY. Hashimoto) "A rransformationa1
outline of Cantonese Grainmar (Unpublished MA. thesis,
University of Texas) p.5.
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a8iri
se tsiu (V (H) + Nom)

u surnamed Chow"

and t au 1iu 1JC zk (Vf + AUXt. + fli)

'has blown (for) six days'

and 1i ' s tu (Advd Vr + NQIfl)

"very resemble ¡ne"

and sirj k' i (Advd Vdes (H) )

"most clever"

and
',

taue sio' ma
, 4,
i t'ia (AdVd V + H + Comp

"IDOBt love Mary obedient"

(Love Mary most when she is obedient)

and ' n& t6 (Ve + Comp)

"exist people there'

(There are people there)

Terminal strings with V and Ve will have to undergo a

subsequent obligatory tranBformation (See Chapter 8. p:183).

r signifies frequency and Du : duration. These two

components will be developed in more detail in eS 30 and 31.

ec1 Advd denotes adverbs of . Comp is another

empty symbol introduced here with the effect of designating

al]. CS terminal strings containing this symbol, incomplete

sentences which have subsequently to combine with other terminal

strings. When the different kinds of verbs with which Comp
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co-occur enter into diEferent kinds of double-base or

generalized transformations (See Chapter 6, p.141) the empty

symbol Comp will be eliminated.

The non-stative verbal

The non-statie verbal consists of six classes of verbs:

vioc, Vquol 'tran$ Vjntransg and Nomi0 signifies the

locative nominal with which V1 co-occurs. AdVm stands

for adverbs of manner. In a subsequent CS rule (CS25) Nomj0

will be expanded in greater detail.
cS4;

.

vi2. .f.

V + H(Au)Nomb

V ---------- > V + H + Comp
nst

(Advrn) Vintr ans
(Aux )

I
i r '

¿ Vt$(AUXb) Nom
¿

I_ -

Vdir (Auxb (Nomi0 )
j

Du
J

as in tc; hk h.0
loc

"is at school"
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and 1iau ki (v0 B + ¡% + Nfl)

"possessed I,

(have had sons)
and t i t'i (Vquo + H + Coins)

"say (for) him (to) hear
and ku ku tso 1iu kìa tstì'a (Advm+ V+ Auxb+ )

us lowly done several t.xnes
and ' Ame me tai liau koi (Advm+ V+ Auxb4

'1quickly slaughtered (the) hen (chicken)"
and :Lai kiie su ti s nl (v+ Aux.+ Ncgu+ flu)

"came already (to) Swatow foiir years"

Sub-classification of V. and V
iritrans trans

In cS 5 and 6. Vjj5 and are sub-classified
according to the different kinds of nominais they co-occur with.
The optional empty symbol )JCT introduced here denotes action.
Only Vwìth ACT may undergo the passive transforiation (See
chapter 7, p.170). Vitwith ACT have on the other hand a
greater variety of auxiliary prefixes (AUXa) to co-occur with.
(See CS 14). Io other capitalized empty symb9ls introduced
to sub-classify Vjntrg and Vtrans are M (Mobile) and

(Non-mobile). This facilitates the description of co-occurrence
restrictions between verbs and Noms.
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CS 5:

Vit Vjp

CS 6:

V V
_____ -

>

The nominal

AN1

)

IN

H
lANJ

AB

(ACT)

jM

(ACT)!

i

The nominal may occur with a single noun at its head,

at its simplest. In its maximal form, the Noun is accompanied

by a Specifier, Advg 1W and V. Seven co-occurrence res trictioii

rules are stated here for Nom according to the co-occurrence

relations it enters into with dif±erent classes of verbs, thus

developing it inth different components1

Weather flouns

The Nom that co-occurs with Vf cari oniy become a special

class of Weather Nouns () Its position will be inverted to

one after Vf by a subsequent obligatory transformation. (See

Chapter 8, p.183).

Let 2i stand for (Tm) (Advg) ()
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CS 1:

Nom (ABB1) () V --..----- )

as in h6u tsl tsì k ' ò 1r) 1 (N + Tm + Pos + S/f)

"Rain now possible faul

Famy name nouns

If preceded by Vb concatenated with H, Nom is rewritten

as (fami1 name or surname).

CS 8:

VH+Nom - > vb+E+N
aaifl se te

Itsurnamed Cheng'

Ñounphrase, Pronominal phrase and Human Proper Name phrase

All other Noms not restricted hitherto develop inth one

or more of the three alternatives Noun phrase (NP), Pronominal

phrase (PP) ana fluman Proper Name phrase (N). This cònsistency

is important when we consider the sameness or difference o

nodes in a subsequent chapter on double-base or generalized

transformations . (See Chapter 6 , p.. 141).

In the following rules, Nom is first developed into one

or two or all of the alternatives mentioned, according to context.

Let VB be the abbreviatory symbol for any verb (Vf Vb.

Vr: 'des etc.).
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cs9: [AN
Nom - > NP i:n * _ . . . VB

t4AB

wbere ... represents all components between Nom and VB.

Cs 10:

NP - + (Sp)
:

as in
ti ts'rj

"Sp + table +

AN, AN
M M

IN in* ...VB XN
Nm Nm

AB A8

oi (Sp+N+IN+N+V )dea
low

NP from the preceding rule is expanded into N (nouns)

followed by the same set of capitalized symbols used to

concatenate with verbs in CS 5. N may be preceded by an

optional component Sp (specifier) which will be expanded in

Cs 26.

In CS 11, initial Nom co-oacurring with verbs concatenated

with H or with Vdjr rewritten as NP, P or

cSll: INPI
Nom ------- ) ? P *

LNphi

as in 1

t si1 B l&i

"Mr Cheng Come"

IVB
e..

L
Vdjr

ph lfl the environment of Vdjr)
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NP in CS 12 is developed into nouns concatenated with H
it ;

if,preceding verbaAare concatenated with the same. The 'ise

of the empty symbols in fact serves to illustrate the concord

between Noms and their co-occurring verbs.

Cs 12:

NP - > (Sp) Li + B .a # . . . 73 + ft

as in ki n& sY b ($p+N+H in the environment of Vdes+ H)

"Sp man (is) culturedl!

CS 13:

1 J

NP ----- . (Sp) AN j # . . .

L
nî+iJ

as in
V j

tsia' hue ts'ia ktY (Sp+N+IN-FM in the environment

S'SP train go" Vair )

NP from CS 1]. is developed intö nouns concatenated with H. AN

ox IN if followed by Vdjr

A co-occurrence restriction concerning AUZa and Vdjrl Vtran and

Vintran must be stated here first before ftzrther sub-c1assiication

of Vtran t H.

CS 14:
VÂ: ¡H

}
ACT

AUX ----- -.)

!
(Advm) '1intran

- tran
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By this rtile, AUXa i c1assifie irto four difereit modal

prefixes (Pos) possibility, (Ob) obligation, (ser) permission

and (Vol) volition wken it co-occurs with V. Vina and

V
fr an

further sub-classification of Vtrafl + H

Vtran + H can be sub-classified into eight classes of verbs

according to the different types of tranformations they can

undergo. The eight classes of verbs are: Vbd Vben, Vj3p

Vm0 ' Vpub V , VdQ and Vtej (See Chapter 4, p.75).

es 3.5:

Vtrn _ >

Vbe

Vben

Vn5t

Vmo

Vm!

va_2 + comp

V2: + Comp

#

Before further co-occurrence restrict.on rules for verbs

and their corresponding Noms can be given, two other rules

have to come first.

Cs 16:
v (Aus) Fr ------- > V (Axb)
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1O liau tSa
"Feil (one) occasion"

In this rule Fr is rewritten as Nf (frequency nouns) when

co-occurring with Vf. Fr Will be explained in fuller detail

in CS 30.

The co-occurrence of Fr or Du with AUXb limits the choice

of Aux suffixes to that of the perfective aspect and the

compietive aspect. CS 17 is an abbreviation of two very

similar rules.

CS17: ? I i
Fr IA r1 Fr

AUXb (Nom)

t.Acom1 Du

as in 1iu S tSa (Aper Nom + Fr)

"A three times
per

k'e lk pi (Acorn + Nom + F)

"A SX occasions"
-
corn

To further illustrate the difference between Aper and Ac0rn are

the following examples:
V ' -J

i k'Y upu sua t'au

Aper : Ee has gone off to Swatow"
, v A

i k' kue sua t'au

A: "He has been to Swatow before"
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The Predicative nominal

!ro return to the co-occurrence resttiction rules for verbs

and their corresponding Noms X f preceded by V , or

predicative Noms are written as NP, PP or

Cs 18: NP

Nom ------ PP i2 V (r)
Nph vp.:

as in u t? ke (NP in the environment of V +

Auxb)
III rode before"

and bai. k' l&i (pp n the environment of +
H + Aux)

"They bought it up"

and ¿ si3 s tli ke (Ntth in the environment of

r H + Mi)
"Mr heng heard before1

NP from CS 18 s now further expanded into the different

classes of nouns which can co-occur with 'mo' Vpub and V.

CS 19:

NP -------3 (Sp) j

IN+M1 IV,l
AN(N in

INITnjl vjABJ
H (AUXb)
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ÌISP +

and ts

Itsp +

and
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A

ts'ia ki 1i (Sp+N+IN+M+V +H+Auxb)

car + moved's

ku (Sp + N + AN +

lonkey 4- play"

Id pik bti 1iu (Sp+N+ININm in the environment o

R + AUXb)

"Sp+pen+buy + Aper'

"The pen (hasbeen) bought"
V V t/

and ts'Llk hi toi liau (Sp+N+AB) in the environment of Vp+H+Awq

'Sp + movie 4- see +
per

'The movie (has been) seen"

Any Nom hitherto not restricted is developed into NP, PP or Nph

in CS 20.

CS 20: NE

Nom ------ 4 PP

Nph

In CS 21, PP is expanded into four classes of pronouns:

PP1 (first person singular) ; PP2 person singular ; PP3

(third person singular) and the impersonal pronoun PPA.

Xznpersonality and plurality in the latter case is effected

by reduplication of /n7 I . tu ' Swatow ' there are two forms

of the first person plural ----- exclusive /u I and inclusive

/ri3 I; Mandarin has two such equivalent forms but not Cantonese.
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PP1

Pp2

PP ----'--- -
I
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2

:j
(flj)

+

NP in the environment of different classes of verbs, namely;

VbS Vbefls Vtejs and is stated in CS 22.

CS 22:

NP ------ 4

as in

e

(Sp) + H

M

(Vb '

I Vben
fH

(Sp) N tIN {Nm}j. iv i

j iinst

I I

Iv I

L

ki 'bou pu1 ke (Sp-R+H in the environment of V» +H+Auxb)

"Sp + wife + gave + A
corn

("The wife has given")

and "
tsi&' ts'ia q kue (Sp-+IN+M in the environment of

J + Comp)

"Sp + car + use + Acorn

("The car has been used")
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Any residual NP is now expanded into any of the five

classes of nouns shown in CS 23. ?urther sub-classification

is continued in Cs 24, where the three classes of nouns and

the specifiers which they co-occur with are stated. CS 24

may be expanded to include a complete classification of nouns,

but in this present study, it is not expanded.

CS23: B

NP ------- ) (Sp) + AN
IN
ABNm

as in

ki
"Sp (a) man"

Y
teja? kau

"Sp (a) dog'

teja7 pue ki

Sp (an) aeroplane'

Id. ts'ue

"Sp (a) stick"

eju si

"Sp (a) poem"

(Sp 4-N +H)

(Sp + N +

(Sp -I- N + IN + N)

(Sp +N+ IN + Nm)

(Sp + N + AB)
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CS24: L ' 1Aa Ï

N
L + M] ___-_ -? I

ithtIN +
M]

j

XN+N I

tmj jIN+Nm
I

Li
JThe Locative nrnina1

Expansion o Non10 is i11ustated in Cs 25, prior to

subsequent expansion of Specifier. In this rule. the nominalizing

marker for the directives /poi/ is introthiced. Npl stands for

place names, Ni0 for locative nouns, LS for locative saix

and D for demonstratives.

C525: - N

Dir + poi

(Sp) Nj0 (L!.)

pp1 (J
Nom10 ------ 4

(2
( (j )j (n )

1

px +

Nph

as in ti hk (N:iá only)

Ìluniversiy or colleg&

} ()
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A A
, 4,

e poz (Dir + poi)

"below"

hi ts'i Jc (Sp + Nio + LB)

"that house place"

("that house there")

u ts'i k (PPJ + D + Le)

"otir this place"

("our place here")

i hi k (pp3+D+Ls)

"He (she) that

("Bis (or her)

te sitj se

"Mr Cheng that

("Mr Cheng' s p.

The Spec.fiers

place"

place there")

hi k;

place"

Lace there")

The development of Sp follows in CS 26. Inc stands for

the 'inclusive' or 'all' marker /lc ts23 I. The plural

suffix or the demonstratives is represented by p. Cl stands

for Classifiers.

CS 26:
( Inc)

Sp-------

(Q + 2)

(Nuixi) Cl

J
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as in 1crj tSoj (flic)

I,

hj+ah1

11

.' A
mue tsek tsia' (Tm + Ju + CI)

"each one (Classifier)

ts'i (D)

Ithisis

The concord between the different classifiers and their

nouns already classified in previous rules is stated in CS 27.

No significant generalizations can be made about the obligatory

concord 1olding between them thougb in general, the size, shape

and quality of the referent aetermines the type of classifier

compatible with it.

Cs 27:

l 1AB

Cl ------4[21
111

2 :EN+Nm

L 3J

jie Temporal

in

H
N

N1

N2

N1

N

N3j

lAB
+14

IN +Nm

Advt in the next rule s ignifies Teuporal adverbs . Nomt
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signifies temporal nominal. This and the following three rules

will expand Tm, 'r and Du,

CS28: r

I Advt
Tm------ -

tNomt

Noilli: further rewritten in CS 29 into three different

classes of temporal nouns, namely Ntag Nth and Ntc or

without modifiers. Dis represents distance terms such as /tso/

(ago) etc. NUg stands for definite numerals, i.e., specific

nutebers, While Nuj StafldB for Indefinite numerals. C1 represents

temporal classifiers.

Cs 29:
INta

Nomt-------

A

as in kim zik

"today
./ A

tsoi sa Zi.]C

1 litigi

(Q)}"

¶NuiJ

[lith .1
Lc;;

+N4

(Dis + Nug + Ntb)

"Ago three days
'

hi + kua + zik (D + NU + lith)

Hthose several days

ti ka kì 1ci pi (D 4- Nu + C1 +

"these several + (cl) + weeks'
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Freauencsr

av in Cs 30 denotes reduplication of the verb that

precedes Pr. Thi will take care of certain expressions in
A

Swatow" like toi tsektoi' (meaning 'take a look'). Alternative

expressions like t'ai tsek ' wi 11 be dealt with in the chapter

on optional transformations. (See Chapter 7 p.182).

Cs 30:

fNugl FRy]

Nuif RI
Fr - >

cs31: - - f
INUgI Ptb

Du - > ; ; ; -

Lij LClt +

as in

si ni (NUg + Nth)

(four years)

and

kui ki ge' (Nui + C1+ N)

(several months)
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Ñumerals (definite and indefinite)

Again as in CS 30 and 31. the choice in the case of the

numeral expansion rules is one of definiteness or indefinitees.

The choice of thg would bring about definite numerals while

Nu if chosen produces indefinite numerals.

CS32:

Nunk ------ h

F /
as in toi jou (Ord i- NUg)

'the fifth"
'

tkuiht or "kua" (Nui)

"several; a few"

In CS 33. four special classes of numerals in descending

order of value are represented by NUa. NUb, Nuc and Nudi while

Nu stants for numerals from one to nine only. This rule will

be recUrsive if the choice falls on the components within

the first pair of parentheses The redUplication of every

a fact multiplies the sum by ten thousand. hence after

ìnnunierable application the final string may look like this:

Nu f Nub +
a a NUa ad infinitum. The resultant

numeral from this rule can only be a specific numerical value.
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cs 33:

NUg _ : (Nu + N.Q (

i:

Nu)
+

( + (!&

as in kau + buan + j + ts 'ai + poi' I- pe' + cu + tsap + sa

(NUg + Nia + Nu + Nub + Nu + NUe + NEL + Nud + Nu)

"Nine ten-thousands four thousand, eight hundred, fiftythreeu

(I. . e . Ninety- four thousand, eight hundred and Ei fty three)

The indefinite numeral. /ki/ or /kia/ can be considered

the near equivalent o the English a few ' or ' several1.

cs 34:
1JJcal NUa I

Itkjj I
INU:1

Nu -----3d [k

t

kuì
Nu£1 I

Nu
J

as in
.

kua
V

bua
-.

(kua + NUa)

"several "

..,

Icui ts1oi (kui +

"several thousands"

Application of CS 34 makes a numeral indetinite.
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ni1iar titles and Ruinan Name øhrase

Tfa and Tfb are two classea of familiar titles which

can be rewritten from Nph. Nn stands for names other than

family names, for example Christian names. Tp signifies polite

titles.

Cs 35:

Ji

N

ph f
N -------- )(Tf)

n

ITf) +N
'.

w
as in

a t SiTJ s (Tfa + N8 + Tp)

Ah Mr Chengu

# ,

a gou ma ii kou nio (Tf
a

HAb Miss Mary GOh'

1au tsiu (Tfb

"Old Chow"

+N +N +Tp)
Sn ri

1-N
Sn

An obligatory transformation however is necessary when

Tfb precedes N8 + Tp, to allow for the inversion of Tfb to a

position between N and Tp. (See Chapter 8. p.189).
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In CS 36, Tp is now sub-classified into general polite

titles (TPg) that is, names or titles which are app1icablto

both sexes; Tp for masculine polite titles and TPf for female

polite titles.

Cs 36: Tp
2

Tp ------ > Ppa

Tp

Possibility, Obligation and Aux

In CS 37 ?4UXa preceding intransitive verbs other than those

already specified in CS 14 are expanded into Pos (possibility)

and Ob (obligation).

Cs 37:
1 os1

AUXa (AdVrn) ------- >
j,J (Advrn) Vintran

as in

k ' 1 ku ku si (Pos + Advm Vintran)

'may slowly die"

e kai ht? tsia kj p'i'a (Ob + Advm+ Vintran)

TI should suddenly break"
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CS38: ç

Pos

Auxa -) )Qk..
per

AUXa hitherto unrestricted is developed into three

components, Pos Ob and Per (permission).

AUXb arid its co-occurrence restrictions

cs 39 is an abbreviation of eight rules dealing with AUXi

and its di ferent preceding verbs . Aper and A,m have already

been referred to in CS 11. In this rule two other aspect

markers are introduced: Ajf representing the immediate future

aspect and Apro for the progressive aspect.

Cs 39:

ccm

rA

A.

A

AUXb A0

A.
:Lmf

A
pro

A

AiM

in

Vtran + AB

V IIN+Nm
intran I

AB

t

!.a.f

V.

V
ben

V +Comp

V +Comp
tel
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as in in the environment ° ¡ per + Van + )

" marker Uscoldul
per

1iu in the environment of (A + Vintran AB)

'per marker T'diesolve"

t$i in the environment of u (A + V)

hlAimfU marker luSBCSSus or haveM

j. in the environment of kY (pro Vdjr)

"A
' marker

pro

1c! in the environment of t ) ( Va0 + comp)

"AC m marker "give"

Aux hitherto still unrestricted by CS 17 or cs 39 is

now expanded into five aspect categories. A1 denotes the

inchoative aspect 'j lai!.

Cs 40:

Awc ------

Ajmf
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Final particles

only two of the most important particles are dealt

with in this thesis. Fs stands for statement particle arid

E'r for the yes/no question particle. Intonation in relation

to the final particles is not dealt with.

Cs 41:

F
F------- )

P
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5.3 Sample Lexicon

The thilowing lexical rules will yield phonemic shape

to the CS terminal s trings .

Cs 42 Acorn ------- > ke (coanpietive aspect).

Cs 43 Aimf -------> tsiU (immediate future aspect).

cs 44 -----> (to) JC'i. lai. (inchoative aspect).

Cs 45 Aper ------- (Perfective aspect).

CS 46 Apro -------> 1 (progressive aspect).

es 47 Adv ------- > h (be good or well); ¿aj (most)

ho: (quite).

es 4$ Adv -------g >
V

tsek tia (certainly) ; ia (also, 1ikewje)

hu (sti11)1k13 (probábly).

Cs 49 Mvm - --------- > tsiam tsiam (gradually) ; maj maj

(slowly); h tsia k (suddenly).

Cs 50 Advt ------- > ti tau1 (now); tsia' kek (iimnediately).

Cs 51 C kai in +

es 52 C ------- tsia' +

Cs 53 C1 ------- > siuin + ß,

Cs 54 C ------4 tstuk j_____ + AB.

C855 C1 kein IN+M.
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Cs 56 Cg tsia' j tN + M,

Cs 57 C1 ------ - p/3 L'i ____ IN +

Cs 58 C2 - ti; _____ IN + Nm

Cs 59 C3 - ki j n + N.

Cs 60 C2 > 1iap j IN + N.a.

Cs 61 C3 - > koT (kai) IN + N.a.

Cs 62 c1 - - kal (temora1c1assifier)

es 63 D ------ - tsi (this), hi (that).

Cs 64 Dir - > so (front) r, au (back) ; t (top):

e (below); lai (inside); gua (outi4e).

Cs 65 Dis ------ > tSOi. (ago)

es 66 F --------> a mi; me; na (final particle £o

yes/no question).

cs 67 F
,

a, U. no (final statement particle).
a

Cs 68 Inc ----- 1o3 tso1 (altogether).

Cs 69 Ls ------ ) ko (place) ti hY3 (place).

Cs 70 N ?. to.j me'(animal); iau (cat); kau

(dog) : koi (cbicken or hen) : bY
A V

( fish) ; kau (monkey) ; hou s i3 (fly);

J
iau ki (kitten) koi ki (chick)

;j -
+AN.
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Cs 7 1 N - > (man) si r s (teacher ) ; hk

(&tident) ; bou (wife) ; a (husband),

Ui S!j (doctor) i:. _____ + H.

Cs 72 N1 - > si (poem) ii _____ + AB.

Cs 73 N2 ------- > (play, movie) + .

Cs 74 N1 --.-----> htae te'ia (train); ts (boat or sbip);

k' i ts' ja (motor car) ; pue Ici (aerop].ane}

Á ___ IN+M11

Cs 75 N3 ------- > tSY (book) ; p1 ou (exercise book)

IN +Nm

Cs 76 N2 ------- > nYj (egg) j + IN +

Cs 77 N3 ----- > ta ' e (stick) ; tsam (needle) ; ts (gun)

i - 'IN+Nm

Cs 78 Nf ------->
V ,,

V

tsua tsua; tS'Y ts'Y (frequency

classifiers, literally Ìtthe or occasion').

es 7 Nbc --------> tsiu tiam (hotel.); sta (towit, cityh
V

hak bau (school).

Cs 80 Nfl ------ >
V

pue tek (Peter); li li (Lily);

ma li (I4ary).
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Cs 81 N3 -------> su tu (Swatow) ; hi k (Hong Kong)

sian hai (Shanghai ) ; toe) kok (t2iina);

ml? (USA) ; ;k (En9land) ;

tau (India); buap kok (France).

Cs 82 Nan _> ( ) (1; (

( i ); t3 a*.); t (); ti C)
tsiu ). (All the above are family

surnames, 8OU& of which have a lexical

meaning, w1en UBed other than as family

BUI1TheB)

cs 83 Nta -----

A
A Ai P.

kim zik (todaY); tsoi zik (day before

yesterday); (lot) pai ik (Monday).

cs 84 Nt), (year); zik (day).

Cs 85 Nt ___> loi pai (week); gt'e' (month).

Cs 86 N h1aj (w:ind); (snow); bu (mist or

fog) ; bou (rain).

es ai Nu ------'
A I ¿t,

tek (one); no (two); sa (three);

s four ) ; o'u (five ) ; 1a'k (six);

tali? (seven); poi' (eight); kau (miñe).
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Cs 88 Nua - > bta (ten thousand).

Cs 89 NUb _> t$'Ot (thousand),

Cs 90 Nui: _ - p' (hundred).

Cs 9]. Nud ------- 4' (ten).

Cs 92 Ob ------- ) er kai (houid) ; tjo (should).

cs 93 ßrd ----.-- tc;i (ordina1izr used befbr cardinal

numbers).

Cs 94 p _____ a (p3Àiral suffix for demonstratives).

Cs 95 Per ------- >

V

oi (tso) tik (may, i possible or

permitted).

Cs 96 Pos ------- >

, \ A

oi (be able to, capable of); ko le

(may, possibl.e).

C3 97 PP1 ------- > U (first person singular),

Cs 98 PP2 - ------ > ly (second person singular).

Cs 99 PP3 - ----- .; f. (third person singular).

cs loo
PP -

> na (impersonal pronoun).
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Cs 3.01 T - ------ > mu:e (each, or every).

es 102 a > a (a familiar title).

Cs 103 ?Ib - -> lati (literally 'old', a amiiiar title).

Cs 104 PPf UO ('); s rECO (wife or Mrs).

cs 105 Tp - ka siu (professor) ; p' ak s (Ph.D);

mok sy (pastor, or minister).

Cs 106 m > B? s (Mr).

cs 107 Vb -------> se (1e øurnaxued) + H.

Cs 108 ------- > si (to be); (to be equal, it is).

Cs 109 Vbe -------> ° C become).

es no Vbefl ------ kai. (do for); ui (do sor); t'oi

(substitute or do tor).
V

es in Vquo ------- hiU (tsai) (know) ; t (say).

Cs 11.2 Vdes ------- lU (old) ; bi s (young); k' iaJ

(clever) t tu (lazy) ; ku (tali)

k'im (thrifty) + U.

Cs 113 V >
V

tua (large or big); soi (small);---------es
pi (Iat) ; s (thin) il _____ AN.
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Cs 114 Vds (small) ; 4)Ìa (beautiful)

)çi mot: nek') ; Àfl _____ - IL

Cs 115 Vdes _ h t j (gOOd to hear ) in +

Cs 116 Vdes ho ' oi (good to see ) j + B.

Cs 117
14ir

lañi (come) kj (go).

Cs 118 Vdo k' i' (give) ; (give).

Cs 119 Ve _ ') (there exists).

Cs 120 Vf ------> 1Q (fail)7 tìau (blow or penetrate);

p'a' (hit),

Cs 121 Vit _ > ts io (laugh) ; ' 'u (cry) ; t iau (jump)

fl

Cs 122 1intran > b (sick); s. (die) fl, _____ + H.

Cs 123 Vintran _ > pue (fly) ; pti (bark) ; idO (cry

out or call) j 1- AN + ACT.

cs 124 Vintran _ -;I b (sick) ; sÌ (die) + AN.

Cs 125 Vintran__ _ > ki (move. walk or go); 4

IN +M.

Cs 126 Vintran (rot or break); sk (destroy);

hui (go wrong or bad) ; +

IN +14.
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Cs 127 intran > ini (rot or decay) & _____ IN + Nm*

Cs 128 V5t _ _ > e0 (use)1

Cs 129 Vbc - >
I V

to ('is-at) ('on or 'in') kau
V

(to arxive at); tsio (to go to)

Cs 130 V ------
I

tBO (sit) ta? (get on: ride on);

kia (ride).

Cs 1.31 V3 ------- >
f

u (havet to possess)
1

Cs 132 Vpr ------- >
A

t'ia (listen); toi (see).

Cs 133 Vpub ------- >
\ V

bol (buy); bai (sell).

Cs 134 Vr
f

siau (reBemble).

Cs 135 Vti ------- >
A

Ido (tell, order or ask) r ts ' la

(invite).

Cs 136 Van ------->
V

p'a' (to hit)z me (scold); sua

(kill) i i:i _____ -I- H + ACT.

Cs 137 V >
V

t'ai (slaughter) 4 _____ + AN + ACT.--------

Cs 138 > ka (bite) + AN 4 AC'1.
V

Cs 139 V >
I',

se (give birth to) AN + ACT'.
tran

Cs 140 V
tran

kW doue (to touch or move deeply)

: ____ +AB.
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VV Iv

Cs 143. V -------> o) love ) ; ai (like or want);

uE (afrai4); Q (hate); 1 (worry).

Cs 142 Vo]. - > k (dare); ha (willing).
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CHAPTBR 6

DOUBLE-BASE OR GENERALIZEZ TRANSFQRMhTIQNAL RULES

In this chapter artd the next, more complicated sentence
types will be shown to be derived from transformational operations.
whether double-base (or generalized) as in this chapter or
single-base (optional/obligatory) as in the next two chapters.
The basic set of terminal kernel strings derived from the CS
section of the grammar will form the input of these transforms.
Inp.it structures on the left-hand side of the double-dotted

arrow will be transformed into the output structures on the

right-hand side of the same arrow. Transformations involving

only two or more strings will be handled in this chapter.

As in Mandarin and Cantonese, a predicate may contain more

than one verb in ÌSwatowI Sentences with a successive

series of verbal expressions will be shown to be the transformational

product from several kernel sentences. The doizble-base or

generalized transformations outlined in this chapter together

with the main body of transformational rules in subsequent

chapters can only form an incomplete fragment of Swatow' granunar

Since this is intended as a preliminary sketch.

Products of double-base transformations are called derived

sentences, Since they are derived from the structure underlying

two input (source) sentences. In terms of their derivation.
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two types of sentences may be distinguished: (a) those

derived by conjoining, that is, by addition of one sentence

to another, and (b) those derived by embedding, that is,

the insertion of one sentence within another5 Conjoining

rules alone will be dealt with in this study. Following

Ioutsoudas107, sentences with neither conjoined nor embedded

elements will, in this study, be referred to as 'simp1e

sentences, aid sentenceswith conjoined (but with no eirßeddirig)

as compound sentences.

Since double-base transformations act or operate

simultaneously on two P-markers (phrase-markers) they are

in fact those rules of a grammar which convert representation

of two sentences into that of a third. This notion is aptly

symbolized by the format of double-base transformational rules
(hereafter OT). The structural description (hereafter Sfl)
consists of two lines enclosed ori the right by a single
brace. Each line states the general form of a P-marker
underlying a source sentence. Each constituent in the
second line (also found in the first) will be marked with
a s ingle pr ime ( ) so that it wi Il be complete ly unambiguous
from which source P-marker a particular constituent has been

107. A. Koutsoudas (1966) WritiiQTranSformatiOna1 Graimnars:
an introduction, McGraw Hi. 13 Book Co . , N .Y. , p 232.
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taken. These primes are merely notational devices, and

do not represent parts of structure. The right-hanc single

brace enclosing the to lines of the SD indicates that the

rule oporates on both P-markers simultaneously. The structiaral

change (hereafter SC) following SD is indicated by the double-

dotted arrow. Hypens and plus-marks are used to indicate

the grouping of ynibols or proper attacunent to the derived

P-marker. Eeneath the SD are certain conditions, or restrictions

which specify which I'-markers can be conjoined (or embedded)

of the two sentences. They also specify in more detail what

the constituent structure of the two sentences must be in

order to ensure 'valid conjoining (or ezthedding) . The equalfty

(=) ani inequality (Y) signs which are oE particular importance

will be mentioned here. The equality sign signifies that

two P-markers must be identical, which is to say that the node

in question dominates exactly the same set of strings108,

108. A. 1<outsoudas (1966) op.cit., p.16. Here, a node is
referred to as a unique path traceable 1from any symbol
to any symbol C i . e from any node to any node ) . . . Thus.

the fact that certain strings are 'uniquely' traceable
back to a common label or node, say B, indicates that (a)
the string which is uniquely traceable back to B is a
constituent of the type B, or is a constituent type B,
(or B constituent type ) or s imply j a B The node to
which a string is uniquely traceable, is said, in turn,
to dominate that string."
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including the terminal string in both source P-markers.

The inequality aigri expresses that Lu one source P-marker

at least one string, including the terminal, dominated by the

node in question, is different front the strings dcminated

by the same node in the sotirce P-marker. Wben there are

no conditions added below the SD to restrict constititents

to be conjoined (or enthedded), this means that the string

dominated by the node .n question may be the same or different

in both source ?-markers. Given the restrictions on the order

in which double-base transformations may be applied they

provide the recursive power of a grammar. This recursiveness

Fias the following implication : that double-base transformations

can operate on their own product in such a way that they will

produce an infinite number of different P-markers each

representing a longer sentence. To quote Koutsoudas,

"Specifically the output of a double-base
transformation may be used as part of the
input of this tranformation, and then the
resulting output may be used as part of the 109
input of the same transformation, ad infinitum."

109. A Koutsoudas (1966) opcita p.232.
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Hence, the same doukle-base transformation activated a number'
of times will result in the generation of a correspondingly
longer sentenced.

It is also in view of this recursiveneBs that, as pointed
out by Coutsoudas10, the distinction between optional and
obligatory application of double-base transformations loses
its significance. Kzapplication of double-base transforinations
1.f We treat all double-base transformations which are basically
recursive as obligatory, we would be trapped in the grammar.
Moreover, if considered obligatory, it would also be tantamount

to Saying that except for sentences containing conjoining

(or embedding) no other sentence is grammatical. Hence, this
distinction is not meaningful in this chapter.

As in the CS section, the main body of transformational
rules, in this and subsequent chapters (double-base, single-
base, optional and obligatory) will be presented in the form
of a running commentary, with explanations of new symbols as
they occur. The last four alphabetic letters, W X, Y, Z
are used to abbreviate context not inunediately relevant
to the trans formational operations . They may stand for one
or more components or zero. Capitalized (or empty) symbols
posited previously in the es section will be eliminated in
this and subsequent chapters.

110. Thid., p.246.
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6,1 Locative

DT1:

X (Auxb) (Nomj0)

Vintran

Y

'trari

I Vioc:

xl

7dir

where X =

Exanp1e (i)

(F')

4

rr

(Auxb) (Nom10)

X+Vi0+Ni
\ , .1..

i + to + sua + tau

"lie is-in Swatow«

X' + V.
Lntran

j+b
"He (is) sick"

) (F)

I Y (P')

x+V +NoIn +Vbc bc intran
.' F ' A

*:iii=u j + to + sua t'au + be

"He is-in Swatow sick.



!xame (ii)

x+v. +Noxn
di.r

. V f

i + k'' + lau tej

'She goes upstairs"

xI+v
ti: an

\

i + boj + sa

119he buys (a) dress"

147 -

] + v19c+ Nomloc+ Vtra+ Y

T===== j + + 1a'u tej + bi :1-

"She goes upstairs to buy (a)dress,"

DT 2:

Xt + Vdir+ Y' (F')
J

X + Vmo + Y + Vdir+ Y (F')
x+v +Y(F)

mo

where X = X'

çamp1e

X+VrI.+Y
\ ', I

ua f- ta? + pue ki i

X 4 Vmo + Y 4- dir+ Y'

tul take (an) aeroplane"! s=s=u> ua + ta' + pue ki + k''+ ej kok
\

V

X' -I- Y' "I take (an) aeroplane (to)

'- V V I go (to ) England '.ua+kty +en kok I

J I

"X go (to) England" J
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6.2 Double Object Transformation

In '
owt the direct obj ect always precedes the indirect

object. This rule will also delete the empty symbol Comp used

in the CS section of the grammar. As there are certain series

of components which appear frequently here and in sulsequent

transforms, they will be abbreviated as follows:

M
Let NIM stand for (Sp) N + IN

-

(Sp) N + H

Let NOR stand for PP

1%NPh

J
Let ABB2 stand for (1n) (AdVg) (in) (AUXa) (Advm)

These symbols will be used consistently all through subsequent

rules.

DT 3:

Nom (ABE2) V + Comp + R (AUXb) NIM + t + (F)o

Nom (B2 V0' Comp' + H (Auxb NOB + ' '

Nom (ABB2 ) vdo + H (Auxb ) (VdO ) I (F ')

where Nom Nom'

xanp1e

Nom + do Comp + NIM

ua + pu 'j + ts ' e? N0 1 Vdo + NIX'l (va ) NOB

lix give book' -' ua 4- puij + tey ts'e?+ (pu)+lY

Nom' + Vdo + Comp' + NOII 'I i: give a book to

u+pu +1'>

'1 give you
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6.3 Znstrumental

yD 4:

x+v. +}jins t NOH + Y (F)

iNOH' + V + 7' (E")be I

X 4 V . 1- n: (Mixt) -I- Vb + Y' (F ')
i na t

Ex antp le

x+V. + NGH
:Lnst

V "j+en +Ua I NOH + Vb + Y
I

f

"He use me"
I

I =====
i + + u + ts' + bue Ici

NOfl+Me +7
1

"He used ¡ne become a foki'.u+to+huek I

("He used me as a foki'.)
UI become foki1'

Another transformational rule provides for the co-occurrence
of with NIM.

DT 5:

X + V8+ H (Aux,) NIM + Y (F)
Jxl + ltrari+ H' 4 ACT + Y' (F')

X + V. + H (Auxb) N + Vtran+ H' + ACT + Y' (F')inst

where X * x'



Exaxnie

X + Vj+ NXM

'Be use stick"

X* +V +ACT+y'
tran

V
j + pa +ua

"Be hit me"

6.4 ßenefactive

DT 6:

X + NIM + Vt+ ACT + Y'

V f 1

----II.I i + ej + ts'tie + p'a? s ua

'1He use stick hit me".

Nom (ABB2 ) Vb+ H (Au% ) Nom ' + Y (F)

'

Vdir I
Nom" + X Y' (F')

tran)

Vdir
Nom (ABB2) Vbefl+ I (Aux1,) Nom' Y' (F')

Vtan
where Nom = Nom ", bu t Nom j' Nom '

EXamp1e

Nom + Vben+ Nom'
I

, l

ua + t'oi + IY Nom + V + Nom' + V + Y'
ben tran

'I
3 for you "

j . ' '

=====
ua + t'ai + .Y + p'a' +

Nom + Vtran+ Y'
for you hit him".

'.. Vua+p'a'+i
I

'I I hit him" I
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It is necessary to posit the condition where Nom Nom,

but Nomi, in order to prevent generating unacceptaile sequences
' ' ' V

such as ua tuoi 3.Y pIa ua
Lit:

II hit me for you .

The input string of DT 7 is the derivation from three

strings, in actual fact. The first string listed below iB One

which has already undergone transformation in DT 3 Zn the

output both Noni3aM Nom4 are deleted.

DT 7:

X + VdØ + H (Aux,) Nom1 (VdO) Nn2 + Y (P)

Nom3 + X + Vpr + H' (Aux ) ' NU4 + Y' (F ) j

X + + H (Aux ) Nomi
'1do

Nm2 + Vpr+ H ' + Y' (F')

where 1n2
3'

Nom1 NQTn4

X + Vdo + Nom1 + Nom2

u+k'i?+hue+i
I

X + Vdo+ Nani1 + + V2r
S'I give flowers her" !

j======;' ua + k'j? + hue + j +
Nom3+ Ypr NOflt4

I

"z give flowers (to) her
i + p i + Irne (to ) smell".

"She smells flowers'
J
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DT8:

Nom1 + X + Vpub + H (Auxb) Nom2 + Y (F)

Nom3 + X + (Comp) H' (AuXb)' Z + NOR + Y' (F' }

Rom1 X + R (Auxb) Nom2 + V0+ H + NOli + Y' (e')

where Nomi Nom3

Example

Nom1 + V+ Nain2

ua + boj + sa

*'I buy dress"

Nom3 + Vdo+ Comp + ROH

.u+puJ +Comp+i
give her"

Nom1 + V+ Nom + V+ ROH

=:' + bci + s + pu 4 j

"I buy dress(to)give her".

Zn DT 8, it Z is zero, the two input stringB may be two

terminal s tr ings derived at in the Cs Section O the grammar.

L X contains V10 or Vdjr for. example, the first string may

save been a product of the DT I transform. Should Z contain

a 'J0 NOH combination, and Y ' contain a Vpr then the second

string may have undergone DT 3, or both DT 3 and DT 7.

Examp

Nom1+ X + !pub Nom2
..

f A ,
ua + k' + stia t'au + boj + mueS' kia

H.X go Swatow (to) buy things"

Nom3+ X' + Vdo+ Comp NaH + Y'

ua + pu0 + mae? kia + i + tsia'

"r give things her eat"

N01i11+ X + VPU};+ Nom

+ Vda + NOR + Y'
\ ,# .

===== ua + ' Y + sua t' au' V
+ bol + kia +

pu+i +tgja)
I']: go Swatow(to)
things(to) give her
eat".
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6,5 Causative

This rule resolves some difficulties present in the

traditionaL method of syntactic analysis. Time and tinte again,

the recutrent pzoblem lay in the consideration of expresiona
'f '

like !pIa si (to hit to death) which have been considered two

verbs in a sequence as well as, by others, a compound verb.

As shown, in DT 9, sentences with such expressions are traceable

to two strings, the only condition being that the object of the

first string must be identical with the subject of the second.

The first string may have undergone DT 1, DT 5 or DT 6.

DT 9:

HI
X + Vtran ACT (Aux) Nom + (i')

LAIJ

I H ¡

Nom + ABB2 + Vintrn
j i' "

(F)
AN

' .,

IH1 IH1
X + Vtran 7 ACT + Vintran

,

Nom' + Y' + (F')

IAN ANI
4 J -.

where Nom Nom'

Example

X + tran+ ACT + &om

i.;, + t'ak +rjiau

"You kick (the) cat"

Nom' + V.
Lfltran

'J tau + si

"(The) cat die'

X + Vtran+ ACT +

l + t'a3c + s. + jiau

"You kick dead (the)cat".
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6.6 Possessive

DT 10:

Nom + X + Cl + N (P)

X' + cl' + N' + Y' (F')

Where N N1, X X'

Nom +V08 +l +N
+ * tsia' + kau

"I bave (classifer) dog"

cl + N' + Y'
V

..
?

ts ia + kau + to + ' u lai

"(Classifier) dog is-at home"

Nom+X+C3.+N+y (F')

Nani + Cl + N +

-.. , , V
ua f tsia' + kau + to + ts'u

+ lai
"My dog is-at home".

Dir IO is responsible for the conversion of the input string

into a genitìve phrase, provided that the conditions mentioned

are satisfied.

67 Miectivalization

DT 11:

Three rules axe given here (DT 11, DT 12, DT 13) transforming

one or part of one of the two input strings into a string of

modifiers by insertion of 'adjective' marker /Jci/ after it.

1V+H 'i

Nom + X
!

Nom' + Y (F)
l.Vtran (Aux) , )

Nom"+Y' (P')

ÍVX+H
i

't.

Nom+X
I

k:a:L+Nom' +Y* (F')
j V (Aux.jI
L tran

where Noin Nom". Y Y'



Example (i)

Nom + + Nom'

1u n 4 + hue

O1d man loveß f1owers'

Nom" 1 Y'
I

hue 4- to
A

i- hue hYl)

"Flowers are-iz garden"

rn1e (ii)

Nom +Vtran+ Nom'

3. + bai + sa

"She bLy dress"

Nom" +Y'
,. ',

'1

sa + j'ua + k'

"Dress ripped(torn)"

DT 12:

Vr

Nom+X Vx

'

Vnst

Nom" +Y' (F')

155 -

Nom + + k:i + Nom ' + '

=== lu n3 + jo+ + bue +

to + hue bY')

"The flowers which the old

man loves are -in the garden".

V
Nom + Vtran+ kai + Nom' + Y'

.' 'V V

====', i + hoi + kai + sa + p'ua + Jc'Y

"The dress which she bought (is)
ripped (torn)".

Z+Nom' +Y (F) I

Vr

X

Vn5

where Nom Nom" . Y Y'

z + Nom' + Y + kai + Nom + Y' (F')
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Example

Nom +V +Nm
F

lau na
.%,

+ Ui + ka'i ' + + kai + ) + yX
TMThe old rnan(is)afraid of dogsù

Q
.i

Ui +
' V

kau + kai + lau narj
Nom" + Y ?

F
-f. to + gua poi

I

lau na)
f V

+ to + gua poi
old mari wbo fears

"The old man ia-at outside"
is-at outside"

The word adjective' (Vdes) is applied in its widest

sense, that is any word which can be modified by the negatives

,;, or ,b;/, and which wben placed before a noun functions as its

modifier, marked or unmarked by /ki/. On this basis, adjectives

including in fact most intransitive verbs if they are marked

by /ki/, are included in the V45 category.

DT 13:

C.

V
Nom+X y (F)

Vintran

Nom' +Y' (F')

X
r

1

V J
i

+ y '
1)

I intran , )
L A-

where Nom Nom ' , NOUL PP



Exantple

Nom + Vdes
I A

li li. + ui

"Lily(iS) fat'

Nom' + Y'
f i V

1:i. ii- + tsk' +

"Lily cooks rice"

157 -

V +Nom+V
des

'
I

I,ui + li li + tsY +

'at Li ly aooks tice".

What is mainly involved in DT 13 is the inversion o word

order, thus allowing Vdsg a Vintran tO precede the Nom.

6.8 Conparison

DT 14:

Nom (im) (AdVg) (Adva) Vdes + X (F)

Nom (Tm) ' (AdV'g ) ' (Ad'v'd) s Vde )

V
Nom (Tm} (Mv ) V + X + kue + (F)

g des

where Nom p Nom ' , V V
des des

Example .

"She tal i H

(e) ta 11er than she "

Nom + Vds

Nom + Vdes + kJe + Nom1jy +kuj
' V"You ta1l1' 1Y +ftuj+kue+i

om 4 Ydes
i +kul
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In DT 14. /ke/ is the suffis for the comparative degree,

comparable to the (-er) suUjx fo adjectives in rg1jsh.

DT 14 is the tXaflsfoitjona1 rule converting two

into the comparative degree.

DT 15:

Nom () (A6Vg) (Ade) Vdes + X ()
orn' (mi) ' (Adv) ' (Adv )'

Ì
(F')

Nom + k + Nom' (Thk) (AdVg)t) Vdeo + X (P)

where NoiR ' , VdeB Vdes

Examp1e

Nom + Vdes

1; + ia

»You pretty

Nom' + Vde$*

i

"She pretty

V I

Ncm + k' + Nom'

:
taj ')io + Vdes+ X (F)

ly + ka' + j + ia io +
"You and she (are) both pretty".

V

The positive degree in comparison in Swatow /taj io/ is

comparable to the English "as ... as'. /ICa'/ is a conjunction.
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6,9 Yes/No Questions

Di' 16:

X + W + Y ()
X + W+Y#a + Z + Y' ()

X' + Z + Y' (F')
j

where W and Z are dominated by the same nodes.

Example (i)

W+Y
1 k'i

W + Y + a si + Z + Y1 (a)
\ , ,uYou clever"

ly + J ja + a si + i + k ' ia + a
Z + Y'

j "You clever or is he clever, eh?"F
i kìa

i"Re clever H

ampj.e (ii)

X+W
%

ly +tso+ts1ja 'X+W+asi+Z+(a)
"You + sit + car"

I ' ,

I ===== ly + ts + ts'ia+a si + tso + sij +
XI + Z

F

ly + tso
I

+ ts
1You sit car or sit boat, eh"

"You
( "Are you going by car or boat, ehe")

+ it + boat '

In DT 16, one important condition is that W and Z should

have similar tree strtictures. Hence, in example (1) cited

¡l'Y / (you) and Iii (he) are dominated by the same nodes, the

same applies to /ts'ia/ and /ts I in example (ii.). An
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important change effected by ir 16 (and later DT 11, 18) is

the introduction of the yes-no question markers /a s/, ¡a

it ¿L/, as well as the optional final particle /a/ whjch have

only been introduced in the output string, and do not belong

to the inpu t strings.

DT 17:

X 4 VB + Y + (F)
j

c + v + a in + (Ve) ' + Y (a)
.v I

x

Example

J I

i +ts'iO
I

V

X + VB + a m + (VB) + (a)

"She 1augh
I

XI + + VB'
I

===> i + s a + (ts' io) +
V

i + + ts' : I

"She Laugh or not ( laugh )
11

She not lalighi

One further restriction in DT 17 is that X and Y are

required to be identical in the two input strings. X must

further notcontain any Aux since the latter is not compatible

with the negative marker. The VB referred to in DT 17

is the same 'VB mentioned in CS 9 . Ç See Chapter 5 p.111).

The answerB to DT 11 and 18 are either in the affirmative

or negative.
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DP 18:

X + AUX (Advm) VB + Y (F)

X' + ifl + AUX (Adv) VS' +'

Example

(F')

X + Aux + VB (Adv ) + Y (a) i ola m

X+AUXa+VB
i + oi + u + tsi

"He may have money'1

x'+ +Auxa' + v5+ Y'

i + m oj + u + tsi

'He may not have money"

X + Auxa VB + (a) m o:
=====: j + 01 + u + tsi + (a) + m oi

"He may have money (eh) or notP

aT 18 provides for yes-no questions with the component Aux3.

A morphophonemic rule (See Chapter 9) is still necessary th
/

convert /m oil into its pronounceable form.

6 . IO Cojqpement

DT 19-21 will be responsible for converting CS terminal

strings containing verbs with the empty symbol comp (previously

used in the CS section o the grammar) into more complicated

combinations.

DT 19:

Nom1 + X + Vtel+ comp + H (AUXb) Nom2 + Y (E')

Nom:3 +X' (F') J

Nom1 + X + Vtel+ H (Aux ) Nom2 + X' (F')

where Nom2 Nom3



Exap.e

Nm1 + vte: Comp + Nom2

na + ts',a + i

"We invite him"

Nom3r+ x'

i+1i+fl +lai'i

"He comes to our house
i

DT 20:

X R + Comp (F)

Lv0 J

s

162 -

Nom1 + Vtei 4 Nom2 + X

=====: tS1j + j + 1i +
!1

1i
"We invite hiifl(to)come(to)our

house".

==

X

"X

Vquo)

In DT 20 S stands for any string, or sentence (hitherto

derived in the grammar). which is to say this rul.e may combine

Wi th any other s tring (S).

Example (i)

X +Vx +Qfl
'

ua + ai + Comp

ÌII want + Comp"

s

i+laj+ej kck
"He comes (to )

England'1

X +V+S
=====r + : + . + 1a'i + e

II want him (to) come (to ) England



Example (ii)

z + Vq1o+ comp

u + t comp

I say + oompH

s
\ I

1)' I- k'&am

'You thrLfty"

DT 21

NØU+Ve +Comp (F)

Vb

Vr

Nom ' + X 7des
'

Vx

VflSt)

whereNomNom', xx

Nom + Ve + comp

r) +'

( There is (a) man")

Nom' +V

n ++ts
Man + possesses book"

163 -

X +Vquo +S
V

u+t+1 +k'im
'Ix say (that) you (are) thrifty"

===

X + V + Nom Va

Ivbl
Vr

!vx

LVn.tj

y' (}w)

V +Nom+V
e os

=== + n + ii + tsy

"There is a man wo possesses

book".
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DT 21 inverts the subjective Nom from a position before

Ve to ofle after it. It is also responsible for eliminating

the Comp of Ve in the input string. it is th be note4 that

,;, (Ve ) and // (V05 ) are homophonous.

6.11 Conjunction

DT 22:

Nom (Tm) Y (i') ===:==

Nornì ([) y; (F') J

whereNomBOUL' YY'

Example

Nora +Y
, - A

i + hua hi + t'iau bu

líShe 1OV5 dancing"

Nom' + Y'
F.- /

ua + hua hi + t'iau bu
nI love dancing"

Nom + k;L' + Nomi (1n) + t + Y ()

Nom + k? + Nom ' + to + Y
. .

A' A

===:===;:?j ka' + Ú ' t +hua hi + t'iau

"She and I both love dancing'

nr 20 is restricted to the conjunction of subjective nominale

only.
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DT 23:

x+w+y
===-= X+W+ka'+Z+y

w1iere W and Z are dominated by the same nodes.

Exmp1e

x+w
u + t'o + p tsua

UI read newspaper"
I

X + W -t- k' + Z

XI + Z

====:= + ' oi + p tena + k' + tsia' t

.
A

ua + teja? + t
Il Z read newspaper and drink tea".

"I drink tea" I

DT 23 is a more generai rule allowing the concatenation

of components dominated by the saine nodes. W and Z may or may

not contain a subjective Nom. !Jowever, tIT 22 is not rendered

redundant even if W and Z contains a subjective Nom because

DT 23 does not allow the insertion of /tt/ j the output.

DT 24:
'I

X(m)VB+y(F) I

V
X' (ra) VB' +Y' (F')

j

I

liul :itnX+1.v (ni) (m) V3 +V (F)
!.1ap Liai

where VB and VB are dominated by the saine nodes X X k



Example

X+VB
i t'sio

"She 1aughs

X' +VB'

i + kau

NShe cries

166 -

- I
X + ju + V + lu + VB'

I ' , V======; i 1- ju + ts'io tu + kau

"She also laughs also cries".

Th, gereratiOfl o double conjunctions or /i j/ or

/i; ... ju/ by application of DT 24 results in a structure

comparable to the English "both . . . and . . .

DP 25:

Nom + X () 1

Vf
Y (F)

I

'i

Ive +Comp
J II'

, '.
V

I 1 (F')
I

L
+ Comp',' I

Nom' +X' (i)'
-J

J

Vf
V

X + ju + (m) Nom + Y + iu (in) Nom' + y' (F)

7 !e

where Nom Nom ' . Y Y'



Example (i)

Nom 4-

so + Io

'9ow Ealla"

Nom' + Vf'

hi.irJ t'au

'Wind blows"

Example (ii)

Nom 4- Ve + Comp

silJ s +

"Teachers Xi5t'

167 -

I I

ju 4- Vf + Nom 4 ju + Vf' + Nom'

===== i1 + l + s 4- i 4- t'au +

("Theire are teac1zérs')

Nom' + Ve' + Comp'

hk seij 4-

"ppi1s exist"

('There are pupils")
4

"Also fall snow also blow wind".

( It bOth SUOWS and rains).

i + Ve

====

"Also exist

pupils".

Io + i; + Nôm'

se+iU+U +haksei
teachers, also exist

("There are both teachers and

pupils").

DT 25 iB capable not only at transforming the two input

strings into an output string with double conjunctions, but

also of inverting Nom' and Nom. Although the output string

has still to undergo STOb 1 (See Chapter 8 p.183) it flot

inverted here, the double operation performed in DT 25 is

an instance of rule economy.
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DT 26:

rtn sÍ
1

+ Vr+X*+Z+yI(p)X + W + Y (F)
} ===: + W + Y

tp1 kuejX -f-Z +Y' (F')

where W and Z are dominated by all the same nodes.

Example

X+1w
' V

V Itta + k'au
X + W + ta') si + X -f- Z

'SI cry" ====: + kiaVu + ta0 si + i + ts'io
V

X' + Z
'I

cry but she laughs °.
F'

j+ts'jo

I
"She laughs'

ir 26 further requires that W and Z be dominated by all

the saine nodes. This special restriction ensures the exclusion

of unacceptable output strings like "I resemble him but she

is afraid of the dog" . However, it will also exclude acceptable

sequences like I come but she is at " . The choice in

positing this rule lies between the alternatives of accepting

many unacceptable' sequences of the type mentioned, or of

forfeiting, in its exclusion, some acceptable sententes of the

second type. The following rule, DT 27 has been posited on

the adoption of the second alternative.
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DT 27:

x + y (F)
j x + y + Si + X' + + Y (F)

xs +y (F')J

Example

X+y
f

ua + to + ts'u lai

U1 at bome'
X' +Y'

d fi. f
i + m + to + ts'a lai

'SHe not at iiome"

%' J VX+y+ta,sj+X' +m+y
' I / f V:===? ua + to + t Si lai. + tavj si + i

V 6'+ m + to + ts'ti lai.

DT 27 operates only when

strings are different an the

positive and a negative input

with 'bat' . A morphophonemic

still necessary to convert /in

form.

III am at home but he is not

at borne".

the initial Nom of both input

verbals are the same. It converts

string into an output string

rule (See Chapter 9, p.196) is

t/ into its correct pronounceable
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CHAPTER 7

tONAL SINGUIR (SINGLE-sE) RANSFOR rIONAL RULES

The grazmnatical transformations outlined in the previois

cbapter convert a representation of a sentence from one form

to another by operating on the st.-ucture underlying two source

or input sentences. In this chapter, the tranøormations

differ from the previous double-base or generalized
transformations1

in that they operate only on one P-marker at a time and are

optional transformations. These are called singulary or single-

base transformations. The single strings on which these single-

base transforms operate may have been derived from the cs

section of the grammar, or may be derivations from one or more

doulle-base transfornitions. In this chapter, some non-kernel

strings derived from single strings will be handled. Simple

sentences referred to in thìs chapter will 1ae those either

cerived directly from CS or the product of a singulary transform

(hereafter ST).

7.1 Passive

The passive optional transformation can only be undergone

by transitive verbs of action. The passive markers /ki'/

and /pu v / in the output are homophonous with do

Sr0 1:

H)
Nom1 + X + Vtrarl

.Nj

ACT (AUXb) N0Ut2+

tj)'p IH i

Nom2 4 X + 'i 4- Nom1 + \ttran I
AN J

ACT (Aux) Y
PUj.
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+ ACT + Nom2 Nom2 + 'i' + Non1+ Vtran+ ACT
Y I

fl' + p'a + i i + )c'i' + 1 + p'a
UYoU hit her". 'She is hit by you".

7.2 Question

The question type referred to in this chapter is that other

than the yes-no (question) type. The type reerre4 to here is

derived from single strings. An interrogative mechanism Que

is posited in ST 2 to be used to interrogativise whatever

components are signified by A.

AdVd

Nombc
Adv

Iet A stand or In

Nom

Nug

Nu

L
'Du'

ST 2:
opt

/

X + A + Y (F) ====== X + Que + A + Y + (a)

where X does not contain Que.

Another point of difference from STopt that STopt 2 i.ß

non-recursive. since X is designed to exclude Que.
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ST0t 3:

Tmo Vdi T
X Y

I
Z (p) ====

inst Vtran f H + AC

j

V. A'
X+tsalse

V.
d3..r I

z (a)

Vt.ran + H + ACT

where X does not contain /Ì/.

Examp1e

X + V0 + Y + Vdi +
Z

X + tai s + Vdir +
===

i + ta' + pue ki + k'Y+ lú .+ ko i f teai se +
V

k's' + hi. + ka

"He take aeroplane (to) go there sHe how go ?

ST 4-
(How dici he go there?)

opt

Nom + ABB1 ( AdV ) V ()
tAUXa '1nst

Nom + ABB1 ( Adv
-f ç -

Y ()
AUX vnst

J

Example

Nom + V + Y

's

ly ui+iau
"You(are)afraid of cats'.

, #,

Nom+tsoni+V +y
X
'I

ly 4- ts nt + u + j iau

"You why afraid cats"?

(Why are you afraid of cats?)
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7.3 "Nominalization

1Nflj1jZatjQflÌI as used here within quotation marks is very

different from the sense in whjch it has been used by LB. rees)11

Here, it is used only to signify the process of trans forming the

subjective nominal and the verb o a string into the subjective

nominal phrase of a new string by insertion of nominalizing marker

/JJi/ after them. Another insertion occurring as a result o this

transform is the equative marker or equative verb /5/ homopbonous

with Vb.
STopt 5:

(V +H
I x

[

LVtran

X V +U' (Auxb)Pos
t

Exami:1e

(V+H
I x

I

LVan
j

wcb) kai + s i +y ==_-=x!fv +fl'l(A
t Pos

¡

'

X +
VtrAan

+

A?

X + Vtran + kaWi + s +

i + tsia' + ka i + teja? + kai + si + ka

"se eat orangea. 'What he is eating is an orange".

7.4. Inversion

he objective nominal of the input string is converted

by STopt 6 and the following rule, ST0t into the subjective

nominal of the output string.

111. Lees, R.B. (1960) The Grammar of ng1isb Nominalizations,

Publication 12, Indiana Research Center in Anthropology1

Voiklore and Lingiisti.es, Bloomington, Indiana.
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6:

Nom1 (TED) V08 + Nom2 (F) =====4> Nomi + si + Nomi (Tm) (ki) (1

Example

Nom1 + NO + +

j + j + ts'iu ts'e' ts'iu ts'e si + i + kai
Re has handbook. IThe handbook is his .

STØPt 7:

Nom1 (Tm) Vpub + H (ux) Nom2 (F) ====4
i V

Nom2 + si + Nom1 (Tm) VpUJD + H (Auxb) kai

Example

Nom1 + Vpub NOm2 =-= + + kì

ua + boj + loi kual] Loi kuaj + si + ua 1- boj 4 ki

H buy gift cheque It The gift cheque is bought by me'.

The operation of STOPt and 7 results in a different

stylistic impact, as well as on the focus of emphasis. This

can further be illustrated by ST0t 8 which involves numerals

ST0Pt 8:

f_

X (AWC) Nuni + Cl + N +

t..
van

J

X

L i
(AuXb) + Nuns + Cl + Y
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xainp1e

x+v +Num+C1+N ==x+vPos Pos
, , ? ' , ,,

i + 'X + sa buaj + pj + ts' i + u + ts y + sa bua +

"He has thirty thousand bool'. 1He bas books thirty thousandu

Inversion o the Nurn and Cl from a position precedìng the

noun to one following it places the emphasis accordingly on

the numeral, in the output string.

7.5 Permiasive' Transorrnation

STopt 9:

Vintran

X 1 Per (Advm) I
I

tran

L
STd.

I Vintran
X (Ad71)

f
V

L

J:
I

Iho
.-I V

oi tik

,

) Y

Bxampi

oi tik
x+ Per +

dir =====> x+ Vdjr +
1,bc t

ly 1- ho + lai 1Y + lai + ho

"You may orn" ÌYQU I good (permitted) I.

The permissive mode may be expressed either by the
, V

precedence o permissive marker /ho/ or loi tik/ before dir'

or alternatively. following Vjqi Since most of the modal

affixes are prefixes. the second alternative is posited as

the transform of the more usual first alternative.
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7.6 Time

A

As is the case in STopt the Dis marker /tsoi/ can

occur both before or after the temporal noun which it modifies.

However, as it more usually precedes, this aLternatjve is

posited as the kernel and the other a product of the ST0 10

transform.

STOPt 10:

X + Dis '4- Y Nth I z ======> X Y
Nth ]

Dis 1- Z

L1 i IN
- tc %, tc)

Example

X + Dis 4 Y + Nt + Z

## , t

i + tsoi 4 tsek + jJ + lai +
N A

sua tau

uHe earlier one day came (to)

Swatow ".

ST 11:
opt

X + Y+N +Djs+Z
tc

h
k " 4'

i + tsek + zik + tsoi +
A A

lai + sua tau

"He one day earlier came

(to) Swatowt.,

Nom + Tm + Y ====' rL + Nom + Y

Example

Nom + n+ Y t + Y
' .L, ' A à .' '

b 'I'

ua + tsoi + tack + zik + be tsoi + tsek + zik + ua + be

Il the day before s ick '. s'The day , I ick'.
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The effect of STopt 11 in operation is again orte of style

and emphasis, rather than actual change in meaning. rm when

inverted before the subjective Nom imparts aded significance

to the time element involved in the outpit string.

7.7 Jznphasis

Another type of transform involving addition of emphasis,

other than by inversion, is that of insertion of emphasis marker

(also homophonous with Vb) before the subject intended

or emphasis.

ST 12:
opt

Vb

vr

Nom + X Vd

V
X
V
e

v1s t

Example

f

====== si + Nom + X

Nom + V5
A

i +k'io'

ufle picks (or takes ) upH

Vb

V
r

Vd y
V
X
V

I

si+NOm+VSt

si + i + k'io'

II I he (who ) picks (or takes ) up .

As illustrated in the example cited. emphasis on the

subject is rendered by this transform.



13:

?om + ABB1

Vb +E
V
r

V
dea

V
X

V
na t

ris

'ì

NótTa) (AdVg)5j j(m)(Aux)

Example

Nom + Vd

A
1Y+ay buj
"You graceful (cultured) M

11

V
r

V
dea

V
X

V
ng t

f

Non +st +V
dea

% ,
h

1Y +aj+sy bu
"You M graceful (cultured)".

As srn above, emphasis oE the predicate is achieved
f

9
by insertion of /si/ C j ) before the verbal. Another emphasis

marker which can be inserted after the verbal is lau (fli).

Literally leu means "to die', but in such contexts, it

merely means "to extremityTM. The pertinent rule for producing

this emphasis is as follows:



ST 14:
opt

Nom + BB1 Vdes

V
- X)

179 -

Y

V
Iv i +si. +YNom (Th) (in) ca)

j

des

Iv I
1

Exam1e (i)

Nom + Vd =-= Nom + Vd +

;; + k'i + ktj3 +

'You clever ". "You clever extremely U

Example (ii)

Nom + V + Y Nom + V + SÌ + Y
X X

\ A 4, ' A ' ti)

ua + lou + sot + sa ua + lou + si + soi + sa

III hate washing c1othes III hate extremeiy washing

c1othe".



7,8 Elliptical Transformations

ST 15:
opt

Ellipsis of elements are essentially transforms from

sentences in which those elements are present.

X + Sp + N + Y ;:====> X + Sp + Y

Example

X + Sp + N + Y =-- X + Sp + Y
r. V l 'i .v J l

sa + tiau + + to + tsi ko sa + tiau + to + tsi ico

"Three ropes are-at this place". 'tThree are-at this place".

ST 16:
opt

p V
X + kai + Nom + == X + kai + Y

The ellipsis of the wbole Nom is achieved by the occurrence

of /ki/ before it. In other words, the input string will

have undergone either
5Topt r any one of DT 11, DT 12 or 13.

Example

X -I ki + Nom +

ua +tS"e3+kai #hue

tso3 + k'

III + planted + kai + flowers +

all die6'

( uThe flowers I p1ante have

aU. died').

V

X + kai + Y

u + :s;!J +
kaVi + l;3 SJ 1-

si k'
V

III + planted 4 kai + all +

died"

('What i planted have all

died").
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7 9 Numerai.

The interlthking digital marker between numerals (equivalent

to the 'and' .n English between three-digit numbers) is optional

in the case o 'Swatow' numeral phrases. Unlike Cantonese and

Mandarin, the iriterlinking marker /k I is not obligatory

at all. A three digit figure. say "a hundred and ee'1 can
V Ñ has well be expressed as I pe? sa I hundred three" or as

I P k*j s 'I or as /P' lej sI or /p tu s/. One obvioui

characteristic is the variety of choice in the interlinking

terms. The optional insertion o the interlinking digital

marker is outlined in STQPt

ST 37:
opt

Ç ,

Nu Nu Ik'a
a a

J

X Nub Nu + Y ===-> X Nub ( lei ) + Nu + Y

Nu !Nu tua
C, '

C,

Exarnp3

V

X+NU +Nu+Y == X+Nu +k'ari +Nu+Y
C C J

A ,
A

tsek -f pe' 4' sa 4- kai +
A /

naj i. to I taj ko

HC hundred three people

are here.

A Vtsek+pe'+k'a3 +sa+kai+
I' I V

n +to+tsjkO
DOne hundred three people

are here".
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7.10 tiofl Reduplication

V p

Expressions like /ts'io tsek ts'io/ (see CS 30) (literally,

Ito smile one smil&, that is, "to smile slightly; to smile

a littl&') can alternatively be expressed as /ts'i tsek el

(literally, "to smile one little"). Application of S0I 18

would result in deletion of the reduplicated verb /ts9o/

and the substitution of lei in its place.

ST 18:
opt

AX +Vß +tsek +V

X + VB + tsk + RV
i A

i + tsio + teck + ts'io

'He smiles one smile's.

(uHe smiles slightly")

=== X + VB + ts: e

===> X 4 V 4 tsk e
V A

i + ts'io + tsek e

"He smiles one little".

('He smiles a littleu.)
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CHAPTER 8

OBLIGATORY S INGULARY TRANS PORMAT IONAL RES

The strings to which the obligatory sirigulary transformational
rules (liereafter ST0b) ax'e to be applied are the kernel strings.
ST0b rules are necessary to give the right form to the terminal
strings from the CS sectiox of the grairnar, o those from
foregoing transforms into their proper sQrface form. Only part
of the terminal strings have to undergo the ST.

8.1 Inversion

STOb 1:

X+Nom+ABB1 Vf

Ve

X +ABB1

Exmp1e

Nom +V
A Vhuas + p'a'

'1Wind hitI

(Au%)

Vf (A2xb)

Ve

Y

Nom +Y

==== Vf + Nom

pI' +

'uHjt wind, i.e., a storm

The presence of V or Ve necessitates an inversion of
the us.ia3. subject-predicate order of the sentence. STob

is therefore obligatorily applicable to all strings containing
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either V or v unles5 they have gone through a similar

transformation preceding this, i,e. in DT 21, or 25 for

example. The used here is the abbreviatory symbol

used in CS 7. (See Chapter 5 p.11O)

82 Iegative

STab 2:

x+ (Au):)
a

Vf

V +11
Pos

V
intran

V
tran

V.
dix

r

I m + si

X t 1be I (Apro) (Aux )a
i..,'

jm + uJJ

pro

-

¡A
peri,

I,AcomJ

'Vf

V
Pos +ff

V.
intran

V
tran

Vdi

(A ) Y
corn

Exam (i)

X+m+v +A X+js+A
intran pro pro i.ntran

tSiL + tsivj + I + ki 4- to ts?a' + ts + s + to +

The boat is not moving'. "The boat is not moving".
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Example (ii)

JX+m+V . +A +Y =====>
d3.z

'IX+m+u+V + +yCoin dLr corn
V

i + rn -
.- I. ,

+ + icue + sua t'au
V

i + in + .v
u + jçìi kue + sua t'au

1He not go (A) Swatow " "fie not go Swatow before '.com

The negative marker /y appears in a number o foras depending

on theect sutfix of the verb. s illustrated in STab

operations are achieved: Aper transformed into A0 if

preceded by /i/ and A0 is transposed to a position preceding

AUX u1 the output. Although this latter operation will

eventually be effected by STOb (Aspect Transformation) it

not bere4 the double operation in STOb another instance
of rule e*onorny. A rnorphophoneinic rule is still necessary to

convert /iE-41/ into its correct pronounceable form. (See

Chapter 9 p.196).

83 Aspet Transtormation

Although aspect in Swatow is indicated largely by suffixes,

there are three notable exceptions1 that of the immediate future

aspect the progressive aspect (Apro) and the inc1oative

aspect inc the latter of which is a discontinuous morpheme.

Xn The CS section of the grammar, these elements were treated

without exception, to avoid unnecessary complication of the

distinction between Aux5 and Aux,. STob and STb will now

Operate to correct the order of these elements to give them

their final surface pronounceable forms.
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STab 3:

I

lVf

I

pos

X (i} (AUXa) I

V.

1

I tran

I 7dir

-I

-. , 'A '1m + si! i imf1
L.x+ Lnt+u A

. ( pro.

L »'

Exampie (i)

x+v. +A.dr ln%f

u + laAi tsi
H1 come presently"

xamp1e (ii.)

X + V + A
tian pro

V
tsia kau + k + to

,

t

A.

ìAPOI + Y

)

Vf .1

V
pos

Vit y

V
tian

V'
dix

===.= X 'f A. + V
:Lmf dir

.' V A
ua + tsiu 4 lai

UI presently coiqeu

uClassjfjer .4 Dog + bite +

Ap"ro

X+A
pro tran

'1 '

tsia' + kau to + ka

"Classifier + dog + +
pro

bite"

(The dog is biUng').
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STOb 4:

The thehoative aspect marker /k'i la'u/ i a diacontjuous

morpheme if followed by a Nom. 4 will perform this

operation as follows.

' Ax+k'ilai+Nom+Y ==- X+k'i+Nom+li+Y

Example

Y A
X + k i lai + Nom X + ) ' i + m + lai

Y A A t, A A

tau + k'i lai + huarj t'au + ft1j + huaj + lai.

IÌblow .4. inchoative dcpec± + IEWjnd starts blowing H

8.4 Numeral.

STb reveals a syntactic peculiarity of Swatow. Ordinals

are formed by the prefixing of Ord (ordinal prefix) /ti/ before

any caiçUnal number. with the exception of numbers one and two

(l 2).
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In. the case O 1, the preftxing of ordinal preUx /tcì/

before it necessitates an obligatory change ot the number

'1' from cardina1/tsk/ into /jk/I Simi1ar1y,the case o

the number * 2 ' , prefixation of /tci/ converts the following

cardinal /n/ into /zL/. The above changes are 3ufflzflarized

as follows:

aidina1

tsk i = one

n 2two

ST 5:
ob

Ordinal prefix Ordinal

tc;i + c = first
/ ç

toi + zi second

X I- Ord 'tøk ì C]. + Y ;====j:: + Ord ik + Cl + Y
, Ino) z3.

Example

X +Ord +cfl +Y
' I A

iY + k4au + toi 4 tsek +

k. + hk Se

ÌIyOu examine (the) number

One + classifier + pupil"

=====? X+Ord+ik+C1+Y
' i

V A

i, +k'au+toi+ik+kai+
hk seij

"You examine the first pupi.111.

The ordinal /Zi/ if followed by a classifier and if not

preceded by an ordinal prefix /tci/ in the preceding context

is transformed by STob back into cardinal



STob 6:

X + zi + Cl + Y

Exanp1e

189 -

:=== X+n+C1+Y

X+zi+C1+y === X+n+Cl+Y
ua+u+zi+tsia'+i ua+u+no+tsia'+i
"i have second i" 'I have two chairs

8.5 pj1ipr Naine TransÎormat

A proper name (N) when preceded by familiar title /l'u/

(TfI.) results in increased syllable length of N (symbolized

by : } and tonal change in Tfb Examples will be supplied in

Chapter 9 where the morphophonemic ana phonetic rules are

outlined.

ST 7:
ob

X + Tfb + N5fl + Y =:=::==: + Tf + N3: + Y

where Y does not contain Tp.
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ST 8:
ob

X+T +N +Tpb sn

xamp le

X + Tfb + N5 + TPf =====

u+pk+1aj +i+si
se nio

"I know old Yeo Mrs"

X + N + Tfb + Tp

X + N3 + Tfb +

u +k 4. j + l2 Si

se nio

III know Yeo, old I4rs".

This obligatory rule applies only when Tfb precedes +

Tp. Then preceding N or Nfl alone, the order need not be

inverted in the output.

8.6 stion

All outpUt strings derived from ST0t 2 have obligatorily

to undergo
512ob

9-15.

ST 9:
ob

X + Que + 1 + Y X + tiarj si + Y

Example

X+QUe+Tifl+Y X+tiajsi+Y
h /

i + Que + kiln zik 1- lai > i tiai si + lai + a

"She + Q + today + came" 'When did she come"?

In STb Th concatenated with Que, (ari interrogative

marker posited in the transform of ST 2) is transformed into

an interrogative morpheme "when" or /tiarj s/.
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X +Q +A6v4 +Y

Fxaip1e

X + Que + Adv6 + y

j + Qe + ho? + kul

'He very talU'

19L -

/

X + (i.i) + zia' + y

===== X + (ii) + + y

j + (u) + zio + kui

IÌH tali. (is) he?Ì

STb 10 transforms the show» morpheme /zo'/ oE degree

by contatenation of AdV + Que.

S1T 11:
ob

Nom
X+Que ,&

1oc

IN
1 )

Examp

X + Que + NOmi0 + Y
f Y /

i to + Que + hak bau

"He at + Que + schoo1'

', V
-=--= X + tj. ko 4 y

V V

==== X + ti ko I y
, V ..,

i + to + ti ko + a

Where is be?"

In SP 1]. Noi and Nom concatenated with Que become
ob bc pl .,

transformed into an interrogative morpheme of place ¡ti ko/.

Again an optional marphophonemic rule can be applied to

abbreviate /t k/ into /ti/, the latter being the more usual

form in rapid colloquial speecb (See Chapter 9, p.197).
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ST1, 12:

X + Que + MV + Y

Exanp].e

41 j%

X + tsa2. se (io) + y

'1 s, Al
X + Que + Ath' Y X + tsai Se (io) y

in

tsi'a' hu'ets'a + ku ku ===== tsi:'a' + hue ts4ia + tsi s
A A
.'- Al+ kia (io) Ida

"The train moved slowly' 1'The train moved in what way?"

Similarly, Advm concatenated with Que becomes the
V Ai

interrogative morpheme, /tsai se (io)f.

STobl3:

X+Que

Exainp le

Que 1. pp + y
\

¿

1 + u + tsi

(Sp) N + H

pp

N
ph

"eue + you have money"

y ===== X + ¿ tiaj + Y

===:4 ti ti3 +

ti1i +i+tsi:

"W220 baa taoziey?

Human nouns, proper nouns and proper names concatenated

with Que become the inteirogative pronoun ¡ti iij I or

"w" A morpiophonemic rule (See chapter 9 ) can ±urthez

render the morpheme /tl ti I into its more usual shortened

form. However, this morphophonemic rule is an optional rule.
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ST 14:
ob

AN

X + Que (Sp) N 1M i

lAB 1NJ1
L.

Eam1.e

X + mid' kai + y

X + Que + N + y =====: + mi' kai + Y
, A , Ai + u + Que + tsua i + u + mi' kai + a

"He has ewpe' "What does he have ?

Non-human nouns concatenated with Que are trarsformed into
A

the interrogative pronoun /m kai! or what' winch can only

be used for non-human beings ox thirgs.

ST 15:
ob

(Nul
X+Que . y

L1i
Example

====:* X + tsc;:i 4 y

X + Que + Nu + Y

i 1: + Que + S + saj -I.

"He has Que four pairs of

Shoes"

V

X + zio' tsoi + y
f .1 A

i u + ZjQ? tsoi + saj + Qi

"He has bow many pairs of shoes?

Numerals concatenated with Que become interrogative

morpheme ,±:'- tsi/ equivalent to "bow many" or 'how much"

in English.



STob 16:

X Que +Du +y

Example

X +Q

i + lai

+ Que +

"He has

Que (for

+Du +Y
A

+ liau + sua t'au
A A

tsap ni

been in Swatow +

10 years"

194 -

X + ± y

dX+zioku+Y
A ' '- A

i + lai + liau + sua t'su +
1

zio, kit

"He has been in Swatow how

long?"

V
The interrogative morpheme for duration /zio' lcu/ "how

longl is the product of Du conaatenated with Que.

8.7 Cateçzoy De1tioxn

The empty capitalized symbols posited in the CS section

of the granunar for economizing the number of subc1assiicatory

verbs for verbs or nouns according to co-occurrence are in

this STb rule eliminated accordingly.

ST 17:
ob

-

i

11H
i

(ACT)

J
RAN)

1M (
YX

jtIN
[Nm

AB

=:== + y
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CHAPTER 9

MOIPHOPHONEMIC AND PQTIC RtJLES

9.1 t4orphohoemic 1es

Starred morphophonemic ana all phonetic rules are obligatory,

since they convert the terminal strings of kernel or transformed

sentences into their surface pronounceable forms. Morphoplionemic

rules will. be referred to as M-rules and phonetic rules as P-

rules respectively.

Where square brackets [ ] are used. the patterns

postulated for the set of elements involved are not uniform

throughout, that is to say, that the elements included in the

square brackets on the left-hand side of the rule undergo a

change which is unique to these elements and thus constitute a

sub-class, or that each element in the brackets undergoes a

different change, and each constitutes a class or sub-class as

may be the case. Index to special symbols used in M-rules and

P-rules are as follows:

Extra length : Palatalized t
Aspirated +I Glottalized O

Unaspirated - Prenasalized' (tcthe left of the symbol

Unreleased - Nasalized . (above phonetic symbo1

Voiceless -" Syllable boundary *

Voiced Syllable initial #



/

si
fJ

ai

u1

F

mi

mai

mo
V

me
N

mui.

w.

F

M-3. transforms the negatives of ¡si/ ('is' or 'be'); lai!

( I like' ' want ' ) /11/ ( good' or ' well Ì ) / / ( t or

'use) lut/ ('afraid'); into their surfaae pronounceable forms

by assimilation.

*M_ 2:

V
m +

t\ to,

, A
bo

bci

A F

I
bo to

p4-2 must be applied in order to convert /i + / ('not

have' ) and /' + ol/ ' not may' ( ' may 1' ; or ' cannot ' ) and

/ t61 "not at') into the surface pronounceabl.e forms.



M-3:

'1

'tu + I I

)
I 'tiaI

197 -

V
tio

= == = ==

tCa

M- 3 converts the ¡ti )c/ ( 4w)iere ) and /t ti / C' ')

interrogative morphemes into their corresponding assimilated

forms, wbich forms, in rapid colloquial speedi are more sua1ly

heard.

M-4:
l. ; I

r tsi
I ' + ko =====: I

Lhi I' ,
bio

In M-4, simi larly, /tsio/ ( ' here J and /hi/ ( there ) for

/ts'i k/ and /hi ki/ respectively are assimilated.

M-5:

/

sa
V

si
I

1k
t;i

ka'u

tsA?

V

ik
I
z'

sa

si
I.

:i °

A

lak

tsvi.,

1,c,Vj

ka'u

ziip

sp
si'ap

1_ : k

tShj
,

pci p

ka'up

ic:

I

zi

sa
I

s'

rjdu

V
ts i

ku
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M-5 concerns itself with the conversion of numeral phrases

into their abbreviated assimilated forms. A numeral phrase1
/

A. 41

for exampLe zi tsap ik (twenty-one)becomes transformed into

/zi'ap iVk/, in which change, the middle tens1 digit becomes

assimilated with the first digit. This is again an optional

morphophonemic rule in that both the full form and the assimilated

forni are to be heard in spoken 'Swatow As in the case of M-3,

in rapid speech, the assimilated form is the more usual.

*M_6:

' N \ N s

Sn Sn
I I

la'u
==== 1u A

'II V

Mid-level Mid-level :

xample

I ,-I..- V
lau + li (surname) ( - ) ==== lau + li:

l + gd'u (surname) ( Z ) ==: lu +

M-6 which is obligatory jivee the proper surface pronounceable

[orni to the Familiar Name Transformation (See Chapter 8) All

family surnwnes when preceded by familiar title /1a/ is transformed

by M-6 into one of added length in the surname and changed tone

in the familiar title /lu/. Exaxp1es are provided in this

chapter instead of chapter 8. In this case. 'Swatow' differs
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from Cantonese in that no tonal sandhi is involved. Thexe s

only a tonal change effectea in the fazailiar title itself,

but not in the family suriame following. length being the

only morphophonemic change.

*M_7

#(c)

[ì][:i:j

Exmp

ai3

si ni

#--

Li

. i=== S].fl1 pu

c[[j*+#[]v 4

V: any vowel
C : any consonant

(daughter -in-law)

A

=== sin riio (bride)

14-7 effects ssimi1ation when a first syllakle begînring

with or containing /iJ I precedes a second syllahle beginning

with ¡p/ or
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92 Phonetic Rules

AU. term.nal strings are written in phonemic transcription.

and not in logographs. All symbols on the left of the arrow

1_n P-rules are in phonemic transcription and those on the

right. are in phonetic transcription. Hence symbols not rewritten

or which do not appear in the P-rules are those which are

phonemically and phonetically identical.

Pl:

* 1V1(p1 :t #1v't(P_ +

I i k I ==== t f k +..
!

J1,J t J H- +'

Post-vocalic stops (occurring in final position only) are

transformed into unreleased, voiced and pre-glottalized stops.

P2:

b b (.h.b o)

z ==== z (.. b o)

g g (A'b o)

The phonemes /b!. /z/ and /g/ are transformed into their

respective allophonic variants.
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[s]
l}

ÍE*

The consonant phorernes /s/. /ts/ and /z/ tend toward
palatalization when preceding ¡i/.

p4:

11 a

,J )

gJ

f

ma}

I nal

I

The interchangeability of the three sets of phonemes

/b/, /m/ ; /n!, /1/ I j I, /g/ preceding ¡al is illustrated in

p41.

Example

/nam ny3 I =i:= ¡1am nY3 I

"men and women's and women
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u
V ==== j213

P6:
1

55
/%.

I

'7:

INo markJ ==== 33

P8:

\ => 53

P9: 1 ==> 35

(Low 1.evej}

(Low level rise)
(Short low level)

(High level)

(Short high level)

(Mid level)

(Falling)

(Ris ing)

In P5-9. the five tonal features are spelt out into their

relative pitch-values according to hao's fivepoixt tone-letter
112

sy stern.

112. Chao, YR. (1930) 'A system of Le )1itre
Phonetiiu y. 45 pp.24-27. REach tone-letter consists of
a vertical reference line1 of the heig1it of ari 'n'e tO WhiCh
a simplified time-pitc2 curve of the tone represented is
attached. The total range is divided into foir equal parts,
thus making five points, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 5 corresponding
to low, half-low, medium, half high1

high, respective1y.
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PiO:
# # #33

ii

[i.] +

2 U

2

* #. #033
u
55

==:.-# [ii + 53

L .1

213

2

L5

O

In PiO, a sy1].ai. on the low level (11) thne remains

unchanged beEore ail other tones.

Pl. 3.:

# # # 3# O O O

il u.

55 55

55 IpIl

35
====:=) kj.J+

5353

t 'i]
35

213 213

2 2

5, ..
5,

*

A syilabie ending w.thatopS/p/. /k,' // on a

3.ow level (11) tone will in P14 be converted into a syllable

on a high level (55) tone. This LB an example o a 'fZl.p-flop'

alternatioi.
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P12:

# # #
33

# # %ç

1]. u.

[2] i- [3] +

213 213

2 2

,

5 . 5

A syllable or the short low level (2) before ail other

thnes excepting 53 (falling) is cozwerted by P12 into a modified

mid level tone (3). This modified mi4 level (3) except for

be ing shorter than mid level (3 3), is on the same pitc1 level.

P13:

#1 .# #, .4$ , # #
2 +

(53 ======: 5
1

Ii 53

L J
il

f I
L135

'

35
j

Enclitic

A syllable on the short low level (2) tone before a

falling (53) or a rising (35) torre is converted by 213 into a

short high level (5) or higb level (55) respectively. The

second syllable becomes enclitic though no tonal sandhi is

effected.
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p]_4:

ft # #
[ 213} +

% *_
[ 35 _1

=_=-Th::>
L ]

* * #

+ [
35]

When preceding a rising (35) tone, the low level rise (213)

becomes a rising thne, as illustrated in P.4.

P35:

4: * *, #
(

51
#

151

.i

55 551

{
213J + ;

2
====:= +

331 j33
111 13j u

1213JJ
L J

j3'

In the environment of the short high level (5), high level (55).

and 1Iing (53) tones however, 21.3 becomes a falling tone.

When preceding the short low level (2), low level (11). another

low level rise (213) or mid level (33) tone it becomes a

modified falling (31) tone

PIG:

:N: * :I33 # # #

1). II

[33] + [33] +

35 35

213 213

2 2

5

Zn PIG, a syllable on the mid level (33) tone remains

unchanged before aU other tones.
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nl:
* * * * ; 4

33 33
11 11

r -
sg

Ii:i3 55
I ssl + 53 ====;== 13 + 53
U 35 35

213 213
2

2

5

Pli is ari illustration of the 1ip-f1op' alternation

resulting from paradigmatic replacement of tones. A syllable

with a high level tone (55) before all other tones becomes

either low level (11) or.rising (13). This rising (13) is

somewhat lower than 35, and is a modified tone resulting tram

tonal andhi.

pia:

# * * 4 4 #33
Ill I

f 331

I55(pl] I 55 r11(p.i I s I

=:======> I k I +
35
53

I

+
i 531
I

I
1ii I

213 1 ,ji I 213 1

I 2i .- I

, I

I 5] 1 5J

A syllable on a high level tone (as mentioned in 217) but

which ends in 'p,", ¡k! or I', before ali. other tones becomes a

low level (il) tone . P3.7 and lB are complementary , in that

217 specifies the change for all first syllables on a fligb level

tone which do not end in ¡p/, /k/ oz /'/; while P17 applies

to syllables which do.
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#
33

11
55
35

53

213
2

s

4 4 # *
,

33

:ii

[2j +

213
2

5

P19 is another 'f1ip-f1op wbere a short high level

ton. (5 } on a firs t syllable becomes converted into a short

3.ow level tone (2) before all other tones.

P20:

# # # # * # #
33 33
11 11

r -
55 55

I 35 1 + 53 =====> I 21 1 + 53

L i 55 L J 55
213 213

2 2
5-

En P20 a syllable with a rising tone becomes a low level

modified tone (21) before all. other tones.. (21) is a result

of tonal sandhi. and is slightly higher than low level (11).

Again, this is a 'flip-flopt alternation.



P23.:

# # *_
33
1].

: 55
35

I- J 213
2

-5
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# 4 * *
33
11

r i 55
====>

1.. 241 + 35
213

2

5

A first syllable on the falling torte beccues a modified

r icing tone before all other tones (except another falling tone).

The modified rising tone (24) is a product of tonal gandhi and

is s 1 ightly lower than Tìs ing tone (35).

P22:

#

# *

1531

*

Í
[ 1

J J L Encliticj

P22 is an illustration of a falling/rising 'flip-flop' when

a falling tone precedes another falling tone. Xt is also a

case where the second syllable becomes enclitic owing to its

being in the environment of a falling first syllable.

'or spectrographic illustration of some of the principal

'flip-flop' alternations please see Appendix B, p.239.
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CONCLUSION

Since the many advancee in the field o transormatjora1-
generative theory as a result of incessant ongoing research,
many aspects of 'Swatow' grammar which I have attempted to
sketch in this study, including that of different graimtatical
categories (such as aspect markers, verb-classes, etc.) and of
diverse simple and compound constructions,(such as the negative,
the comparative, yes/no questions, etc.) will, in the light
of Chomsky's reformulation (1965)113 have to be handled
differently.

In the earlier framework (1957) auth as that adopted here,
every attempt is made to state the exact environmental conditions
under which a. particular rule can apply, at the expense of
using a great number of symbols and cumbersome rules. Moreover,

categorization and subcategorization of major word-classes,
such as the division of verbs into stative/non-stative, transitive!
intransitive; nouns into human, animate, abstract, etc are
presupposed and accomplished by the use of rewrite or expansion
rules. Tacing the verbs, for example, treatment of these has
involved full listing of their co-occurring formatives, ordered

or unordered resulting in the writing of complicated rules.
On the other hand, under the new framework proposed by Chomsky,
which allows for the appearance of certain grammatical

113. N1. Chomsky (1965) op.cit.
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sub-categories in the deep structure, dependent entirely n
the choice of certain property formatives together with a
general symbol, ciassification, sub-classification and cross-
classificaUon within major word-classes is made possible.
Hence, V (Verb) for instance might be rewritten Adj ecUve
(descriptive verbs in my rules) if preceded by emphasis marker

(Advd u1 this 8ttZdy) /1/ and not followed by any post-verbal
NP, etc. Then V can also be rewritten Adjective if it co-
occurs with the reduplicative formative, and is not followed
by any post-verbal NP, etc. This seems to allow for a much
more flexible handling of the co-occurrence (restriction)

patterns1 subj-classification now being dependent ori the
selection of certain distinctive features most relevant for

siich. This solution seems to be capable of eliminating much
complication and confusion not only for V as a class, but any
other grammatical category.

Among a great many residual problems, there are some
which must be singled out for mention in connection with
this present work. Limited only to the outlining of conjoirUng
transformations in my study. our understanding of the nature
of embedding transformations can be profitably extended if
these too were to be considered in terms of Chomsky!s recent

reformulation. In the light of recent development, enedded
structures are provided for by the base-component of the
grammar, which kitherto have been considered to be derived
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roin the combination of two sentences (as in conjoining) to

tarin a third by means ot double-base or gerera.jzed transfOrIntjons.

This is made feasth1e by permitting the symbol * S # to appear
on the right side of certain rewrite or expansion rules, the
implication of w2Lch is that recursiveness is being assigned
to certain phrase-structure rules (S in my study), which
formerly was assigned only th transormationa1 rules.

Another problem is the obliteration of the earlier
distinction made between optional. and obligatory transformations.
According to the earlier framework adopted here optional

transformations are seen to convert strings underlying atfirmative

or declarative sentences into their corresponding, passive and
interrogative etc.. forms. A new deve1oxnent has been the
introduction, 'via phrase structure rules, calling for the
positing of certain abstract markers in the deep structure
such as Q and Neg which trigger off the appropriate obligatory
transformations for converting the corresponding interrogative
and negati're surface forms of euch sentences. In fact, apart
from a set of presumably restricted transformatiors connected
with the production of different stylistic effects, (but which
have no effect upon the semantic interpretation of the sentence
in question) all transformations are now considered obligatory.
It must be stressed however, that the character of transformational

3.14

rules, that is the way in which they operate has remain unchanged.

3.14. J. Lyons (3.970a) p.qit.a p.128.
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The morphophonemic and phonetic r1es sketched tentatively
th thLs study, pending the accumulation o more pej phonetic
information on a larger scale has also to be worked out within
the distinctive-feature framework before a more complete
generative phonological component of Swatow' can be formulated.

This present analysis, then, as it stands, is by rio means
exh8i, complete or even ip-to-date . Much remains to be
revised, added, reformulated and modified. It is bored however,
that despite and because of its many inadeq.iaciea and crudities,
it; can stimulate further investigation, whether along similar or
different lines.
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APPENDIS A

DERIVATNJ HITORY OP SOME 'SWATOW SENThNE

A kernel sentence is rere9entea by an independent tree;

èiniple (singulary) transformations are indicated by the crossing

o f branches ; conjoined generalized transformations (double-base)

transformations by a link.

3.. (Ref. CS-i)

NP VP

Tin Neg V V2

b

A \

i ts i tsì bue ts i&' ho hi ua py

Literally, "She now not finished eati.ng that bowl of rice1'.

("She has not fjfltSbed eatinq that bowl of rice nowTM).



2. (Ref. DT-5)

/51\
NP VP

i

I

N1

Nom 11
i

1.
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z
Nom

Literally, She used (a) stick (to) hit me".

A
V2

i
p'a ua

pI&, ua



3. (Ref. DT-8)

/S1N

Noni V N

u

2

NP

I

2 43

Nom

i: i jT

V

f
ci naie' kia .ia puri j

V 4 A

ua k' ua ttau IXWj m:er) ki purl i

Literally, "I go (to) Swatow (to) buy things give ber (to) eat".

$4

N' \p4
Nom V N

J t. J
(
i tsia' mue' ki

tsia'
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4. (Ref. ST -1)
ob

NP VP

/\ A
i Iikim zik u hou 1'

.H1 h1
1C:LItl z:Lk u lo' hou

Literally, "Today there fell rain".
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APPENDXX B

Spectrograms made by the writer are included here to

illustrate some ot the principal 'flip-flop' alternations ot

tone mentioned earlier i.n cthapter 2 All the spectrograms

were made from the author speech on Kay Sonagraph, 601.

With one or two exceptions, utterances for analysis were

selected euch that each contained an identical morpheme i.n

phrase-final position and elsewhere. The framework used in

most cases, have therefore been a combination of numerals.

such that the same numeral appears both at the beginning and

at the end of the utterance. Exceptions were set up only

when the framework became impractical for ccmbining certain tones.

A nasal and vc»,él combination is aleo included for reference.

The spectrograms (or sets of epectrograme) are arranged as

follows to illustrate:

Set 3. (a) Mid-level tone (33) unchanged;

(b) High level (55)/Low level (11) fli.p-flop'

set 2 (a) Falling (53)/Short Rise (24) 'flip-flop';

(b) High level (55)/Low level (Il) 'flip-flop'

Set 3 Low level (11) unchanged before High level (55);

Short low level (2)/Modified Mid level (3) 'flip-flop'

Set 4 Rising (35)/Modified low level (21) 'flip-flop'

Set 5 LOw level (2)/High level (5) 'flip-flop'

Set 6 nasal and vowel combination

For illustrative purposes, in addition to narrow band

spectrograms some wide-band spectrograms are aleo included.
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SET i Mid level Tone(33)Unchanged in Sandhi and

(a) High level(55)/Low level(l1) 'flip-flop'

J

sa
"three"

(33)
Mid level

tsap
S'flh'

(55)
High level

sa tsap
"three" "ten"



SET i
(b)
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Pt$1 m( Pl

f
F - .- -

-'--
-P

a

E:

sa tsap sa

"thirty - three"
(33) (11) (33)

Mid level Low level Mid level

I

sa tsap sa

"thirty - three"
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SET 2 Falling(53)Short-rise(24)'f lip-flop' and
(a) High level(55)/Low level(11)'flip-flop'

7/

/
J .1

i-
* -.'

-

E --

--; 4E :1;: t -

ku tsap kau tsap

"nine" "ten" "ninety"
(53) (55) (24) (55)

I :

kau tsap

"ninety"

This narrow-band spectrogram illustrates the second /ka. t/

"ninety" in isolation.



SET 2
(b)

-
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tsp
'nir- -r-.nine"

(24) (11) (53)

Short rise Low level Falling
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SET 3 Low level (ll)tone unchanged before High
level (55); Short low leve1(2)k4odified
Mid level (3) 'flip-flop'

flP* 44-IS SOA.*444. WtI (S a.. ..

-w-.

JL
pOi taap poi

"one hundred and eighty-eight"
Original tone:

(2) (2) (55) (11)

Short low level High level Low level
Tonal sandhi:

3 3 ll il

Modified Mid ]ével Low level

2' t sap

"one hundred and eighty-eight"
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r
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Rising (35)/Modified Low leve]j21J 'flip-flop1

z -

E

tsap

"fifty-five"

Original tone:
(35) (55)

Rising High level
Tonal sandhi:

[21J [ii]

Modified Low level Low level

J

(35)

Rising

[35]

Rising
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Low level(2)/High level (5) 'flip-flop'

TI

rna i

"don' t"

(2)

t oi

"see"(or look)
(53)

t'oi

'don't "see" (or look)
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!!LJ:. t'oi

'don't look"
(5) (53)

High level Falling

mai

"don' t"

t' oi

look"
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SET 6 A Nasal and Vowel Combination

-

- -

na

(35)

"that"

A narrow-band spectrogram of /na/.

na
(35)

'that"

An amplitude display of /na/.



SET 6
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- - I

na

(35)

"that'

A magnified display of /na/.


